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ABSTRACT 

The author researched the effects of multiple 
bereavements on the faJ '21 journeys of eight members 
of her congregation, each of whom had eeriexed 
five deaths or more in the previous five years. The 
methodology included individual interviews and a 
group validation process. Data was collected 
regarding the effects of grief on individual and 
corporate worship life. The study aimed to reveal 
the ways in which grief affected each person and draw 
conclusions regarding the impact of multiple 
bereavements on congregational life and ministry. 

The theory base of the study includes the 
dyllamics of single bereavement grief, an examination 
of the complications of grief experienced by the gay 
and lesbian community, and a section on more common 
complications of the grieving process. Analysis of 
the data highlights differences between the grieving 
processes for single and multiple bereavements. The 
author presents a new paradigm for grieving and 
advice regarding ministry in the midst of multiple 
bereavements. 
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I. DEATH AND TEE DOCTOR OF MINTSTRY 

Each of us  will, at some time, lose someone we love to death and find 

ourselves cast into the depths of grief. Each of us must find our way through 

the valley of the shadow of death. As people of faith we may try to emulate 

the Psalmi-st's way1, W g  ouiieIves to the comforting presence of the Holy, 

seeking to follow God even when aIl seems Lost The death of a loved one 

hurtles us into that place of sadness in which we feel abandoned and cut off 

from others, from ourselves, from our usual sources of meaning- As Antoine 

de Saint Exupery puts it, "It is such a secret place, the land of tears."' 

Grieving one significant death is very mcul~ The grief work 

involved in recovery normally takes up to two years to ~ornplete.~ When that 

process is truncated and interrupted by a second death in the first year of 

bereavement, grieving begins to look quite different New spiritual questions 

are raised and new theological symbols are needed. Further, when death is 

piled on death, one after another with brutal and ruthless regularity, the valley 

of the shadow becomes littered with corpses. Following the rod and staff of 

God under those Citcumstances requires a different map and a new set of 

skills. 

Ps, 23:4, Revised Standard Version, 

Antoine de Saint Exupery, The LinIe Prirrce, Katherine Woods, translator, (New 
York: Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1943), 3 1. 

3 John D. Martin, I Can't Stop Crying: It's So Hard When Someone You Love 
Dies, (Toronto: Key Porter Books, 1992), 4. For details regarding the grief work involved in 
recovery, please see Theory, section 1, The Path ofNonnal Grief, in this thesis. 



Walking through such a Littered valley has been the experience of 

members of the gay and lesbian population of most North American urban 

centers in the 1980s and 1990s. Acquired Imrnune Deficiency Syndrome 

(AIDS) has struck those communities with virulent force, decimating our 

populations, destroying entire groups of friends, chosen family networks, 

artistic communities, spiritual and support groups. "Among people in high- 

risk groups4 where there are signiscant numbers of cases of AIDS, there is a 

perception that the whole world is dying of this disea~e."~ 

A Research Question Arises 

In September 1996, fifteen years after AIDS began decimating my 

world, 1 began my Doctor of Ministry studies. I stated emphatically that I had 

no intention of spending four years focusing on  death and dying; I had 

already had too much of grief- When I entered the program I was able to 

identify in myself and my congregation a sense of spiritual lethargy, and I 

wanted to focus my studies on understanding adult faith development, so that 

I could find a way out of the spiritual doldrums into which we seemed to have 

descended. 

In 1993 our congregation, then ten years old, had reached a strong and 

healthy time in its life, marked by a vibrant leadership development program, 

lots of small group studies, attendance of over 100 per week at worship, and 

excellent financial giving. Yet for the three and a half years leading up to the 

These high risk groups were referred to as the three "h"s: Haitians, Heroine users, 
and Homosexuals. Within a few years another 'h" group was added: Hemophiliacs. This 
group was stigmatized by their association with the disease, but given sympathy for the fact 
that they were infected by tainted blood. 

Walter J. Smith, AIDS: Living and Dying with Hope (New York: Paulist 
Press, 1988), 39. 



fall of 1996 and my enrollment in the Doctor of Minisay program, most of the 

congregation had become unresponsive to congregational life. Programs that 

were once greeted with enthusiasm by twenty or thirty people drew less than 

half a dozen. We had trouble getting people to serve on the Board of 

directors, and of six or seven committees that once ran the He of the 

congregation, only the worship committee remained. 

As a pastor I am committed to the mhistry of all believers, and I found 

the situation with my congregation deeply troubling. I struggled with whether 

or not E was somehow to blame for their lack of enthusiasm and sense of 

purpose. I recognized that the era of AIDS had left me with a heavy load of 

grief, and I wondered if my own grief and lack of energy were being mirrored 

by the congregation. Yet, I stilI believed that knowing more about adult faith 

development would prove to be the solution to our problems, and steadfastly 

refused to look directly at the grief issues involved. 

I began my program with a course called "Spiritualities of the Heart" 

TZlis course Focused on the teachings of some of the great mystics of the 

Roman Catholic church: Julian of Norwich, John of the Cross, Teresa of 

Avila I found their writings compelling, especially references to the dark 

night of the soul. Their writings spoke of a period of spiritual darkness or 

dryness, characterized by an intense yearning for God with an accompanying 

loss of the ability to pray, read scripture, meditate, or find joy in worship. 

This resonated with my personal and pastoral experience. 

I began to wonder if I was in a type of dark night cf the soul. As I 

learned more about the stages of faith I became convinced that this was 

something most of Protestantism had ignored to its great loss. The idea that a 

period of spiritual dryness or darkness was not only common but necessary 



for spiritual growth was one I found deeply reassuring. It seemed to make 

sense of the lethargy I had discerned in myseIf and my congregation. I was 

more determined than ever to focus my doctoral thesis on the stages of faith. 

My next course introduced me to an article by Constance Fitzgerald 

entided, "Impasse and Dark Night," in which she began to move beyond the 

individualistic approach to speculate about the possibility of a coIIective dark 

night of the soul.6 Fiegerald notes that in our human relationships we 

experience "precisely the kind of suffering John describes concerning the 

soul's journey to God."' She asserts that the dark days of our interpersonal 

relationships often lead to the breakdown of those relationships, including 

divorce, changes of career, or relocation. Fitzgerald then applies this insight 

to her whole nation, describing a collective time of impasse or dryness: 

We are citizens of a dominant nation, and I think. that 
as a nation we have come to an experience of deep 
impasse and profound limitation. On the other side 
of aI l  our technology, we have come to poverty and 
to dark night. We can find no escape from the world 
we have built, where the poor and oppressed cry out, 
where the earth and the environment cry out, and 
where the specter of nuclear waste already haunts 
future generations -8 

As I read that article I felt a jolt of recognition and an immediate 

question arose: had my congregation and I entered into a collective dark night 

of the soul? If there was such a thing, could that explain my sense that the 

COILS tame Fitzgerald, "Impasse and Dark Nighf " in Women's Spirifuality.- 
Resources fir Christian Development, ed. ioann Wolski Corn (New York: Paulis t Ress, 
1986), 287-3 1 1. 



congregation was lost and wandering in dryness, going through the motions 

of being church without the joy of it? 

This suspicion burned in me and became the force which allowed me 

to look at our grieving from a new perspective. If, as a congregation, we 

were in a dark night of the soul, had it been the accumulated grief that was the 

catalyst for our entry into that stage of f a ?  Having a vague hope that our 

grief had opened us to this stage of faith development meant that perhaps the 

lethargy I was feeling in the congregation was actually the prelude to new life 

and resurrection. 

By allowing me to ask questions about my congregation's spiritual 

health in this new way, Fitzgeraldrs article enabled me to h d  a different 

approach to the whole area of grief. For the first time I was able to admit that 

death, dying and grief were the issues most central to me and my ministry. 

Her article also challenged me to face this honestly for, as she notes, in the 

facing lies the hope of recovery. 

While nothing seems to be moving forward, one is, 
in fact, on a homeward exile- if one can yield in the 
right way, responding with I11 consciousnes~ of 
one's suffering in the impasse yet daring to believe 
that new possibilities, beyond immediate vision, can 
be given? 

I found myself ready to believe that new possibilities would be available to me 

if I chose to face all the grief and death in my individual and collective 

spiritual life, 

While the idea of a collective dark night of the soul continues to 

intrigue me, my collaborative learning group warned me that a thorough study 



of such a topic was more proper to a Doctorate in Theology. Working with 

them I was able to see that the more appropriate project for me was to study 

the effects of multiple bereavements on the memkrs of my congmgation with 

a two-pronged focus: to see how the bereavements had affected their faith 

journeys and their worship lives, My research question became; 

"What are the effects of multiple bereavements on the 

faith journey and congregational Life of individuals who have 

been at Christos MCC five years or rnore?"lO 

I felt it was necessary to interview those whom I knew to have 

suffered multiple bereavements, and who also had some history with the 

congregation- That would give me a group of people able to reflect helpll ly 

on how death had affected both themselves and the congregation. I outline in 

the methodologg section of this thesis how I chose the people and conducted 

the interviews, 

I believe it is essential for those of us seeking to pastor effectively 

within the gay and lesbian community today to understand the effects of 

multiple bereavements on ourselves and on those with whom we minister. As 

the deaths mount and we lose more friends, loved ones, relatives, and 

parishioners, mw resources are needed to enable us to cope with the spiritual 

and theological issues that arise. Out of my experience, both personally in 

dealing with my own grief and professionally in pastoring to the gay and 

lesbian community, I now realize that the lists of tasks most often outlined for 

grieving a single bereavement are inadequate for the work involved in 

l O ~ y  congregational life I include the person's worship activity, participation in 
educational and social events, and willingness to consult the pastor or others for spiritual 
guidance when the need is felt. 



recovering from muItipIe bereavements Such lists fail to account for the 

compounding of the grief work involved in recovery when death is piled on 

death, 

This thesis wiU begin with my personal story and the story of my 

denomination and congregation, for in all cases the ministries have been born 

and sustained in the midst of loss and bereavement, I will outline the theories 

of normal grief and complicated grief, and show how both differ fiom the 

grief of multiple bereavements. I wil l  give in-depth attention to the many and 

varied griefs which, for the gay and lesbian community, pre-existed and co- 

exist with the AIDS crisis, demonstrating the fact that our community suffers 

from chronic grief. 

I will paint a portrait of my congregants as they have dealt with all of 

these losses. The heart of the thesis will rest on the gathered testimony of 

eight members of the congregation as they tell their own stories of Iiving 

through multiple bereavements. The conclusions regarding sunriving in the 

valley, both as pastor and as traveller, will be based on their witness and my 

own reflections. 

The most significant contribution of this thesis will be a new model for 

the grief work involved in multiple bereavements. This model will be most 

useful for those pastoring gay and lesbian congregations, or those whose 

congregations are suffering deaths with painful regularity. It will also be 

helpful for those individuals who have experienced multiple bereavements, 

and those who provide bereavement care for them. I will conclude the thesis 

with some words of encouragement for pastors leading congregations during 

multiple bereavements. 



II. ENTERING THE VALLEY OF THE SHADOW 

The Losses that Defined m y  Ministry 

The year 1998 marked the thirtieth anniversary of the spiritual corning 

out of gay and lesbian Christians in North AmericalI As a forty-three year 

old lesbian member of the order of mini,ctry I am part of the fim generation for 

whom it has been possible to think, speak, preach and theologize from an 

openIy homosexual perspective. While there are many aspects of my 

experience, personality, and education which inform my ministry, my being a 

lesbian Christian has been the factor which has most determined the shape and 

locus of that ministry. 

Carter Heyward says, "To acknowledge one's self-interest in 

theological work, far from being selfish, is to be responsible for what one is 

authodzingWl' My self-interest in doing theological work continues to arise 

from my context Not only am I an "out" lesbian in ministry, but I choose to 

conduct that minisay within a denomination of predominantly gay and lesbian 

peopie. This ministry setting keeps me struggling with the questions of how 

to make Jesus of Nazareth and Jesus Christ relevant for myself and my people 

In 1968 Troy Perry founded the Universal FelIowship of Meacpolitan 
Community Churches, the first church dedicated to welcoming members of the gay and 
lesbian community. By 198 1 when the UFMCC filed an application for membership in the 
National Council of Churches, USA, many of the member churches had gay and lesbian 
caucuses growing within them, Under the name Integrity in the EpiscopaVAnglican church, 
Dignity in the Roman Catholic church, the 'more light' groups within the Presbyterian 
churches, many individuals entered into open dialogue with their respective communions. 
Theological shifts began to make themselves felt within Christendom, creating the context 
in which greater acceptance of homosexuality was possible, What we shall see is that the 
advent of AIDS gave further impetus to this gay theological liberation movement, and has 
made the acceptance of homosexual men and women within the churches inevitable. 

l2 Carter Heyward, "Jesus of NazarethlChrist of Faith: Foundations of a Reactive 
Christology", in Lip Every Voice: Constructing Christian Theologies From the Underside, 
eds. Thistlethwaite and Engel (San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1990), 196. 



in 1999. The incarnation of Christ within my context demands continuous 

theological reflection. I am thmkfd that my context includes an ever- 

increasing number of theologians who support my reflections with biblicalT 

pastoral, psychological and systematic work which is affirming of my 

homosexual orientation, 

When I began, in 198 1, to tell the United Church of Canada that I was 

a lesbian Christian it was out of my desire to live authenticallyT to embody 

Christ as best I could. I had no idea that such a telling was an act of resistance 

which would have Life-changing implications. I did not dream that my 

personal story contained w i t h .  it the seeds of a denominational reform 

movement M a t  I discovered was that, "to speak honestly about our 

individual lives and the conditions of the human family is a powerful act of 

resistance in a world committed to the denial of truth," 13 

My truth was that my husband and I had separated, and as we 

approached our final interviews for ordination I felt that the Presbytery 

committee had a right and responsibility to know why we had separated. It 

was their job to assess us for mental, emotional, and moral fitness for 

ministry. In naive innocence I told them that we were separating because I 

understood myself to be lesbian and needed the freedom to live accordingly. 

It never occurred to me that my disclosure would go beyond the room. 

Unbeknownst to me, there was already a ruling on the books of the 

Hamilton Conference which said that they would not ordain any self-declared 

homosexuals d such time as the national church had made a ruling on the 

subject My coming out to that Presbytery committee made me the first " seif- 

l3 Christine Smith. Preaching As Weeping. Confession. and Resistance: Radical 
Responses to Radical Evil (Louisville: WestminsterAohn Knox Press, 1992), 5,  



declared" homosexual candidate for ordination in that denomination and heled 

an already raging debate within that church over the issue of homosexuality 

and its relevance for ordination- My ordination was denied but the 

denomination continued to struggle, and in 1988 decided that homosemality7 

in and of itself, should not be a barrier to ordination.14 

During the years in which the United Church wrestled with the issue I 

found myself without a denomination in which to exercise my ministry, and 

began a painful spiritual pilgrimage. I was employed at the time as a trained 

lay-supply pastor at S t  Paul's-Avenue Road United Church. Everyone in that 

congregation was very supportive of my candidacy but there was little that 

could be done with regard to getting me ordained. When that congregation 

amalgamated with Trinity United Church the following year to become 

Trinity-St Paul's United, I was invited to stay on as part of the joint staff 

during the transition year. Most of the people at Trinity knew of my sexual 

orientation and were supportive, but a few members began a campaign to have 

me removed. Rather than tire me, the congregation chose to redesign the 

position and for the first time I found myself unemployed. 

I continued to work with the United Church by answering invitations 

to tell the story of my spiritual journey to coamittee or  congregational 

meetings. I believe that many people's attitudes towards homosexuals were 

changed by consciously meeting one, (most people have met homosexuals 

without knowing it) but it began to weigh on my spirit to be "exhibit A on a 

continual basis. I finally left the church entirely in 1982 and found my 

l4 For a history of the United Church of Canada's struggle with this issue see 
Michael Riordon, The First Stone: Homosexuality and the United Church (Toronto: 
McCleIland and Stewart, hc., 1990)- 



spiritual home in a women's spirituality group. 1 began to feel that I was no 

longer a Christian. 

I had heard of Troy Perry and the Universal Fellowship of 

MetropoFitan Community C h ~ r c h e s ' ~  when he had come to speak at the 

University of Toronto in 1974. A former Christian Missionary Alliance 

pastor who had been publicly dismissed from his pulpit when it was 

discovered he was homosexual, Perry felt moved to found a congregation for 

other gay and lesbian Christians in October, 1968? Twelve strangers 

responded to a newspaper advertisement and met in a living room in Los 

Angela for the simple purpose of wols3ipping together as openly gay and 

lesbian people. The congregation grew rapidly and congregations Like it began 

to spring up in other cities having large gay populations. By 1971 a 

denomination known as the Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan 

Community Churches came into existence to link and care for these 

congregations. l7 

When I attended the meeting at which Perry spoke at the University of 

Toronto I was a "born-again" homosexual; that is, I believed that when 1 

received my call to ministry my homosexuality had been removed or "healed". 

I listened to Perry in silent self-righteousness, certain that he and his followers 

were condemned to hell. Fortunately, by the time I came out for the second 

time in 1979 1 had discovered other theological perspectives and it was 

15 For a history of this denomination see, Troy Perry, Don't Be Afiaid Anymore: 
The Story of Reverend Troy Perry and the Metropolitan Communi~y Churches (New York: 
St- Martin's Press, 1990) 

l7 Today the UFMCC has congregations in eighteen countries around the globe, 
and is the largest gaynesbian organization in the worId. 



somewhat easier for me to reconcile my sexual orientation and my call to 

ordered rninistry.18 

After leaving the United Church in 1982, I wrestled with the question 

of whether or not I was still a Christian. Despite my doubts about that, I felt 

an overwhelming sense that God was continuing to caR me to the order of 

ministry. i "heard" God saying to me, "The door to mhistry is not closed; 

you are just looking in the wrong pIace." It was after this second c d  to 

ministry that I approached the Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan 

Community Churches (UFMCC) for ordination, and was received into that 

ministry in 1985.19 In 1987 I began my ministry at Christos Metropolitan 

Community Church, where I remain. 

The loss of my vocational dream of being ordained within the United 

Church of Canada required many years of grief work before I began to heal. I 

had a great deal of sadness, anger, frustration, and judgementalism to work 

through, none of which was made easier by the fact that many of my closeted 

homosexual friends went on to be welcomed into the ranks of the ordained, 

Sixteen years passed before I felt peaceful within the chapel of Emmanuel 

College? This past November my congregation chose to move to Trinity-St 

18 One of the primary books for me in the early seventies was Norman Pittenger, 
Time For Consent: A Christian's Approach to Homosexuality (London: SCM Press LID, 
1976). 

In 1985 the Universal Fellowship of MeeopoLtan Community Churches had a 
two-step process for ordination, similar to the Anglican process of deaconlpriest. Anyone 
wishing to be ordained had to fist be licensed and serve as a pastor for three years, at which 
time they were eligiile to apply for ordination, A Licensed pastor had all the rights and 
privileges of an ordained person, but was subject to relicensure on a regular basis. I was 
licensed in 1985 and ordained in 1989. 

20 Emmanuel is the United Church college fkom which I received my theological 
degree. It is part of the Toronto School of Theology, Victoria University, and the University 
of Toronto. While most of my problems with the United Church occurred afta graduation, 



Paul's United church, and that homecoming has been an important part of 

my healing process- 

Denial of ordination by the United Church had been interwoven with 

many other losses; the loss of my marriage, of power and privilege, and of the 

freedom to make choices requiring stability and money. I had given up 

custody of my son to my husband because I could not foresee a future for 

myself in ministry and believed I would have to return to school for retrairring 

I had learned first-hand what it meant to be an outcast and to be betrayed by 

friends and colleagues- 1 had lost my former circle of friends as I moved more 

and more exclusively among gay people. 

Yet through all of these losses I never feit that I had lost my contact 

with God or my faith. If anything, I found my f ~ t h  strengthened by all of the 

theological reflection I was forced, by my circumstances, to do. My search 

for self-understanding led me to read many books on homosexuality and its 

relationship to faith? My constant telling of my faith journey became a 

significant source of integration and healing. Seeing people experience 

moments of conversion as they struggled with the reality of homosexual 

Christians strengthened my faith that God was std l  at work in the world. I 

learned through my pain that there is a freedom in having nothing left to lose. 

much of my pain in coming out remained attached to the college. 

Two of Be most significant for me were Virginia Mollenkott and Letha 
Scanzoni, Is The Homosexual My Neighbor? Another Christian View (San Francisco: 
Harper & Row, 1980), and James Nelson, Embodiment: An Approach to Semrali~ and 
Christian Theolog,y (Minneapolis: Augsberg Publishing House, 1978). 



My Entry Into the Valley of the Shadow 

My fist face to face encounter with death occurred in 1986 when I 

was thirty-two +md my partner Joan died of breast cancer. As a lesbian my 

relationship to Joan as her spouse was not validated by the hospital staff or her 

family, and I was afforded only cursory social permission to grieve. At the 

funeral the b e d  directors seated me in a pew by myself, and I remained 

alone until a member of the congregation moved up to sit with me. The 

h e r d  was held in the sanctuary of the church of which I was the assistant 

pastor. My resignation fkom that position had been requested a month before, 

and ten days after the funeral I preached my farewell sermon in that same 

sanctuary, 

These two profound losses capped a five-year period of losses in my 

life which included my divorce, the refusal of the United Church of Canada to 

ordain me, the relinquishment of custody of my son, the failure of another 

relationship, aad moves to four different homes. While recognizing that I had 

suffered many difficulties, I assumed I was only grieving a single death. My 

assumption was simplistic. I did not recognize that, in fact, I was suffering 

from multiple losses, and that my grief work would be much more complex 

than that of grieving one death. 

Joan's death, coming as it did in 1986, prepared me for my future as a 

pastor within the gay and lesbian community. AIDS was just breaking into 

the Toronto gay community, and it became a pastoral gift for me to be able to 

say, "I have had a partner die, too." In those early days I had no idea that 

Joan's death would be the tip of my personal iceberg of deaths. I had no idea 

what the spiritual or pastoral implications of living among the dying would be. 

I had no way of knowing that AIDS would be such a curse and such a 



blessing to me and to my community. I had no concept of multiple 

bereavements and/or the grief work involved in surviving them. 

During the lare eighties and early nineties I personally experienced the 

grief response that some psychologists have identified as psychic numbing; I 

could not cope with any more feelings of grief and simply shut them off. 

Sometimes I could not even process the information when a friend told me he 

had tested HN-positive. I would either forget what he had told me or live in 

denial of what I knew. This was not the numbing that occurs naturaUy as a 

survival response to a single bereavement, lasting only a few days. Rather, it 

was a numbing that was pervasive and extended over months and years. 

I also experienced a distancing between myself and many of those 

around me. I felt unable to trust close friends with the burden of my grief. I 

found myself not wanting to love and care for my gay male friends, fearing 

that they, too, were under a sentence of death, and I withdrew from one group 

involvement for that reason. I often postponed hospital or hospice visits for 

the most trivial reasons. My journal for those years records many nightmares 

set in hospitals and funeral homes. 

During that same period I joined two groups set up to provide safe 

space for professional AIDS workers to share their grief and spiritual 

struggles. There was very little in-depth sharing at those gatherings related to 

our AIDS-grief. We could share case histories or concerns about 

denominational homophobia, but we could not bdng ourselves to uncover the 

grief we carried with us into each meeting. In light of this research I would 

now say that we were all likely suffering some form of numbing or, at the 

very least, the desperate sense that if we ever began to touch the pain, our 



tears would never stop. Our level of pain was somehow embarrassing to us 

and we had no language or tools for understanding what was happening. 

As the deaths in my Life mounted, I began to search for resources that 

would help me understand the spiritual and emotional turmoil I was in, and the 

chronic grief that filled my days. In my search I discovered that many 

excellent papers and books had been written about pastord care in the midst of 

AIDS, with attention often focused on the unique challenges of dealing 

theologically and pastorally with the issues surrounding hornosexuality.~~ I 

aIso found helpful books written for the bereaved which outlined what may be 

expected in the course of the grief cycle.23 Some of these books even 

addressed complicated grief; grief which is hampered by lack of supportive 

community or by pre-existing conflicts or emotional pro blern~.'~ One book 

gave passing recognition to the fact that within the gay and lesbian 

communities most people have experienced multiple  bereavement^,'^ but the 

authors admitted that the area of multiple bereavements "has been greatly 

neglected 

" See for instance, Walter I. Smith AIDS.- Living and Dying with Hope (New 
York: PauList Press, 1988); E d  E. Shelp and Ronald H Sunderland, m S  and the Church 
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Ress, 1987); Robert H, Des, e d ,  The Gospel Imperative In 
The Midst Of AIDS (Witon, COM.: Morehouse, 1989). 

23 See, for instance, John D. Martin, I Cant Stop Crying: Ir's So Hard When 
Someone You Love Dies (Toronto: Key Porter Books, 1992); Stephanie Ericsson, 
Companion IXrough The Darkness: Iiuter Dialogues On Grief (New York: Harper 
Perennial, 1993). 

" See especially, K e ~ e t h  J. Doka, ed., DisenJrnchised Griefi Recognizing 
Hidden Sorrow (New York: Lexington Books, 1989). 

25 Barbara 0. Dane, and Samuel 0. Miller, AIDS: Intervening W t h  Hiden 
Grievers (London: Auburn House, 1992), 49-51, and 172. 

26 Dane and Miller. 51. 



I found this to be all too true. While a few books dealt with 

complications in the grieving process, none dealt explicitly with the 

complications arising from multipIe bereavements. The exception to this is 

Reviving the Tribe: Regenerahng Gay Menk Sexuality and Cukure in the 

Ongoing Epidemic, by  Eric Rofes. This book is an attempt to discern the 

e f f i  of the mdtipfe bereavements associated with AIDS on the social- 

cultural-poIiticaL Iives of gay men in the United States, As an insightful =pide 

to the current landscape in this particular valley of death, this book is 

unparalleled. It was not Rofes' intention, however, to deal in any significant 

way with the theological or spiritual crises that have also attended the AIDS 

epide1nic.2~ 

One Death Too Many 

In July of 1993 the death of our Associate Pastor, the Rev. Sylvia 

Dunstan, compounded the trauma of death in my life and in our congregation, 

Christos MCC had reached a strong a d  healthy time in its life, marked by a 

vibrant leadership development program, lots of small group studies, 

attendance of over 100 per week at worship, and excellent financial giving. 

As an appropriate response to this growth we went through an extensive 

search process for an associate pastor which ended with Sylvia Duostan's 

appointment in February 1993. 

Sylvia and I had been Life-partners for seven years and she was my 

closest spiritual companion.28 She had been an active member of Christos for 

27 Eric Rofes, Reviving the Tribe: Regenerating Gay Men's Sexuality and Culture 
in the Ongoing Epidemic (New York: Haaington Park Press, An Imprint of the Haworth 
Press, Inc,, 1996). 



six years, Sylvia had been ordained in the United Church of Canada in 1980, 

and applying for the job at Christos necessitated a painful decision to trander 

her credentials to the UFMCC.29 

Less than two months after her installation as Associate Pas tor, Sylvia 

was diagnosed with colon cancer. Her diagnosis came too late for a cure. 

Within three months she was dead. While we as a congregation had to some 

degree learned to cope with the deaths of the men among us, it seemed there 

were few resources left for dealing with the shock of a young woman dying 

so suddenly. Both the congregation and I were left in a deep state of grief. 

Sylvia's h e r d  had been thoroughly planned by her in advance of her 

death. She was a liturgist and hymn writer, and the h e r d  reflected her 

passion for worship. AU of the hymns were her own and our congregation 

was very involved in ushering, serving communion, acolyting, and reading. I 

consecrated communion and my son, for whom Sylvia had been a step- 

mother, served as an acolyte for me at her request, 

According to my congregation's personnel policies I was entitled to 

take three weeks bereavement leave following a significant death. I decided to 

take the three weeks and add them to my month of vacation time, taking seven 

weeks away immediately following Sylvia's h e r d .  I had survived Joan's 

death and I knew I would sunrive Sylvia's, but I had never done ministry 

without her and had serious doubts about my ability to do so. 

t 8  Our relationship began in 1979 and in June of 1983 we celebrated a Holy 
Union, the spiritual equivalent of marriage. Our Holy Union was dissolved in 1990 during a 
worship senrice at which we removed our covenant rings and reaffirmed the vows we had 
originally made. We continued to Live by those vows until Sylvia died, remaining family for 
each other for more than fourteen years. 

29 The transfer of her credentials fiom the United Church to the UFMCC never 
happened, as her death intervened before she could fonnally begin the process. 



When I returned from my seven-week combination bereavement leave 

and vacation I still had no energy or  feeling of life m my spirit, I went 

through the motions of ministry, but was often away with one illness after 

another- My secretary also missed a lot of work that year due to what I 

believe was stress-related illness. I found the congregation mirroring my 

lethargy and depressioe Several people had left the congregation and told me 

that they were unable to bring themselves to face Sylvia's absence on a weekly 

basis. 

Sylvia and I had been working on an ambitious Christian education 

program just before she was diagnosed and it had been scheduled to begin in 

September. I decided to go ahead with it, although her absence left a large 

hole in the teaching staff. The program was only moderately successful and 

foreshadowed the fact that attendance at small group studies would continue to 

decline for the next three years. At our congregational business meeting in the 

Spring following Sylvia's death we managed to elect a board of directors 

(seven people), but this board quickly fell apart during the next few months. 

From 1994- 1997 we were unable to elect a full board, 

By the time of Sylvia's death I had been the pastor for six years and 

had been preparing the congregation to grant me a six month sabbatical. 

Following my bereavement leave 1 knew that I needed more time away, and 

began working with a sabbatical planning team to see how the congregation 

wanted to handle the period without me. This team became the locus of much 

anger and severe persondity clashes. In retrospect I realize that the people on 

the team were those closest to Sylvia and that my impending absence may 

have reopened their sense of abandonment and grief- By the time I was ready 

to leave on sabbatical another three people had left the congregation. 



The sabbatical team and Board of Directors chose to manage the 

congregation on their own rather than hire an Intedm minister. Under the 

teaching and guidance of my student intern, seven of our members became lay 

consecrators for the communion portion of the service. The members enlisted 

each other to preach and invited some of the clergy who had worshipped with 

us over the years to fill in as well. They organized a group known as the Adc 

to offer pastoral care and educational programming. We appointed a Vice 

Moderator for the Board of Directors to chair the meetings in my absence. 

How Grief Affected m y  Ministry 

I had experienced many deaths of friends and colIeagues by 1993, but 

that year marked my personal entry into the land of multiple bereavements; a 

time when two or more signiscant deaths occurred within a short time. In 

February my partner Katheriners30 brother-in-law died of AIDS. My cousin 

Bruce, to whom I was very close, died of AIDS in April. I had two uncles die 

in May and June, and Sylvia in July, By the time Sylvia died I was mentally, 

emotionally, and spiritually, exhausted. I could not conceive of my spiritual 

life without the one whom I had known as my soul mate. As Sylvia was 

dying I had said to her, "I don't 

double portion of your spirit,"31 

without my mentor. I projected 

onto God. 

know that I'm brave enough to ask for a 

meaning that I did not feel ready to go on 

the rage I felt at Sylvia for abandoning me 

30 1 entered a Life-partnership with Katherine Noel during a service of Holy Union 
on October 2, 1994. 

A refaence to the story of Elijah and ELisha in which Elisha receives this gif t  
from his mentor as Elijah prepares to leave this life. 11 Kings 2:9 



I was also angry at the people who had left the congregation following 

her death. Most of those who left were people to whom I would otherwise 

have looked for comfort and suppor~ They were the ones who knew Sylvia 

best and could share memories and stories to help with my grieving. They 

were also among our most active worship participants and dedicated financial 

supporters. 1 felt completely bereft 

The first two years afkr my entry into my personal valley of bones I 

found worshipping with the congregation both a blessing and a curse. I felt 

angry that some people had been able to give themselves permission to avoid 

coming to church, to avoid experiencing Sylvia's absence there, while I stiU 

had to go each week. I began to think seriously about resigning. I found little 

comfort in the lectionary passages; although wrestling with them each week 

became a spiritual discipline I could hold onto. The only time I felt passion in 

my preaching was during the Lenten and Easter seasons with their themes of 

loss, darkness, and death. 

My sabbatical began in h e  of 1995 and a l l  I did for the first month 

was sleep and watch television. I felt as though I was wandering in an 

emotional and spiritual wasteland. It had been almost two years since 

Sylvia's death and I felt no more recovered than if it had been the day before. 

I had entered what Martin Marty describes as a state in which the soul cries, 

"Absence, Ab~ence . ' '~~  I felt as if all the joy I had once had in my faith and 

my ministry had been snuffed out. I could no longer feel the presence of 

God. 

32 Martin E. Marty, A Cry of Absence: Reflectionsjbr the Winter of the Heart 
(San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1983), 3. 



Two months into my sabbatical my partner, my son and I went to 

Israel for three weeks. I went with no expectations of feeling any spiritual 

revival- I assumed that the comrnerciafism of Jerusalem and other Chn'sdan 

sites would militate against any felt presence of Jesus. I had a liberal theology 

of Jesus and simply wanted to see where he had lived and worked- I found to 

my surprise that being in Israel awoke in me a renewed sense of the 

uniqueness of the man, and a feeling of connectedness to him that I had not 

felt for some time. I returned home with a small ember of faith burning once 

more. 

In the two years since returning from my sabbatical I have buried three 

more close friends, including our former choir director and our resident artist. 

I have delivered the eulogy at my father-in-law's funeral. I have also 

oficiated at many h e r a l s  and memorial services for people outside the 

congregation. I have continued to live with a sense of deep sadness and have 

had to be content with momentary experiences of the felt presence of God. 

My grief at the loss of Sylvia has only recently begun to heal significantly, 

and since July of this year I have felt some of my passion for preaching 

returning. The change has been welcomed and affirmed by the congregation, 

and there is a renewed sense of energy among the members. 

During the five years prior to 1998, the time period considered in this 

study, I lost twenty-seven friends and relatives. Of those, ten were people I 

was very close to. I conducted the funerals for nine of the twenty-five, and 

attended four of the others. On top of those, I conducted between eight and 

ten AIDS-related funerals a year. During that same t i m e - h e  I had twelve 

friends diagnosed with AIDS, and my mother and one of my closest friends 

were diagnosed with cancer. Of the twelve diagnosed with AIDS, ten had 



serious declines in their health, and six of them have left the congregation. I 

also had a cat die during the five years. For the last three years my job has 

been continually in jeopardy, as our finances fall with the fall in attendance, 

and this has been very stressful. I also lost a significant friendship. 

I have described above the emotional numbing that took hold of me 

after Sylvia's death in 1993. I found it almost impossible to work in my 

congregation, and pastoral counselling, in partidat, became a homble 

burden. K found I had M e  patience for Listening to people's problems with 

living when there was so much dying going o e  I was enraged by people who 

were feeling suicidal; in my opinion they had no right to think about throwing 

away their lives when so many were fighting so desperately to keep from 

dying. I found it more and more ciiEi~ult to go to hospital or home visitations, 

especially when called to the sick beds of strangers. If someone was 

diagnosed with cancer, it was impossible for me not to assume they were 

going to die. I felt I had nothing left to give. 

One of the difficult things about AIDS is that the opportunistic diseases 

are not easy to watch. The wasting of a friend's body, the coughing and 

choking of pneumonia, the lesions of Kaposi's Sarcoma, make the dying 

difficult to be with. Each new bout of illness is reminiscent of those that went 

before it; both the previous bouts in that individual's Life and the similar bouts 

in the lives of all the other friends and acquaintances. There was also the 

dynamic of being on the roller-coaster of death-bed scenarios followed by 

miraculous recoveries, which was exhausting. I often wished that friends 

would just die and get it over with. 

Funerals, like illnesses, also carry the echos of compounded grief. It 

is never just one h e r d  that I attend, for I bring with me the dozens that went 



before it_ There were many times when I would have to conduct a fimeral for 

virmal strangers just days after burying a close &end or relative, and then go 

to the hospital to visit someone else. It did feel to me at times as if everyone 

was dying, as if the only thing I ever dealt with was death. 

I began to notice a heightened sensitivity in myself to more ordinary 

losses. It felt like a death if a friend decided to leave the congregation- It felt 

Like a death if someone resigned fiom a committee or  a program. It felt like a 

death when someone left the city. I judged my reactions to these losses to be 

extreme, but I couldn't seem to stop the initial rush of grief that accompanied 

every new loss. When friendships hit rocky ground I found my 

abandonment issues triggered in ways that had not been true prior to my entry 

into the valley of bones. 

I also noticed old behaviours emerging in me; specifically a 

passive/aggressive attitude towards the congregation. The members of the 

congregation were the ones resigning, they were the ones leaving, they were 

the ones dying. I had no idea how to stem the tide of pain this caused me, 

except to withdraw- I withdrew to some degree emotionally, and to a large 

degree in terms of my time and energy. I was off sick many days in 1994/5, 

and spent many hours playing computer games in my office. I made no 

attempt to hnd people to fill vacant Board positions, and often allowed 

meetings to be cancelled or postponed. At the 1997 congregational business 

meeting I announced that I would only offer programs if they were 

specifically requested by someone. 

None of my famfiiar ways of being, praying, or worshiping brought 

any joy or comfort. I began to lose conhdence in m y  abilities as a pastor, and 

to feel resentful of the fact that I had to go to church every Sunday. I 



seriously considered resigning, but at some level feared that if I were no 

longer forced to read scripture to prepare for worship, I would lose my faith 

altogether. Moa  of all, I yearned to feel closer to God, to have some sense of 

what God was doing and wanted me to be doing 

It took me every minute of four years to recover from Sylvia's death, 

and it has only been in the last year and a half that I have had a resurgence of 

my eaergy and enthusiasm for ministry- I am once again deveIoping creative 

programs and inviting people to leadership development courses within the 

church. Our move to the Trinity-St Paul's building has offered us a new 

beginning, and I believe we are ready to go on into new life. 

The Dark Night of My Soul 

I began my Doctor of Ministry program with the vague hope of 

recovering some of my vision and passion for ministry. I knew that I and my 

congregation were sulfering because of my emotional withdrawal and lack of 

energy. I also h e w  that I no longer found joy in scripture, prayer, or public 

worship. 

It was with a shock of recognition, then, that I read descrip dons of the 

dark night of the soul in John of the Cross and Teresa of Avila I certainly 

identified  wit!^ the dryness, with the failure of usual modes of prayer, with the 

sense of being cut off from God, accompanied by an incredible yearning for 

reunion with God. 1 was not sure whether I was in a dark night, but found it 

comforting to think that I might be; comforting because that would mean 

everything I was feeling was a prelude to a deeper, more mystical relationship 

with God. I could dare to have hope for my own spiritual journey once 

again. 



I engaged a spiritual director, someone whom I knew to have been 

trained in these classical images. With her guidance I was able to begin to 

discern some Divine activity in my We once again. I learned to ask myself 

new questions about my spiritual dilemmas, and to discover that I was not as 

spiritually dead as I had feared. I began to mtke  that discerning whether or 

not I was in a dark night experience was more intuition thm science, and that 

the answer did not matter nearly as much as my ability to have hope for 

myself again. Working with my director enabled me to begin to distinguish 

sadness from depression33, depression from loss of faith, and all of them 

from simple exhaustion. 

These new insigh& into my own spiritual condition, combined with 

the insights I gained through my formal studies, allowed me to begin to look 

at grief differently. I no longer felt as if it was a monster that was devouring 

me a d  would defeat me and my congregation I found the courage to face the 

weight of grief I had been carrying, and to start wondering about its effects on 

me and on the congregation. This was the bepinning of my personal 

recovery, and whether or not it marked my emergence from a dark night of the 

soul, I neither know nor pardcularly care. It is possible that my multiple 

bereavements were the catalyst to a dark night experience, but it is beyond the 

scope of this thesis to come to a .  definitive conclusions. 

33 For the purposes of this thesis, depression is understood to be a 
complex array of emotions affecting the entire person, characterized by 
negative feelings about the self, life, others, and the hture-  



Death and a Denomination 

When AIDS was first diagnosed in the United States in 1980, the 

Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Community Churches was only tweive 

years old. AIDS was first seen among gay men in California and when other 

cases were discovered across that country the were inevitably 

from one of three groups: Haidans, intravenous drug users, and gay/bisexual 

mee These populations were referred to as "high-risk" groups and these high 

risk groups were feared and hated. As Susan Sontag pointed out, "to get 

AIDS is precisely to be revealed, in the majority of cases so far, as a member 

of a certain 'risk group,' a community of pariahs."3s 

As the number of reported cases grew in the early 1980s, some 

journalists referred to AIDS as the gay plague, so entrenched was the 

perception that AlDS was associated with and transmitted primarily by 

homosexuals. The questions it raised for those in our denomination about life, 

death, sexuality, and family demanded answers- As a denomination the 

UFMCC began to issue papers, articles and television segments geared to 

voicing the fact that the sexual aansmission of a disease made it no more, nor 

less, than a disease. Troy Perry proclaimed that he refused to adopt what he 

described as a "theology of the common cold."36 For him it was true that, "to 

attribute suEfering to an a l l -powea God who uses such power to inflict pain 

and misery upon humanity flies in the face of the incarnation of Jesus 

34 The tenn victim was used by journalists to describe AIDS patients early on, but 
it is a term that has been rejected by those suffering with this syndrome, The tenn "person 
Living with AIDS" or PLWA is preferred, See also Perry, 272. 

35 Susan Sontag, A D S  mrd its Metaphors (New YorkImar, S uaus. and Girowc, 
1988), 24. 

36 Perry, 280. 



Christ"37 Our churches were asked to commit themselves to embodying 

compassion, practical care, and spidtual guidance. 

As a denomination we were deeply affected by the sociological impact 

of AIDS. The disease forced gays and lesbians to show their faces as they 

became the front-line response teams in the fight against the disease. The 

initial fear of the disease itsdf, helled by intense horn~phobia~~,  left patients 

isolated and ostracized, abandoned by social services and, often, by their 

families of origin. The gay and lesbian community, including many church 

members, reacted swiftly, coming forward to offer support, practical 

assis tame, and educational pro grams aimed at dispelling fears and combatting 

the spread of the disease. Many gay men and lesbian women chose to become 

identified with the gaynesbian liberation movement for the first time as they 

became more and more deeply involved with their dying brothers. 

AIDS became a deeply personal issue for gay and lesbian Christians, 

and pushed al l  of us engaged in theological enterprises to re-examine the 

meaning of life and death, despair and hope, "Truth" and truth. W e  I did 

not experience the loss of my faith, many understood what Dorothee Solle 

meant: 

AU e m m e  suffering evokes the experience of being 
forsaken by God. In the depth of suffering people see 
themselves as abandoned and forsaken by everyone. That 
which gave life its meaning has become empty and void? 

37 Earl E. Shelp, and Ronald H Sunderland, AIDS and the Church (PhiladeIphia: 
The Westminster Press, 1987), 71. 

38 Homophobia is defined as the irrational hatred or fear of those who 
are s e x u d y  drawn to and/or active with members of their own gender- 

39 Dorothee Solle, quoted by Constance Fitzgerald in "Impasse and DarkNight," in 
Spirituality and Personal Mahrri'ty, ed- Joann W O W  Conn (New York: Paulist Press, 



Recovering a sense of meaning has been a primary theological task for those of 

us deeply affected by AIDS- 

Our denomination worked hard to make sure that our congregations 

had adequate health insurance for their pastors40 and non-discrimination 

policies in place for the hiring and firing of pastors who were HIV-positive. In 

1989 they appointed a M-time AIDS care coordinator to kink information and 

services across the Fellowship. This position resulted in the publication of a 

monthly newsletter which carries information regarding medical research, 

legal matters, nutrition, and spiritual encouragement for those living with 

HIVIAIDS. This newsletter is distributed free of charge to all congregations 

and to persons who are HIV-positive. 

Many of our churches have also responded to the bereavement needs 

of their congregants. Such churches offer on-going bereavement groups 

facilitated by bereavement counsellors and peer group leaders. The 

congregation in San Frmcisco, to name one of those hardest hit by AIDS, 

offers retreat weekends specifically focused on grief issues. As a 

denomination we have done our best to respond to the health crisis in which 

we Find ourselves. Nevertheless, I believe we have fded to realize the 

complicated grief of gays and lesbians and its effect on our churches and our 

denomination. 

40 The majority of our congregations are in the United States, where health 
insurance is not universally available, My congregation bought extended health insurance 
for me in 1 990, 



IU. A PORTRMT OF A CONGREGATION IN GRIEF 

Christos MCC celebrated its fourteenth birthday in February 1998, 

which means that its Life-span is roughly the same as that of the AIDS crisis in 

Canada I have been the pastor of Christos MCC for eleven of those years. 

For the first thirteen years the congregation shared a building with Saint 

Luke's United church and four other congregations. In November 1997 we 

moved to the building of Trinity-St, Paul's United Church- 

We are by definition an ecumenical church, with members from every 

conceivable church background, This makes for rather eclectic liturgies as we 

draw on the resources of many Christian traditions. Our denomination is 

eucharistic, with communion being offered at every Sunday senrice. We 

strongly S m n  the gifts of the Holy Spirit, including prophecy, tongues, and 

healing, and our congregation offers anointing with oil at every service. 

Christos has an average weekly attendance of 50 and we stress lay 

participation, requiring thirteen people to facilitate each service. During the 

seven month sabbatical which I took in 1996 the congregation chose to handle 

the ministry themselves, including all of the preaching and consecrating, rather 

than hire an interim pastor. The vast majority of our members hold university 

degrees, and many have graduate degrees, several of which are in theology. 

The congregation has a passion for social justice which is embodied in a 

strong lay-led ministry which feeds six-hundred to eight-hundred homeless 

people on the third Saturday of each month. 

My duties as pastor include al l  of the normal pastoral activities: 

preaching, teaching or leading bible studies, lay-leaders hip training seminars 

and membership classes, chairing the Board of Directors and the Pastoral Care 

Team, conducting holy unions, funerals, and baptisms, doing home and 



hospital visitation, and some denominational work. The biggest difference 

between my ministry and most mainline ministries is the amount of pastoral 

counselling involved, for people both inside and outside of the 

c~ngregation.~ 

For the most part, people who come to an MCC congregation are 

among those who have been alienated, often painfufIy, from their original 

denomination. They identify themselves as having been abused by 

evangelical, charismatic, or conservative theologies, aad carry with them an 

ambivalence toward the institutional church and scripture. On the other hand, 

their experience of God has been so profound that they are able to aftirm their 

faith and their sense of union with God despite what has been said of them 

and to them by other churches. Out of the spiritual struggle to reconcile their 

own experiences of God with the teachings of their churches has come a faith 

which is, for the most part, dependent upon the heart rather than the intellect. 

Furthermore, in order to enter what they understand to be a "gay" 

church, each person, gay or straight, must deaI with his or her own 

homophobia on some level. It takes courage to come in, and we hear stories 

of people who have circled the block for several weeks before they decide to 

come through the door. 

My pastoral experience tells me that very few people come to Christos 

unless they are on a spiritual journey. They come because they are looking for 

meaning, for the healing of past spit%tual wounds, and for the support of 

communityty I perceive that this predisposes us to a more introverted, 

4br church is seen as a resource for the wider gay and lesbian community, and I 
often receive requests for counseUing f?om people who have been referred to us from other 
therapists or agencies- I have had to limit my availability for such sessions because of the 
demand 



emotion-centred faith, and accounts for the popularity of group studies on 

prayer, spiritual growth, new interpretations of Scripture, and healing. 

The Experience of Complicated Loss at Christos MCC 

It is difficult to List in a simple fashion the multitude of psycho-social 

losses that Canadian gays and lesbians face in 1998, because the Losses are 

interco~ected in complex ways. Sometimes the losses, such as loss of 

anonymity or privilege, are precipitated by the circumsmces surrounding a 

specific bereavement At other times they are the background tapestry into 

which the bereavement is woven- Whatever the reason for their occurrence, 

these other losses are being grieved by gays and lesbians before, during, and 

after specific bereavements, and this added grief complicates the grief work. 

I will detail these losses in the Theory section of this thesis, but it is imponant 

to outline briefly the effects of some of these losses on the members of 

Christos MCC, 

When I f i s t  began to pastor Christos MCC we did not print the last 

names of any of our worship leaders, except the Pastor, in the order of 

worship. There was great fear that having one's name appear in our worship 

bulletin would result in being "outed" at home or at work, with the 

consequent loss of power and privilege. It was only two years ago, after his 

retirement, that one of our organists allowed his last name to be known even 

to me. 

I have witnessed the effects of homophobia on the lives of my 

congregants. In one case a young man who was extremely active in our 

congregation and at our denominational level discovered he was HIV- 

positive. He was not out as a gay man to his Italian Catholic family, and he 



certainly did not feel free to come out to them as one infected with AIDS- He 

went through months of turmoil, ending a relationship, changing jobs, 

leaving the city. He has worshipped from time to time with another MCC 

congregation near his new home, but to all intents and purposes has dropped 

out of what was once such an active church life- 

Another young man began to bring his mother to church without 

telling her that the congregation was primarily gay and lesbian. She was less 

than comfortable with the realization, and was further distressed some months 

later to leam that her son had tested HIV-positive. She left the congregation 

for a few months and when she returned it was out of the conviction that 

Christos was where she needed to be for her own spiritual growth and 

support_ She has continued to stmggIe with her feelings of anger at God and 

the losses of her dreams for her son, while at the same time becoming a very 

committed member of the congregation and a member of my ministry base 

group. 

As a congregation we have been faced with the loss of power and 

privilege inherent in being gay in our society. We have watched helplessly 

while two of our congregants tried unsuccessfully for years to conceive a 

child through artificial insemination, knowing that adoption was not a legal 

possibility. I went to court on behalf of a couple who were suing the Ontario 

Nursing Association for same-sex health benefits. We are currently awaiting 

news regarding acustody battle being fought by one of our women trying to 

gain custody of her two daughters. In May of 1998 our choir director was 

fist awarded and later denied a job as choir director in another church when 

his sexual orientation became known. Several people in the congregation 



with Master of Divinity degrees have never been ordained due to the fact that 

most denominations continue to deny ordination to practising homosexuals-4" 

We have dso experienced a culture of death associated with AIDS. 

Our local gay and lesbian newspaper, X-tra, prints a biweekly column entitled 

"Proud Lives." This column contains photos of, and tributes to, those who 

have died recently. Few weeks go by without someone in the congregation 

knowing someone in that column- Over the years we have watched the 

deterioration of our brothers as they literally waste away before us 3 3  

Worship has often been a weekly confrontation with the fact that we are living 

in the midst of death. Walter Smith captures this culture of death: 

Among people in high-risk groups where there are 
significant numbers of cases of AIDS, there is a perception 
that the whole world is dying of this disease. That 
perception contributes in great measure to people's feelings 
of hopelessness, depression and despairP4 

One of our members remarked last year that although she had not lost any 

friends hersegshe was deeply aware of the atmosphere of death and grief that 

pervaded the congregationP5 

4 2 ~  1996 both the Resbyterian Church in Canada and the Anglican Church of 
Canada debated the issue of ordaining practising homosexuals at their annual national 
meetings- The Presbyterians continue to refuse the ordination of homosexuals, despite the 
fact that a congregation in Montreal issued a call to a known gay candidate. The Anglicans 
devoted ninety minutes to an educational session and decided not to entertain any motions 
regarding the issue at that time. The Roman Catholic Church insists on celibacy for all 
priests and religious. 

4 3 ~ o  date athe congregation has not had any women infiected with HIV worshipping 
with us. 

4 4 ~ d t e r  J. Smith, 39. 

45 This remark was made by one of my ministry base group members at our 
meeting in April, 1997. 



A Theology of Ministry 

To articulate one's theology of ministry is to grope for language that 

will capture on paper something that is essentially active and evolving. A 

theology of ministry is not formed once and forever; rather, it emerges from 

the lived experience of the minister, as she or he wrestles with God, self, 

intimate friends and congregants throughout the myriad of experiences that 

compose We. The basic vestion underlying a theology of ministry is, "What 

do I think about God, and myself in reIation to God, that compels me to do 

what I do in the way that I do it?" 

The aspect of my theology of ministry which most clearly underlies 

this thesis is my commitment to the ministry of all believers. Traditionally the 

churches have taught that each baptized Christian has been united with Christ 

in a death like his and raised to life in a resurrection like his (Rom. 6: 3fQ 

This mystical union between the baptized and Christ is so complete that the life 

we live is understood to be empowered by Christ who lives in us. Each 

believer is to say with Paul, "1 have been cruf ied with Christ. It is no longer 

I who live, but Christ who Iives in me" (Galatians 2: 20). By our union with 

Christ in baptism we are caned and empowered to continue Christ's work in 

the world. As Norman Cooper puts it, "all, by virtue of baptism and 

confirmation, share equally in the threefold mission of Jesus Christ, priest, 

prophet and king "46 

Yet this call to continue the work of Jesus Christ in the world is not 

limited to individuals, for white the Holy Spirit is imparted to believers 

46 Norman Cooper, Collaborative Ministry: C m u n i o n .  Contention, 
Commitmenr, ( New York: Paulist Press, 1993), 22. 



through the sacrament of baptism, no one person possesses the Holy Spirit 

There is a mystery here; each individual is united with Christ, but Christ, 

through the Holy Spidt is united with the whole body of believers. "God's 

power is not the private possession of any individual but the very dynamic 

(dynamis) that links and nourishes the members of a faith c o ~ l l ~ l l u n i ~ ~ " ~ ~  

This union of Christ with the church is so m a t e  that it is symbolized by the 

intercomectedness of the human body with its head. Christ and the church 

are one, neither able to function without the other, 

This dissemination of the Holy Spidt throughout the body of believers 

makes it imperative to acknowledge and celebrate the ministry of all baptized 

Christians. Every person has been given a gift of the Holy Spirit, "to prepare 

God's people for the work of service, so that the body of Christ may be built 

up until we all reach unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the Son of God 

and become mature, attaining to the whole measure of the fullness of Christ'' 

(Eph.4: 12, 13). 

By accepting this understanding of baptism and of the nature of the 

church, I commit myself to ministry in cooperation with other believers. 

Ministry is not something that I do in isolation. Ministry is b e d  faith, 

empowered by the Holy Spirit and embodied by individuals in communitytY I 

see my b c t i o n  as pastor mainly as a facilitator of that ministry, enabling and 

empowering every person in the congregation to discover their spiritual gifts 

and use them for the building of God's realm on earth. It was my passion for 

this minisay of the whole people of God that caused me to despair as  the 

47- Whitehead and Whitehead, The Promise of Partnership: Leadership tznd Ministry in an 
Adult Church, (San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 199 I), 13. 



congregation became less and less functional during the years of the AIDS 

crisis. 

Christos MCC Responds to AIDS 

AIDS precipitated a spiritual crisis for gays and lesbians both inside 

and outside Christos MCC. In 1983 the American evangelist Jerry Falwell 

assured North American television viewers that AIDS was God's gif t  to the 

gay community.4~ By this he, and many who echoed his stand, meant that 

AIDS was a punishment sent by God to a population whom God had 

condemned for their sexual practices. 

The fact that we have all been raised in a homophobic culture means 

that we a l l  carry internalized homophobia; being gay offers no exemption- 

The theological diatribes that were loosed on our community with the advent 

of AIDS found their mark in the hearts and minds of many in my 

congregation. Particularly those who had been raised in fimdamentalist homes 

or churches found themselves once more questioning whether or not 

homosexuality was acceptable to God, In our congregation there was 

renewed interest in the course we offer on homosexuality and Scripture. 

This spiritual dis-ease also affected our ministry beyond the 

congregation. Some of our members took extensive training as AIDS care- 

providers through a local gay organization, yet when they were qualified to 

serve discovered that the AIDS organizations in the city would not use people 

from churches. The fear was that anyone from a church would be bringing 

the wrath of God into any "ministering" situation. There is a saying which I 

48 Perry, 280. 



have heard quoted by my congregants that the only thing harder than being 

gay in the Chdstian church is being Christian in the pay communityty 

In the early years of the AIDS crisis there was talk in the media about 

the possibility of quarantining infected persons, or even the entire gay 

commuuityP9 This threat made those of us who were publicly known to be 

homosexual apprehensive. It is little more than fifty years since the rounding 

up and extermination of gays and lesbians in Nazi Germany. The parallels in 

rhetoric and reasoning were frightening. I feel strongly that the gay-bashing 

in the media and in public conversations kept many people firmly in the closet 

during the early years of the AIDS crisis. None of us knew what would really 

be  done to us or about us, 

Often at funerals I have had to include the message of God's love for 

gay people because parents or siblings fear that their loved one has been 

condemned by God. One of the saddest counseIling sessions I have 

conducted involved the twin sister of a man who had committed suicide- She 

felt that the homophobia of her family, including her own, had been the cause 

of his death. Wide there seemed to be some healing in that confession, I felt 

49 The following is a quotation Born a British publication: "When the five-times 
former mayor of Houston, Louie Welsh, stated as the only point of his comeback campaign 
that his way to combat AIDS would be to "shoot the queers," he got 40 percent of the 
vote .. Nor have such suggestions been confined to politicians tub-thumping in their own 
professional interests. Dr- Paul Cameron, an American psychologist associated with an 
organization called the Institute for Investigation of Sexuality, has warned that the mass 
murder of hornosermals might be undertaken as a last resort in the attempt to stop the virus 
spreading, He told a Channel 9 television interviewer in Australia: "It may come to the 
stage where vigiIantes will be taking machine guns into gay bars. Homosexuals could 
become an endangered species." He said gays should be quarantined. A spokeswoman for 
Channel 9 said afterward that 50 percent of callers agreed with Cameron's views-" Graham 
Hancock and Enver Carim, A D S :  The Deadly Epidemic (London: Victor Gollancz, Ltd., 
2987), 52. Quoted in Wendell W. Hoffman and Stanley J. Grenz, AIDS Ministry in the 
Midst of an Epidemic (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker Book House, 1991), 17. This kind 
of hate-mongering was not limited to the United States and we took these threats very 
seriously. 



that her grief would be unresolvable for quite some time. Her parents arrived 

unexpectedly at the h e r d  and sat lookj.ng tense and angy through most of 

the service. We left some time for spontaneous s h e g  as  part of the eulogy, 

and it was amazing to watch the transformation in the parents as  they heard 

story after story of a son they had never allowed themselves to know. Too 

often I have witnessed similar awakenings of the heart at AIDS funerais. 

In our congregation, as in any community in which many young 

people die, new emphases began to emerge which demanded theological 

reflection in sermons and Christian education. Age-old questions arose again: 

"Where is God?", "Why me?", "Am I being punished for something?" Many 

gays and lesbians came to church seeking spiritual answers to these questions 

for the first time. These faith concerns were compounded by the needs of the 

grieving community. 

Our congregation began to lose its founding members to AIDS and to 

become aware of the fact that several others were infected with HIV- Men in 

their early twenties and thirties began to leave work on long-term disability, 

leading to loss of income and self-esteem. I began to see certain people at 

funerals more often than anywhere else. As one person describes the culture 

of death, 

the hardest thing with death and loss is when you lose so 
many people in such a short period of time; when you go to 
a h e r d  for a friend, and while you sit at that funeral you 
find out that someone else passed away that same 
morning -50 

Robert H. nes. ed*. m e  Cuspel Imperative in the Midst of AIDS (Wilton, 
Corn": Morehouse Publishing, 1989). 173. 



Such multiple losses r d t  in layers and layers of grief, and for the last eight 

years I and others have felt as if there has never been enough time to recover 

Illy before the next death is upon us. 

In 1990 Christos was approached by a local bereavement counsellor 

who asked if we would provide space for a bereavement group which would 

then be open to our congregation. Following Joan's death I experienced the 

blessings of a bereavement group and was eager to provide this opportunity to 

my congregation. I agreed to arrange for space and to promote the group. 

The person who was to lead the group gave me every confidence that this 

would be an excellent program for the congregation and I urged people to 

attend. Much to my chagrin and amazement the group was cancelled after two 

weeks when no one attended. It was not until Lent of 1996 when a study 

series on bereavement was offered that our congregation came together to deal 

with grief issues. 

In 1990 we discovered that, although they had undergone extensive 

training as AIDS workers, Christos volunteers were not wanted by the AIDS 

organizations in our city. At the time, there was a widespread distrust of aIl 

things religious on the part of AIDS organizations. The congregation began 

to strug@e to find a response to AlDS that would not duplicate services 

already being offered. One of the situations arising that was not being 

addressed at that time involved the many people from small co~ll~~lunities 

outside of Toronto who had to come to the city to receive treatment. This 

often involved lengthy hospitalizations and meant that friends and family 

members wishing to be present and supportive were being faced with hotel 

bills and other high costs of living temporarily in this city. 



In 1991 I put forward a proposal which I and a few others felt would 

make a very concrete and tangible response to the problem. Our suggestion 

was that we could rent one or two apartments, furnish them, and make them 

available to those coming from outside the city to care for AIDS patients. We 

would also be prepared to offer emotional and spiritual support where that 

seemed appropriate. 

When we made this proposd to the annual congregational business 

meeting it was greeted with anger and fear by most people. They expressed 

concerns about our finances, which were in excellent shape at the time, and 

about insurance issues that might result from theft or liability. They voted to 

study the issue for a year and a task group was established to look into the 

viability of the project Although the group worked hard and money was 

given by the congregation to support a quarter-time employee, nothing ever 

came of that vision. The congregation has never found its niche in responding 

to AIDS. 

It should be noted that the last two years has seen a steady decline in 

the rate of diagnoses and deaths due to AIDS. As a congregation we are no 

longer living in the culture of death. Curiously, all of the men in our 

congregation whom I know to be HIV-positive have stopped worshipping 

with us. Two have moved away from Toronto, one has returned to his 

original denomination, and one drops in from time to time. The effect of their 

absence is that we are no longer living with the weekly reminders that death is 

among us. We no longer witness the decline or roller-coaster of our friends' 

health.51 

51 This situation has changed recently, with the addition to our congregation of 



THEORY 

I. THE PAi"H OF NORMAL GRIEF 

Dudng the past several decades modem medicine and the absence of 

war have allowed many people to reach mid-life without ever having attended 

a funeral. This has left an entire generation uniquely unprepared to deal with 

death and Wef. 

A midwestem newspaper ran a man-on-the-street survey 
which asked people how long they thought it took to mourn 
the loss of a loved one. The answers varied from forty-eight 
hours to two weeks. Clinical tests reveal it takes fi-om 
eighteen months to two years.s2 

As this generation ages there is emerging a growing bereavement industry 

aimed at teaching us what grief loolcs like and how to "survive" itss3 

To those who are unprepared for it "death, when it strikes, can be 

The loss of a significant rdationship casts the bereaved adrift on a 

sea of turbulent emotions and experiences. For most there is fear of no longer 

being able to cope with the demands of everyday Life, coupled with confusion 

and rage that for others life seems to go on as  usual- The bereaved often f e l  

two men whom I h o w  to be HIV-positive. They are currently in good health and the 
congregation is by and large unaware that they are W-positive. They are a sign to me that 
we st i l l  have deaths from AIDS awaiting us in the future. 

52 Manning, Doug, Don't Take my Grief Away: Whar to do When you Lose a 
Loved One (San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1979), 97, 

53 A brief walk through any major bookstore will reveal shelves full of books on 
these topics. The University of Waterloo began holding a yearly Death and Dying 
Conference in 1991. Many firnerd homes are now offering bereavement groups and/or 
individual counselling, Hospices and palliative care units are all relatively recent responses 
to people's need to deal differently with death and grief, 

s4 Cima Star, "To Wcite about Death we must Contemplate our own Death," in 
Death and Ministry: Pastoral Care of the Dyirg and the Bereaved, J. Donald Bane, Austin H. 
Kutscher, Robm E. Neale, Robert B. Reeves, Jr., eds- (New York: Seabury Press, 1975), 
22. 



as if life has lost its meaning, as though nothing makes sense anymore, as 

though they have no energy to invest in anything but their grief. It may feel to 

the grieving person as if he or she is breaking down and may never recover. 

Many people struggling with grief or watching others grieve have no idea 

what is normal, or what can be expected during the grieving process. 

Due to this lack of information about what is normai during the 

grieving process, "the bereaved suffer double trauma - the loss itself and the 

bewilderment over whether their reaction is normal or an indication that they 

are losing their minds."55 Too often there are people in the bereaved's circle 

who are ready and willing to define what is normal, usually with much 

reference to how things used to be prior to the death. This can often result in 

the bereaved person feeling guilty and frustrated about not being ready to 

return to "normal" activities and relationships. One bereaved woman was 

moved to shout at a well intentioned friend who accused her of brooding, "I'm 

grieving, I'm not hatching eggs!"56 

The very fact that some grief is referred to as "normal" illustrates the 

fact that "societies have sets of norms - in effect, 'grieving rules' - that attempt 

to specify who, when, where, how, how long and for whom people should 

grieve. "57 Those who manage to contain their grief within these noms retain 

the approval, if not necessarily the understanding, of their immediate family 

and friends. It is considered normal in our culture for people to @eve the 

55 Bertha G. Simos, A Tune To Grieve: Loss as a Universal H m a n  EKpen'ence 
(New York: Family Service Association of America, 1979), 99- 

56 This story was told at a workshop on grief offered at the Theology and AIDS 
Conference, held at the Universiy of Toronto, October, 1989, 

Kenneth I. Doka, ed, Disenfranchised Griefl Recognizing Hidden Sorrow (New 
York: Lexington Books, 1989), 4- 



deaths of close family members, significant fkiends, and to a more limited 

extent, beloved pets. It is considered normal for people to take three days of 

bereavement leave from work following the death of an immediate relative, It 

is considered normal for the bereaved to be sad, but only for a few weeks, or 

perhaps for a few months provided the grief is not too acute. It is expected 

that the bereaved wiU "get on with it," "get over it," and behave as if nothing 

has happened w i h  a relatively short space of time. 

The fact that such expectations are unrealistic and, to some degree, 

cruel do not make them any the less real in the mind of the bereaved. On the 

whole our culture is woefully uneducated about the realities of grief and 

grieving, What is actually normal includes a wide range of reactions on 

physical, emotional, psycholo@cal, and social levels. Grief tends to interrupt 

all of the regular patterns of inter- and intrapersonal relating. 

The physical aspects of grief may include faintness, collapse, physical 

pain, queasiness, rapid heart rate, loss of breath, loss of appetite, sleep 

disorders, aimless running, screaming, and crying. Emotionally there may be 

depression, despair, disengagement from daily tasks, sadness, emptiness, 

anger, agitation, hostility, withdrawal from contact with others, or increasing 

dependency on others. Psychologicfly there may be inability to concentrate, 

loss of memory, random activity and thought patterns, irrationality, 

talkativeness or silence. Social reactions may range from isolating 

behaviours, restless searching for the deceased, or even promiscuity in the 

search for the replacement of lost intimacy. A11 of these reactions are 

considered normal within the first few months of a significant death? 

58 For a fiuther discussion of these aspects of grief see C. Charles Bachmann, 



The reality is, however, that such intense reactions may persist for 

months, even more than a year, and that there is no pre-established time-limit 

for grief. It takes time for such reactions to begin to surface, for during the 

initial months the bereaved person is usually suffering from shock, a condition 

which results in a form of psychic numbing. Such numbing allows him or 

her to go about daily tasks with some degree of success, but is simply an 

essential adaptation to initial grief. It must be allowed to pass off as time goes 

by, for it is only the first of several stages of grief and there remains much 

work to be done. Those who expect the intense emotional and physical 

reactions of grief to pass in a short time fail to understand these stages of gief  

work. 

It was Freud who first referred to grief as workYsg recognizing that 

,grieving involves mental aod emotional labour, and that the completion of 

grief work was essential for psychological integration. Freud stated that a 

normal period of grieving would last from one to two years. Eric Lindemann, 

in an oft quoted article written in 1944 in response to the survivors and 

relatives of victims of the Coconut Grove nightclub fire, says that 

uncomplicated grief should be settled within a period of from four to six 

weeks. Unfortunately, Lindemann's views had major influence on the 

thinking about grief and grieving for at least three decades following the 

publishing of his article. Simos points out that, "only in recent years, in 

research primadly concerned with widowhood, is Freud's earlier statement 

Ministenizg to the Grief Suflerer (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964). 

59 Sigmund Freud, "Mourning and Melancholia," in lOie Complete Psychological 
Works of Sigmund F'ed, Standard Edition, ed- James Strachey (New York: Macmillan Co., 
1964). 



that normal grief can go on for years, not weeks or months, being 

validated-" 6o 

In her famous work on death and dying, Ehabeth Kubler-Ross 

offered a road map for the psychological journey of coming to terms with 

one's own death. h her study of terminally ill patients she found that they 

tended to complete certain stages of psychological work on their way to 

integrating the fact that they were dying. These stages Kubler-Ross identified 

as: denial or shock; anger; bargaining; depression or beginning acceptance; f d l  

accep ta~ce .~~  As she herself notes, these stages have been found in many 

different forms of lossP3 and may be helpful in understanding what is going 

on during the experience of bereavement- One can sense KubIer-Ross's 

stages as the foundation of most of the more recent attempts to speak of the 

stages of grief work that must be engaged by the bereaved. 

In his book I Can't Stop Crying: It's so Hard When Someone you 

Love Dies, John Martin outlines what he considers to be the three "Rs" of 

grief work: realizing, recognizing, and re building.63 First, he suggests, the 

bereaved person must realize that the one they love has actually died. This 

realization may take quite some time: people repon expecting their Ioved ones 

to anive home or be  on the other end of the phone when it rings for months 

after the death has occurred. The realization that someone has died rarely 

ELisabeth Kubler-Ross, On Death and Dying (New York Macmillan Co., 
1969). 

62 Elisabeth Kubler-Ross, AIDS: lie Lntimare Challenge ( New York: 
Macmillan Publishing Company, t987), 2. 

63 John Martin, 19 - 28. 



happens before or during the funeral service, because most bereaved persons 

are in a state of psychological shock immediately following the death. They 

report that those first few days are spent in a haze of numbness and they often 

have little or no recollection of the events surrounding the funeral 

preparations. 

In the eady stages of grief it is common for the bereaved to fe l  

frightened, to feel as if life has become treacherous and untrustworthy. They 

may h d  themselves nervous and easily startled. They may desire to hide, 

either literally by becoming virtual hermits, or figuratively by sleeping more 

than usual. Life seems to them to be a bad dream, a nightmare, from which 

they desperately want to wake up. 

While the realization that the deceased is truly gone is sti l l  sinking in, 

the bereaved person continues to seek for the beloved. This seeking may take 

the form of repeated visits to shared places of interest, or seemingly aimless 

wandering- It may involve a constant need to tak about the deceased, often in 

the present tense, and to repeat certain stories over and over again. There may 

be a need to rehearse themes C O M ~ C ~ ~  with the loss, especially those events 

leading up to the death. The bereaved often experience "seeing" the deceased 

in a crowd or at a distance. AII of these reactions are a normal part of the 

realization stage? 

Once the bereaved has allowed the realization of the death to become 

integrated in his or her mind and heart, the next task, according to Martin, is 

to recognize what this particular death means in all of the varied aspects of We; 

64 For a comprehensive outline of this need of the bereaved to seek for the 
deceased, see Simos, 90-102, 



to come to terms with what has really changed. The bereaved often h d  

themselves forced into new roIes - widow, widower, single parent, 

breadwinner, hancial manager- and within those roIes having to take on new 

and WLfamlliar tasks. At the emergence of each new task there may arise hesh 

feelings of loss and abandonment, with more grief work waiting to be done. 

This stage of grief often includes anger: anger at t!ie deceased for abandoning 

the bereaved; anger at friends and relatives who are deemed to be incapable of 

understanding the loss; anger at God for "causing" al l  of the upheaval. 

Just as every Love we engage in changes us and the course of our 

lives, so each death changes us and may even alter choices related to many of 

the activities and priorities of our lives. Each death brings us face to fixe with 

our own mortality, a sight which provides a new and sometimes startling 

perspective. Realizing that we may not have forever to live can motivate us to 

reach for more healthy relationships, new jobs, to pursue long-delayed 

dreams. Conversely, it may result in a crisis of meaning that causes us to 

descend into despair and self-destructive behaviours, In whatever way it 

manifksts, this recognition of our own mortality wil l  result in changes in our 

outward behaviour: changes which may be difficult for others to understand. 

During either or both of these stages of bereavement there can be 

difficulty in dealing with time. When someone we love has died we suddenly 

find ourselves faced with time which is no longer occupied by the events or 

tasks we would formerly have shared with the deceased. Such time seems to 

stretch into eternity and to be unbearably paidid,  full of ghosts and 

frightening in its emptiness. Some bereaved people respond to this empty 

time by hlling it with manic activity, while others find comfort in sleeping or 

"numbing out" in front of the television. 



The inability to handle time well may also be seen in the apparent 

apathy and disorganization characteristic of grieving persons. The bereaved 

are naturally preoccupied with thoughts about the deceased, with memodes, 

with the events surrounding the death, with anxieties about the future. There 

is linle mental energy left for engaging in tasks which might formerly have 

been accomplished easily- It is possible for the bereaved and those supporting 

them to become overly concerned about this pact of the bereavement process, 

and to exacerbate it by fearing that it will not pass. 

Previously adequate and active people who find themselves 
unable to work, sitting around aimlessly, feeling that time is 
suspended, unable to hitiate an activity or organize their 
day, need to be told their behaviour is a normal part of 
grief.65 

In cases in which the bereaved is not reassured about this it can lead to a 

deepening of the depression, almost to a paralysis which is born of frustration 

and despair. This needlessly increases the suffering of the one in grief. 

The final stage of gdef work Martin lists as  rebuilding; reengaging 

with life tasks, with relationships, with self-direction. The bereaved must at 

some point begin a new Life and engage that life with enthusiasm and energy. 

Recovery from grief and mourning is judged to be the return 
to normal activities with full capacity for pleasure in the 
present without @t, shame, or remorse, or the need to be 
overtly or covertly destructive to oneself or others- There is 
a renewed confidence, self-respect, spontaneity, and pride, 
renewed energy and initiative, organization and planning 
replacing the disorganization of the grief period9 

For those of us suffering a single bereavement these stages of grief 

and the tasks involved in each of them, usually follow this predictable pattern. 



The mount of time each stage takes varies according to our individual 

psychological make-up, spiritual and social supports, and any pre-existing 

emotional problems, but most of us  will reach and pass each stage 

successfdly within about two years of the death. 

Given the complexity of our human psyches, it cannot be said that the 

stages of grief happen purely consecutively; aspects of each stage may be 

revisited several times before resolution is achieved. Grief may cause us to go 

over and over certain open wounds and unanswered questions, and we may 

have a feeling that we are going around in circles, that nothing is changing 

Grief sends us wandering on a coil or spiral of emotions and experiences that 

leads us moment by moment around in circles, downwards into despair, and 

upwards into glimmers of hope. 

Those who are grieving need to be allowed to do the work of grief at 

their own pace and in their own ways. Some may find it useful to return to 

work quickly following a death. Others may need lengthy time away from 

routines and responsibilities. However it may manifest, the work of grieving 

must be done. To think that time will simply heal the wound is naive and 

unhe1pfi.L There must be a recognition on the part of the bereaved and others 

that something significant happened and that neither they, nor their lives, will 

ever be the same again. 

The expressions "it will take time" and "time heals all 
wounds" do have a sound basis in reality. In most instances 
of normal loss the pain of grief does lessen with time, and 
the open wound heals, but a permanent imprint is left in the 
memory, and the person is changed by the experience.67 

67 Simos, 39. 



Our grieving is never comfortable, either to ourselves or  others, and it 

can be a temptation for us to try to short-circuit the process, We may succumb 

to the adage that time will heal us and begin to believe that our time for 

grieving is over- We may listen as our society insists that getting on with We, 

putting this sadness behind us, entering into new reIationships, are tasks we 

should be able to accomplish within a short time of our bereavement 

The truth of the matter, however, is that unIess we consciously engage 

in grief work we may Eind ourselves stranded on the path of grief for much 

longer than two years. It is believed that up to ten per cent of admissions to 

psychiaaic care are the result of unresoived griefpa It is extremely important 

that we stay with our grief and Eind our way through, rather than around, it. 

We cannot walk out of the darkness unless we are first 
willing to immerse ourselves fully in i t  It demands a leap of 
faith, for there are no sign-posts along the way that will 
guarantee our safe return. But there is no choice, for to be 
M y  alive we must die with our losses. This is a moment in 
t ime when we succumb to death, so that we may live? 

The path through the valley of death is one which each new traveller must 

discover alone, but only to the extent that we risk the journey will we find our 

new life. 

Theological Reflections Arising on the Path of Grief 

In the presence of death we are immediately confronted with ultimate 

questions: What is life about? What is ~ J I  life about? Why am I being made to 

suffer this loss? Why did this happen? All of these are spiritual questions 

69 Stephanie Ericsson, Companion Through the Darkness: Inner Dialogues on 
G@(New York: Harper Perennial, 1993),78. 



which push us towards moments of conversion or spiritual death. We either 

find new meanings and new answers or we atrophy in spiritual numbness. h 

the face of death we find ourselves standing in need of a new understanding of 

God, of community, and of Life's meaning. 

The difficulty is that in moments of bereavement we may feel 

ourselves cut off from or abandoned by God and by the community. In our 

pain we experience ourselves as being outsiders, unable to access life as we 

once knew it. We may stay away from our friends and faith co~~~~lun i t i e s ,  

believing that they cannot possibly understand what we are going through. 

We may even lose our connection with our spiritual companions, our church 

Countless bereaved men and women have told of staying 
away from religious services because of their fear that "I 
might not be able to control myself- I might break down." 
They were not o d y  ashamed of this themselves but were 
trying to be considerate of the congregation saying, "I saw 
how awkward it made people feel. They didn't know what 
to d0.~70 

When grief is at its height it can result in a sense of meaninglessness 

that extends to theological concepts we once found useful- Hymns, prayers, 

and familiar scripture passages may all lose their ability to inspire or comfort, 

and we may find ourselves wondering what we really do believe. 

Bereavement is often the catalyst for a realignment of our values that moves 

us to make commitments which are very different from those we made in the 

past- Bereavement mimics or foreshadows conversion, for as in Lonergads 

Edward F. Dobihal, Jr., "Problems which Confront the Minister," in Death and 
Ministry: Pastoral Care of the Dying and the Bereaved ed. J. Donald Bane, Austin H. 
Kutscher, Robert E. Nede, Robert B, Reeves, Jr.( New York: Seabury Press, 1975), 140. 



description of a convert, we who grieve apprehend differently, value 

differently, relate differently because we have become dilferent71 

It is in the similarities between conversion and bereavement that we 

discover the unexpected presence of grace in the midst of loss. The spiritual 

questions raised by bereavement may only be avoided at the cost of the 

griever's soul, while engaging those questions leads to new life and joy that 

does come, despite our despair and beyond our understanding, in the 

"rn~ming.'~' The desolation of bereavement is also, paradoxically, its gifL 

The reason for this is that bereavement serves as  a mirror into which 

we are forced to look and in which we discover ourselves in a new light A s  

one of my i n t e~ewees  put it, "Bereavement is always about me?3 Without 

the presence of the deceased we must face ourselves and our lives without the 

props, protections, or projections that person fulfilled in our Eves. Nicholas 

Harvey, in his book DeathS Gifl: Chapters on Resurrection and 

Bereavement, makes this point the centre of his argument: 

My contention is that the death of a loved person is at root a 
growing point, with a l l  the pain and struggle which that 
phrase suggests. It is undeniable, and indeed central to this 
picture of death, that there is self-exposure promoted by the 
tearing away of a prop. The distinction at stake is not 
between a painless separation and a painful one, but between 
bereavement seen as a genuinely critical, creative moment or 
phase in a person's development, and bereavement relegated 
to the less-thao-human category of things to be got over.74 

Bernard Lonergan, "Theology In Its New Context," in Conversion: Perspectives 
in Personal and Social Transformation, ed. Walter Corn (New York: Alba House, 1978), 
13. 

73 Spoken by LS during the group validation process. 

74 Nicholas Peter Harvey, Death's Gij: Chapters on Resurrection and Bereavemem 



The gift  in bereavement suggested by the tide of Harvey's book is the 

opportunity to discover God's strength and God's love ia the absence of that 

which formerly came from the deceased, and subsequently to find a 

whoIeness, or self-sufficiency which allows us to relate much more freely and 

with fewer neurotic attachments to others in our Jives. Not every grieving 

person will experience this gift in bereavement, but it is potentidy part of the 

experience nonethelless, 

This process of reorientation and self-examination is exacerbated in 

cases of multiple bereavement, for when death follows death nothing is the 

same anymore, and we are pushed to re-evaluate all of life as we thought we 

knew it  Many of the relationships by which we understood and defined 

ourselves are lost. Many of the people we counted on to support the 

framework of our lives, including co-workers, artists, musicians, and 

networks of extended chosen family have ceased to exist. The desolation of 

so much loss pushes us to find our own resources and to travel new paths in 

search of meaning and resurrection. 

11, THE PATH OF COMPLICATED GRIEF 

Complicated grief is a term used to describe grief which is attended by 

one or more complicating factors: unresolved conflict or enmeshment between 

the deceased and the bereaved; ongoing psychiatric or medical problems in the 

bereaved which become exacerbated by grief; a lack of social and 

psychological supports which leads to problems for the bereaved in 

reconnecting with life during the grief cycle. Other complications exist for 

- - -  - -- - - 

(Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wiam B- Eardmans Publishing Compauy, 1987), 15. 



grievers who are disenfranchised, such as in the case of a secret lover or an 

estranged ex-spouse. The presence of any of these factors signals the possible 

emergence of complicated grief. 

Complicated grief is characterized by prolonged and intensified grief. 

Zunin and Zmin caution that professional intervention is warranted if any of 

the fallowing symptoms occur over more than a six-week period: 

-major deterioration in hygiene habits 
-difficulty in simple decision making 
-expressions of fear, anger, or guilt 
-hyperactivity or compulsive taking 
-memory problems and confusion 
-concern over hallucinations (seeing or hearing 
things not actually present) 
-major disturbance of self-esteem, preoccupation 
with worthlessness, and self-condemnation 
-depression or withdrawal 
-si@.cant impairment of social functioning 
-initiating or increasing drug andlor alcohol abuse 
-physical complaints or symptoms including failure 

to eat, condnued weight loss, extreme problems 
sleeping.7s 

A study on the complexities of multiple bereavement grief would seem 

to warrant an examination of material produced by those who have studied the 

survivors of war, particularly those who survived the concentration camps of 

the Holocaust- While some of this material has been included in the sections 

below, it did not prove to be entirely relevant Many of the studies have 

focused on trauma and related psychological issues, but little has been written 

about the grief issues faced by  survivors. Further, where grief issues have 

been included in the studies, the trauma of war colours the grief of survivors in 

75  Leonard M. Zunin and HiIary S tanton Zunin, The Art of Condolence: mat to 
Write, What ro Say. What to Do at a Time of Loss (New York: Harperperennial, 1991), 
213-214 



ways that make it nifficult to transfer the data to those who have survived the 

AIDS crisis, 

Displaced or Shadow Grief 

The phenomenon of grief that is displaced over a wide and seemingly 

unrelated number of issues or incidents is sometimes referred to as shadow 

grief, "Shadow grief reveds itself more in the form of an emotional dullness, 

in which the person is unable to respond fully and completely to outer 

stimulation and in which normal activity is moderately inhibited."76 Different 

from numbing or depression, I understand shadow grief to be a generalized 

lack of trust or loss of meaning that is projected onto a panorama of life 

situations. This is a subtle form of dispIaced grief which is hard to identify 

but which I feel was reflected in both myself and the congregation. 

Delayed Grief 

Delayed grief is precisely what the name implies; grief which is 

postponed for an unnatural length of time. Delayed grief usually arises from 

one or more of the following conditions: an unyielding denial of the loss on the 

part of the bereaved; a compulsive need to appear to be "normal" on the part of 

the bereaved and a premature resumption of all activities; the experience of 

multiple losses, in which some losses remain unrnourned. 

Delayed grief is a time-bomb waiting to explode. It will often m d e s t  

itself in a physical illness in which the body forces the bereaved person to stop 

and face the reality of pain and loss. It may manifest as anger that appears to 

Dane and Miller, 1 1. 



be unreasonable or disproportionate to a given situation. It may emerge as 

deep depression or lingering exhaustion. At its w o w  delayed grief may result 

in mentd ilIness. 

Grief that has been delayed may require the intervention of a therapist 

or counsellor, Those who minister to the bereaved need to be aware of 

symptoms such as chronic illness or persistent depression as signs that may 

point to delayed grief. Exposing a loss that happened long ago requires 

patient probing and intuition. 

Disenfranchised Grief 

It is considered normal for people to grieve the loss of close family 

members and significant friends. A problem arises, however, for people 

whose intimate relationships are denied to them by the world around them. 

They may be former spouses, secret lovers, or gay and lesbian partners. 

When such grievers are unable to access the supports nomally available to 

mourners, it leads to a complication in the grieving process which Kenneth 

Doka identifies as disenfranchised grief. 

Disenfranchised grief can be defined as the grief that persons 
experience when they incur a loss that is not or cannot be 
openly acknowledged, publicly mourned, or socially 
sanctioned? 

Aside from the horror of being denied access to funeraIs or sick rooms 

many gay and lesbian people suffer the loss of life partners without ever being 

free to acknowledge that loss in the work place or in other social arenas where 

our sexual orientation is hidden- At the time when we most need the 

supportive understanding of everyone around us, that support is denied. This 

" Doka, 4. 



increases the stress of what seems to be, already, an unbearable situation. 

"The very nature of disenfmchised grief creates additional problems for grief, 

while removing or minimizing sources of support."78 

Even those of us who are out of the closet and have healthy family and 

social support systems c m  allow others to disenfranchise us of our grief 

while we are suffering from multiple bereavements. We feel embarrassed by 

the intensity of our grief, by the length of time it is taking us to "get over it", 

and we feel these judgments acutely when they are echoed by others. We may 

begin to contribute to our own disedochisement by failing to talk about the 

most recent deaths or by attributing less significance to specific Losses. 

Those of us who minister may feel compelled to put our own grieving aside 

out of the belief that it is more important for us to faclLitate the @ef work of 

others. Self-disenfmchisement remains a serious complication of much of 

the grief work in our community.79 

Grief Complications Specific to AIDS 

In the early days of the AIDS crisis the fact of multiple bereavements 

was acknowledged in oblique ways; through concern for the caregivers and the 

"worried well." Initially, the needs of these two groups were given priority; 

groups sprang up to educate those who were HIV-negative about the disease, 

and home-care teams were established to offer respite care for those 

Doka, 7. 

79 For firrther discussion, see Jefkey KaufFman, "Intrapsychic Dimensions of 
Disenfranchised Grief," in Doka, 25-29. 



responsible for the dying. In Toronto, Casey House AIDS Hospice was 

founded in 1987, as a medical facility offering palliative care, including 

chaplaincy, to the dying and their families. 

In their book AIDS: Intervening With Hidden Grievers, Dane and 

Miller deal specifically with AIDS and grief, They emphasize one of the 

most difficult aspects of grief and AIDS: the fact that much of the grief is 

hidden and the grievers are unackno~ledged.8~ They point out that 

complications arise when a person is not able to be open about their loss and 

its attendant grief in the work place or within their biological families. 

Especially during the first ten years of the epidemic,B1 this diseofianchisement 

of the bereaved was a serious complication of the grief work of gays and 

lesbians; one often overlooked by bereavement counsellors clergy working 

with this community. 

Dane and Miller also address the shame felt by Famfiies whose child 

was dying of AIDS; shame which was a direct result of the stigmatization of 

the high risk groups. They point out that these families often concealed an 

AIDS diagnosis by referring ody to one of the opportunistic di~eases,~' such 

Barbara 0. Dane and Samuel 0. Miller, AZDS Inferwenkg with Hidden Grievers 
(London: Auburn House, 1992). 

1 There have been significant sociological changes in the last ten years which 
have allowed increasing recognition of gay and lesbian relationships. This has resulted in 
Iess disenfhnchisement of grieving partners, 

82 AIDS is a syndrome which means that it is diagnosed by the presence of an 
aggregate of symptoms and diseases: persistent weariness, chills and excessive nocturnal 
sweating, significant weight loss, swelling of Lymph nodes, chronic diarrhea, persistent dry 
cough, thrush in mouth or throat, Pneumoscystis Catinii Pneumonia, Kaposi's Sarcoma (a 
form of cancer, causing lesions internally or externally), Cytomegalovirus (a virus which 
contributes to seizures, dementia, and blindness), Cryptospridiosis (a virus causing chronic 
and Life-threatening diarrhea), to name some, For further information see AIDS: Living and 
Dying with Hope, Walter J. Smith, S J, (New York: Paulist Press, 1988), 1-16, 



as cancer or pneumonia, as the cause of death- Dane and Miller stress the 

importance of uncovering and addressing such shame as part of the healing 

process of AIDS bereavement. 

They also raise the implications for grieving when the gay person or 

his friends are excluded fiom fimeral or memorial services- They stress the 

importance of bereavement care-providers in offering other ways of working 

through the realities of death, such as by holding memorial services. 

Dane and Miller's book is one of the few I found in which some of the 

unique aspects of AIDS-related grief are addressed Yet a major weakness of 

the study arises from the fact that it is ethnographic in nature; that is, Dane and 

Miner are not identified members of the gay and lesbian community. Thus 

they are observing the complications and implications of AIDS-related grief on 

single individuals and family systems, and most of their work is directed 

towards these individuals or families as if they had suffered a single 

bereavement, 

There has been scant acknowledgement of the cumulative effects of all 

the death and dying on those left behind, and no regard given to the 

complications this created for bereavement. For the most part those of us who 

were deeply invoIved in the gay and lesbian communities found ourselves 

plunged into a tidal wave of death with no understanding of what was 

happening to our physical, mental, social, and emotional health. We could 

attend bereavement groups to deal with specific deaths, but no one was tallcing 

about the effects of the relentless waves of diagnoses and deaths, 

Survivor Guilt and Distancing 



The distancing many of us experienced towards our friends, families, 

employment situations and so on, was a common response among those who 

had suffered multiple bereavements in the context of warr 

Vic 10s  many fiends in combat These were guys he cared 
about, guys he loved. Subconsciously perhaps he has come 
to link love with loss, caring with death. He keeps all 
emotions at a distance because m y  emotion is rooted in 
caring and if he cares for a person, that person is sure to 
die33 

In our c o m m ~ t i e s  this distancing, at its worst, resulted in some men 

engaging in unsafe sexual practices in the belief that their lives had become 

meaningless and that death was a preferred optioes4 

Among those who were forced to go on living in the midst of the 

epidemic there began to emerge a kind of "survivor guilt." Many had 

questions related to the fact that AIDS seemed to rob us of our brightest and 

best young men; artists, actors, theologians, and others who brought beauty 

into the world. The youthfulness of those dying and the dated death of their 

potential and dreams, seemed to tap into pools of low selfesteem in some who 

remained uninFected. Many times as a pastor I was faced with the question, 

"How is it that I survived while others, more worthy, did n0t?"~5 

Post Traumatic Stress Disorder 

83 Steve Trirnm, Walking Wounded: Men's Lives During and Since thz Vietnam 
War (New Jersey: Ablex Publishing Corp., 1993), xvii- 

84 I had this opinion expressed to me by several congregants and by my cousin, 
who subsequently did die of AIDS. 

Kirtland C. Peterson, Maurice F. Rout, and Robert A. Schwarz, Post-Traumatic 
Stress Disorder: A Clinician's Guide (New York: Plenum Press, 1991), 32- 



Grief responses such as numbing and sunrivor gwlt are among the 

primary symptoms identified by psychologists as Post-Traumatic Stress 

Disorder.S6 In 1980 the American Psychiauic Association published its third 

edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-ID) 

in which, "for the first time the common symptoms experienced by a wide 

variety of traumatized persons were viewed as a psychiatric disorder, one that 

could be accurately diagnosed and treated."87 The symptoms identified were 

broadened and revised in 1994 @SM-III-R). 

According to the DSM-III-R the primary symptoms of Post-Traumatic 

Stress Disorder (PTSD) are: reexperiencing the trauma; persistent avoidance 

and numbing to the external world; avoidance behaviours; increased arousal 

and sleep &so rders, including anger and startle responses; s u ~ v o r  guilt? 13 

The secondary symptoms include depression, anxiety, death imprint/death 

anxiety, impulsive behaviour, substance abuse, somatizatiod tension, 

alterations in time sense, and changes in ego b c t i o n h g  such as becoming 

controlling or rigid, and/or experiencing r e g r e s s i o ~ ~ ~  

Eric Rofes argues passionately that the diagnosis of post-traumatic 

stress disorder among the survivors of the AIDS crisis needs to be taken 

seriously: 

86 Ibid., 11-34. 

87 Charles Figiey, ed., Compassion Fatigue: Coping With Secondary Traumatic 
Stress Disorder in Those who Treat the Tramrizeh (New York: BrunnerfMazel, 
Publishers), xiii. 

88 For in depth discussion of these symptom see, Kirtland C- Peterson, and 
Maurice F. Prout, and Robert k Schwarz, Posr-TraumaZic Stress Diirorder: A Clinician's 
Guide (New York: Plenum Press, 1992), 11-34. 

89 Ibid., 35-42. 



But what keeps us from admitting that numbers of gay men 
might qualify for clinical diagnoses of post-traumatic stress 
disorder? Many gay men throughout America are suffering a 
wide range of psychoIogical responses that extend beyond 
bereavement and grief- Some may be at the stage ofsimple 
grief or multiple loss, but many others are experiencing 
severe depression, mood disorders, trauma, chronic trauma, 
and post-traumatic stress disorder- While I do not seek to 
pathoIogize gay men, neither do I want critical psychoIogical 
reactions to AIDS to go unidentified and untreated?* 

To my knowIedge there have been no ciinical studies done of gay and lesbian 

survivors of the AIDS crisis to test for the presence of IYTSD since the one 

done by Martin et a1 in 1989.9 However, in that study they predicted that as 

incidents of AIDS-related bereavement rose and more people experienced 

multiple losses, "a rise in symptoms of PTSD, demoralization and illicit drug 

would occur- 

One of the factors which most motivated me to do this study was the 

personality change that came over the congregation during the years of the 

AIDS crisis. A once vibrant and energetic congregation that had been growing 

spiritually and numerically began to show a marked inertia and lack of 

engagement. It felt to me for several years as if I, and most of the other 

members, were disengaged from the work of being a church- We went 

through the motions of attending, but had no interest in doing anything beyond 

the Sunday service. Programs were unattended, committees ceased to 

Eric Rofes, Reviving the Tribe: Regenerating Gay Men's Sexualily and Culsure 
in the Ongoing Epidemic (New York Hanington Park Press, 1996), 26. 

91 John Martin, Laura Dean. Marc Garcia and William Hall, 'The Impact of A[DS 
on a Gay Community: Changes in Sexual Behavior, Substance Use, and Mental Health," 
American Journal of Community Psychology 17 (3): 269-293 (1989). 

92 Barbara 0. Dane and Samuel 0. Miller, AIDS: Intervening with Hidden Grievers 
(London: Auburn House, 1993), 50. 



bction, positions on the Board of Directors remained unfilled Neither I nor 

the congregation had a clear vision of the future. As one interviewee put it, 

"You begin to wonder who will be left?"93 I believe this inability to envision 

the future resulted in an inability to commit to working constructively towards 

it, which ruaher resulted in general disengagement and emotional distancing 

from the life of the congregation. 

It is beyond the scope of this thesis to study the transcripts of the 

interviews for signs of PTSD- Few of these symptoms were overtly 

identified by those in te~ewed.  However, as a pastor I must attest to the fact 

that during the late nineteen-eighties and early to mid-nineties all of the 

symptoms of PTSD, but more especially the secondary symptoms, were seen 

with increasing frequency among people in the AIDS-affected communities. I 

believe that had the interviews for this thesis been conducted two or three years 

earlier, when people were still more fully engulfed by their grief, and had an 

instrument capable of testing for these symptoms been used, many of the 

symptoms of secondary ETSD would have been present- 

In. COMPLICATIONS COMMON IN GAY AND LESBIAN 
GRIEF WORK 

Those of us who are gay and lesbian face many losses which are more 

subtle than death, and are the consequences of being homosexual in a culture 

which largely hates and fears those who are homosexual. They include the 

loss of self-esteem, power and privilege, and the grief that comes when our 

most intimate relationships are not valued or recognized by our society. I 

believe that to speak of grief within the gay and lesbian community one must 



take into account these other losses and try to understand the ways in which 

they complicate the grief work involved when dealing with multiple AIDS 

deaths. Many of these losses were mentioned by those interviewed for this 

thesis, and they are losses which people bring with them when they come to 

Christos MCC each week 

Psycho-social Losses and Chronic Grief 

Chronic grief may be defined as a lingring and pervasive sadness. In 

the case of a single bereavement, chronic grief lasting more than two or three 

months may be a sign of complicated grief, and require professional 

therapeutic intervention. In the case of multiple bereavements, however, 

chronic grief is a natural and appropriate response. Among members of the 

gay and lesbian AIDS-affected communities, chronic grief has been a common 

aspect of life for the last hfteen years, and is the result of both multiple 

bereavements and more subtle psycho-social losses. Understanding this 

chronic grief is essential for the conduct of successful bereavement ministry 

within our coLnInunity. 

Loss of SelfiEsteem and Self-Image 

Perhaps the most insidious loss that has come to some members of the 

gay community as the result of AIDS has been the Ioss of self-esteem and self- 

image. When AIDS first appeared and was designated the "gay plague" it 

began to erode a fragile sense of self-worth that had been growing as a result 

of the gay and lesbian liberation movements of the 1970s. During that decade 

gays had begun to assert that their love for one another, contrary to the myths 

and stereotypes that surrounded their lifestyles, was as right and normal as 



heterosexual love. They had done battle with the notion that homosexual 

intimacy and love was hurtful, shameful, and life-destroying. The AIDS 

epidemic seemed to undermine these hard-won gains by associating gay 

relationships with sickness and death. "This threatens to reverse much or all 

of the psychological progress made by gay men over the last decade."94 What 

AIDS did was plunge many gay and lesbian people back into their internalized 

homophobia, and force them to question once again the acceptability of their 

sexual orientation, even to themselves, 

The actual effects of the loss of self-esteem and its accompanying grief 

are difficult to identify aud catalogue. However, as a pastor within the gay 

and lesbian community I can attest to its existence. As one of the interviewees 

put it, "Although I'm on long-term disability Gom HIVIAIDS I'm not quite 

ready to die yet, so what's my identity?"gs The erosion of self-esteem and the 

regression into a renewed self-hatred have been evidenced by many self- 

destructive behaviours. 1 have noted that, at one extreme end of the behaviour 

spectrum, people ran back into the closet and slammed the door, opting for a 

death to that part of themselves which required homosexual intimacy. At the 

other end of the spectrum, some men believed the charge that they were 

unworthy of life and chose to attempt passive suicide by engaging in unsafe 

sexual practiced6 

94 Walt Odet, h the Shadow of the Epidemic.. Being HN Negative in the Age of 
A D S  @urham, North Carolina: Duke University Press, 1993, 39. 

g5 Interview 4.1. 

g6 It is only with gay men that I have heard phrases such as. "God and my parents 
hate me anyway, so who cares XI get AIDS?" when speaking of their refusal to practise 
safer sex I do not know if a similar phenomenon exists within other risk groups, although 
I have heard other professionaIs allude to it with regard to young prostitutes in Toronto. 



The loss of self-esteem has taken a toll on much of gay male culture- 

Eric Rofes comments that "for many gay men the epidemic has mutilated our 

identities, profoundly warped sexuality and intimate relations, and reaffirmed 

bigoted subconscious linkages between homosexuality and contagion."g7 All 

of the men interviewed said that AIDS had affected their sexual lives in some 

way. This warping of intimacy has been especially insidious for couples in 

which one partner is tW-positive and the other is HIV-negative. The grief 

and loss that this disease has caused within relationships and the damage it has 

done to those seeking to start new relationships is incalculable- 

AIDS has also undermined self-esteem precisely because it is an 

acquired disease. As Susan Sontag points out, "most people outside of sub- 

Saharan Africa who have ADDS know (or think they know) how they got 

it?? The potential for self-blame and/or rage at the infected partner is very 

high. It may also happen that an infected person knows that she has infected 

another, and is carrying the guilt and shame of that knowledge. In the first 

few years of the disease, when the social stigma of being infected was at its 

worst, many newly diagnosed people seriously considered suicide as a way of 

dealing with this shattering of their self-image?9 All of us in the gay and 

lesbian community have had to recover from the many ways in which AIDS 

has undermined our self-esteem, which has added to the grieving caused by 

multiple deaths. 

g8 Susan Sontag, ADS and Its Metaphors. (New York: Farrar, Straus, and 
Giroux,1988), 112. 

99 I am speaking here out of my own pastoral experience, which has been echoed 
by other pastoral counsellors. 



Loss of Power and Privilege 

Those of us in the gay and lesbian community live daily within the 

social framework of institutionalized homophobia Coming out meam taking 

the risk of losing self-esteem, power, and the privileges that are taken for 

granted by heterosexuals. Being outed by AIDS or by one's association with 

the dying has resulted in many people being isolated by medical institutions, 

losing jobs, homes, positions of trust, family support, and even access to their 

own children. 

Lesbians [and gay men] know that certain rights are granted 
to heterosexual people that are not granted to everyone: 
rights such as the right to have a family, the right to maintain 
a job without threat of its being lost on the basis of 
orientation alone, the right to compassionate Ieave from that 
job in the event of the death of a partner or Iover, the right to 
celebrate relationships and to mark special occasions with 
some form of appropriate ritual.100 

While in the midst of multiple bereavements, those of us in the gay and 

lesbian community are often brought face to face with this ugly reality for the 

lirst time. Our bereavement work in such cases will need to include anger, 

frustration and grief about these things as well as about the death of our loved 

ones. 

My own experience during my partner Joan's dying process forced 

me to confront institutionalized homophobia, On each of her six admissions to 

hospital we had to define and defend our relationship to a new set of doctors 

and nurses, fighting to make sure that they would share information with me 

before sharing it with her parents or former husband. This added stress 

L O O  Sally M. Bo yle, Embracing The file: A Lesbian Model of Pustom1 Care 
(Toronto: The United Church Publishing House, 1995). 62. 



became too much for Joan on her Iast admission and although I was listed as 

next of kin on her charts and forms she was no longer able to fight for my 

status as her spouse to be recognized. I was relegated to the role of "friend." 

Loss of Anonymity 

For homosexuals, coming out- identifying oneself as a gay man or 

lesbian woman to family and friends- is an important aspect of self- 

acceptance and psychological integration- Whitehead and Whitehead List it 

among the rites of passag _- *o adult intimacy. 

"Coming out of the closet" designates a complex, perilous 
and, until recently, disguised adult passage. The transition 
is first one of identity (a passage into self-recognition and 
acceptance) and then one of intimacy (a passage into a way 
of being with others).1° 

This passage is complex and perilous because homosexuality is still much 

misunderstood, feared, and condemned by many in our society. Gays and 

lesbians risk losing the love and respect of people who are important to them 

when they choose to come out Such losses, if they occur, must then be 

grieved in much the same way as a death, 

In some cases it may be the intrusion of AIDS and/or the onset of 

multiple bereavements which is the catalyst for a gay man or lesbian to come 

out, Since it was flrst recognized as a disease in North America in 1981, 

AIDS has been associated primarily with the gay community. To have AIDS 

was to be identifled as gay in most of the early cases. Suffering the loss of 

many friends or needing to be free to openly care for those who were dying 

Lo Evelyn and James Whitehead Christian Li/e Pattern: The Psychological 
Challenges and Religious Invi~ations of Aduk Lge (New York: Doubleday & Company, 
1979), 103. 



also brought many people out of the closet Others came out sooner than they 

might have otherwise done because they feared having to admit to both their 

homosexuality and an AIDS diagnosis at the same timee 

Bereavement ministry with gays and lesbians requires some 

bowledge of the issues surrounding disclosure and must allow the person to 

grieve any losses experienced in coming o u t  "The only healthy spiritual way 

to deal with our e d e  status is for gay people to go through a process of 

mourning, graduany letting go of our desire to belong to and be accepted by 

all the structures of the heterosexist w ~ r l d ? ~ ~  The grief of muItipIe 

bereavements may be grealy increased by the other losses associated with 

coming out  If multiple bereavements have been the cause of a person's 

coming out, losses of family, church, power and privilege, or personal 

privacy may need to be added to the grief work waiting to be done. 

Loss of "Home" Church 

From my experience at Christos I know that in the minds and hearts 

of many of the gays and lesbians affected by AIDS there are layers of 

unresolved pain and anger towards the Christian churches. At precisely the 

time when they were forced to face difficult theological questions related to 

the meaning of life, to human sexuality, and to grief issues, they also felt 

compeUed to leave their churches because of an increase in homophobic 

preaching. Many fundamentalist preachers equated AIDS with punishment 

sent by God to a group of people in response to their sin. For many gay 

O2 John McNeill, Freedom, Glorious Freedom: The Spiritual Journey To The 
Fullness of Lve for Gays, Lesbians, and Everybody Else (Boston: Beacon Press, 1995), 63. 



persons the church became little more than an institution of condemnation, 

judgement and oppression.lo3 Within the organizations that sprang up to 

respond to the AIDS crisis there was widespread antipathy towards the 

churches, and suspicion of anyone wanting to minister to people with 

AIDS.1o4 

The loss of a home congregation or denomination was di£€icult for 

many gays and lesbians in the churches. Faced with the hypocrisy of a 

church which professed love while preaching and embodying hatred, 

individuals sometimes left God andlor Jesus behind along with the 

pewdo5 Those who left the churches often carried with them a distaste for 

aIl things "religious" and a desire to distance themselves from the 

institutional church, 

Funerals became a special source of tension for many in the gay and 

lesbian community. Most have attended or heard about church funerals at 

which the partner of the deceased was excluded or, at best, ignored. Too 

many have had to suffer through homophobic sermons which condemn the 

deceased to hell for their homosexual Hestyle. Many services avoided the 

topic completely by insisting that "Johnny" died of cancer or pneumonia, 

thereby negating much of the truth about that particular person's life. 

O3 Richard Hardy, Knowing The God of Compassion: Spirituality and Persons 
Living With AIDS (Ottawa: Novalis, 1993), 51- 

O4 The AIDS Committee of Toronto, for instance, did not have a spirituality 
support group until 1993- 

lo5 I have often been challenged by gays and lesbians about my commitment to an 
institution which is seen as homophobic and misogynist, I know of several Christians who 
left the church to follow other spiri~al paths as a direct result of the reactions of many 
churches to AIDS- 



Friends from the gay community were left without any opportunity for 

mourning within the context of that church, 

Often, gay and lesbian Christians have been left with other grief 

issues, including @t and shame induced by the homophobic and AIDS- 

phobic preaching and minictries from which they have exited. One of the 

grief issues that needs to be addressed in AIDS ministry is the lingering 

Ionging of some peopIe for their 0rigim.I church home- Churches which 

have been able to respond with love and compassion to the issue of A D S  

and/or homosexuality have found gay and lesbian members returning to 

worship. Churches set up to minister specifically to gay and lesbian people 

continue to find themselves swamped with requests for pastoral care and 

funeral support. 

Loss of Family and Friends 

It is not uncommon for those of us who are gay or lesbian to have lost 

our families of origin, either during the coming out stage or as a result of an 

AIDS diagnosis. If  relatives are present it is very important to know where 

they stand in their ability to accept our homosexuality- Too often, relatives 

find it easier to be compassionate in the face of disease rather than to accept 

their loved one's sexual orientation- When this is the case, their presence in 

the bereavement situation may complicate the grief process. They may 

interfere with signiscant relationships or fail to give them appropriate value. 

This topic will be discussed in a later section on disenfranchised grief. 

There are other losses of family and friends that can attend AIDS- 

related bereavements- The first of these stems from the nature of AIDS itself. 

This disease results in a panoply of opportunistic diseases, most of which 



require hospitalization and/or lengthy home care. These periods at home or in 

hospital usually result in the isolation of the patient fkom his or her friends, co- 

workers, and famlly members. Friends and family may find themselves 

excluded from the list of those welcome in the sick room and be forced to let 

go of a relationship before the person has died. It may be impossible to 

recover the lost relationship even if the patient recovers some degree of health. 

This premature rupturing of relationships with the dying can c o n t n i  

strongly to feelings of anger, betrayat, and loss experienced by the bereaved. 

Relationships may also be ruptured between patients and their 

caregivers. AIDS often results in a roller-coaster of death-bed scenes 

followed by miraculous remissions which become increasingly difficult to 

bear. 

This cycling may happen with remarkable rapidity. Family 
members may eventually get to the point where, having said 
their goodbyes several dmes and gone through as much 
anguish and grief as  they can handle, they wish the patient 
dead. This causes unutterable @t and remorse. 

The toll that this process takes on individuals contributes to the intensity of the 

grief once the death has occumed. 

Within the AIDS-affected community it is not unusual to be riding 

more than one of these death-bed roller-coasters at a time, and it is certainly 

not unusual to be forced to begin the cycle with another fiend long before the 

old griefs have healed. In such cases both the dying and those who 

grieving may find themselves separated from those they counted as friends 

and supporters. 

Io6 Judith Landau-Stanton and Colleen D, CIements, AIDS, Heulalth, and Mental 
Health: A Primary Sourcebook (New York: B m e r l  Mazel, 1993), 235. 



People in high risk groups, such as gay men, may have 
experienced the death of many friends. Chronic grief is not 
an uncommon phenomenon. The cumulative loss and pain 
can become so intense that they seek to avoid any hture hurt 
by disengaging from sick friends. This response may not be 
callous but rather self-protective. lo' 

Those in ministry within this community must monitor this natural response 

to rnultip1e bereavements and give ourselves permission to take time away 

without f e e h g  guilty- 

Grief over ruptured relationships within the AIDS-affected community 

also comes through the "going home to die" syndrome- After disclosing their 

sexual orientations many gay and lesbian people have lost their family, their 

faith community, andor the town in which they were born. Often, as their 

death approaches, such people have an overwhelming desire to be reunited 

with these lost loved ones. log Sometimes the family insists that the dying 

child return to their home, and the patient is too weak to resist- Whatever 

precipitates the move, the dying sometimes leave their chosen homes and 

families to return to earlier roots, 

Those of us left behind may find ourselves unable to attend h e r d  

services andor denied access to other avenues of grieving. We may not even 

know when the death of our loved one actually happens. We may be left 

with a deep sense of abandonment and resentment, angry at the one who is 

dying and/or the family involved. Without access to the body we may have 

lo7 Earl E. Sbelp, and Ronald H Sunderland AILX and the Church (Philadelphia: 
The Westminster Press, 1987), 48. 

lo* See "Lovers and Significant Others", by Ruth L. Fuller, Sally B. Geis, Julian 
Rush, in DisenJianchised Griefi Recognizing Hidden Sorrow, e d  Kenneth J. Doka (New 
York: Lexington Books, 1989), 35. 



difficulty beIieving that the person is really dead. This lack of closure funher 

complicates our grief work 

If we lose contact with our dying friends and loved ones for any of 

these reasons the deaths may remain unmoumed for many years. When 

something finally forces us to acknowledge a particular individual's death it 

may seem to us that our grief is inappropriate or overly intense, given the fact 

that the person died some time ago- In reality our grief is genuine and new, 

at least to us. No matter when we manage to come upon it our grief work 

remains to be done. Those seeking to minister in the valley of the shadow 

need to be aware that the burden of grief being presented for healing may 

increase over time, even without new deaths. 

IV, A THEOLOGY OF DEATH AND DYING 

As a pastor coping with my own experience of these all-pervading 

deaths I was stiU expected to provide spiritud direction and guidance for my 

congregation. My journal for the years of 1990 and 1991 records many 

dreams filled with hospitals, doctors' offices, and funeral homes. I felt as if I 

was always waiting for the next disaster to strike. On more than one occasion 

I was asked by a communicant for anointing, to be told in that moment that 

this person had just tested HIV-positive- It was not uncommon to be told 

moments before a worship service that another friend was in hospital or had 

died. 

My own theology of death is not particularly sophisticated. As Henri 

Nouwen says, we can read a i l  the books and listen to aIl the theolo@ans, but 



we must still arrive at our own peace with death and dying.10g Only in that 

way will what we have to say ring true to our listeners. I feel strongly that 

there is life beyond this one and it has been my privilege to have had the task 

of fuding many different ways of conveying this to those gathered to m o m  

their dead, 

I believe that if we, as Christians, have nothing to say in the face of 

death, then we have nothing to say. I feel strongly that how we feel and 

speak about death reveals much about our faith- It is very important that those 

of us who lead congregations be prepared to share with them our own beliefs 

about death and life after death- In circumstances in which I have been 

directly asked whether or not there is life after death I always say, "I don't 

know for sure, but I believe there is. " 

I believe that the resurrection of Jesus gives us a reason to believe that 

life does not end with death, and that God's love is stronger than death, 

continuing to reach us beyond the grave. My inner conviction is that those 

who have gone into death before me are still present to me in some mysterious 

way, and I often feel myself to be surrounded by a great cloud of witnesses. 

I have no idea whether or not there will be a resurrection of our physical 

bodies, a last judgement, a kingdom of mansions or streets of gold, and I feel 

codortable leaving those details up to God. Most of my congregation know 

me to be comfortable with the possibility that life beyond death may include 

reincarnation. 

log Henri Nouwen. Our Greatest G# (San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco. 1994). 
9. 



Proclaiming good news during this health crisis has been challenging. 

There are those in my community whose most frequent church attendance is at 

funerals. It has been important, then, to constantly search for new ways of 

communicating the central Christian doctrine of resurrection, since many of 

the faces in the congregation have heard other funeral sermons in the recent 

past. 

During timetal sermons I have found acknowledging my own 

understanding and experience of bereavement helpfid in establishing links 

with the congregation. The humanity of Jesus and the disciples also provides 

a bridge between the bereaved and the Christian story which allows them to 

hear the gospel. I have found the image of Jesus weeping at the grave of his 

friend Lazarus profoundly comforting to myself and others- I have 

sometimes wished that he had stayed with his grief rather than raise his friend 

from the dead, yet even so 1 fmd the story moving. 

I have found the pictures of the disciples immediately foIlowing Jesus' 

death also inspiring: Mary's anger when she cannot fmd the body; Thomas' 

Feelings of doubt which exclude him from community; Peter's decision to 

return to business as usual; the disciples on the road to Emmaus blind with 

grief and confusion. These seem to me to be very real pomaits of people in 

grief. The crucifixion itself offers, in my mind, the only legitimate answer to 

the faith question behind the cry, "Why me," or "Why him?" The answer, 

simply put is, "Why not?" if even the Son of God was not immune to 

suffering and death. His mother, standing at the foot of his cross, is a helpfd 

reminder for some that they are not done in experiencing the untimely death 

of a child, 



My theology of ministry tells me that it is my job to help people 

engage with the biblical story, to discover its relevance for their lives. In 

1988 as I was meditating on the scripture passages for Good Friday I 

suddenly heard and saw in the words and actions directed against Jesus, the 

words and actions that were being directed against my dying brothers. I 

began to write furiously, alternating the dialogue of fictitious characters 

dealing with AIDS with their corresponding scripture passages. The resuIt 

was "AIDS: A Modem C r u c i f i ~ i o n , " ~ ~ ~  and the readings formed the 

framework of our Good Friday senrice that year. It was tremendously 

powerfd for all presenr Many people left in tears. We have used the service 

twice more in the intervening ten years, always with the same effect. 

One of the unique challenges of offering AIDS funerals is the number 

of people who have been disaffected from the churches and want nothing 

religious or directly Christian said at the funeral senrice. I have managed to 

talk about life beyond death using one man's love of Star Trek, another's 

passion for roses. It is important for me to introduce spirituality by using 

something in the person's life to speak about my own inner convictions, 

while acknowledging to the congregation that the deceased had no formal 

religious practice. 

Giving myself permission to share my emotions during regular 

Sunday worship has been an on-going struggle. Responding honestly when 

my grief is triggered is sometimes difEcult to reconcile with my Presbyterian 

notions that worship must be conducted decently and in good order. 

Nevertheless, I have often cried while anointing my friends in the 

lo See Appendix D. 



congregation as they come forward on canes or walkers or the arms of friends 

and partners. I have felt anger, and sometimes shed tears, during the 

consecration ofcommUtLion when I feel I know roo many of those who make 

up the "whole company of heaven who forever sing to proclaim the glory of 

your name," 

For some of the people interviewed my sharing of my grief at the time 

of Sylvia's death was received as a For others it posed a stumbling 

block; they felt unable to approach me with their own grief issues because of a 

perception that I had enough to deal with in my own grief.' 12 I know at the 

time of Sylvia's dying that I was told very clearly by some of my key lay 

leaders that I should stop talking about it because it was too depressing. By 

following that request I cooperated to a large degree in my disenfranchisement 

as a griever.N3 Of the many elements of my faith and my personal We 

that have sustained me on my journey, one of the most important has bcen 

humour. One of the strangest yet most healing phenomenon common to 

horrific situations is the emergence of humour. It is one of our strengths as  

human beings that we can find ways of laughing at otherwise unbearable 

situations. A line overheard by one of our members in an HIV-positive gym 

class is a wonderful example of our human need to be able to laugh at our 

situation; one young man quipped to another, "Always a pallbearer, never the 

corpse." The ability of an unknown young man to bring humour to his life of 

1 1 1 See the section below regarding my grief and the congregation. 

112 3.7 

u3 Disenfranchised grief will be demed in the section, "The Many Sources of Gay 
and Lesbian Grief." 



constant funeral-going has seen me through many a funeral and blessed me 

and others on our journey through the valley of bones. 

Despite humour and deep faith, I have found it difficult to embrace my 

multiple bereavements while continuing to preach, teach and give pastoral care 

to a congregation which is itself in mourning. The crisis of chronic grief 

within my community has led to a deep experience of human limitation that 

"will not yieId to hard work, studies, statistics, rationd analysis or  well- 

planned programs." ' l4 
I have had to struggle with my o m  anger at God, however irrational 

that may be, my own grief, and my ego boundary issues that tend to associate 

the well-being of the congregation with my effectiveness as pastor. I have 

been forced to dig more deeply into the symbolic importance of a crucified 

saviour, and to keep a vigilant lookout for the moments of resurrection. The 

ways in which I personally attempt to make Christ incarnate, and the ways in 

which I encourage my congregation to do the same, are deeply influenced by 

our living within a culture of death. 

As a person of faith I have come to realize that one of the dangers I 

face is that I may attempt to avoid or circumvent the experience of chronic 

grief which results from multiple bereavements. Thomas Moore suggests that 

"care of the soul reqyires acceptance of alI this dying,"115 and I have struggled 

in my preaching, teaching and witness to follow his advice. I have 

l4 Constance Fiagerald, 0-CD., "Impasse arid Dark Night," in Women's 
Spirituality.- Resources for Christian Development, ed, Joann Wolski Corn (New York: 
Paulist, 1986), 299. 

Thomas Moore. Care of the Soul: A Guide for Cultivating Depth And 
Sacredness In Everyday Lve (New York: HarperCollins, 1992), 142. 



sometimes feared that I have 10s my faith, or that my congregation has lost its 

faith, and I have been tempted to flee from all things religious. 

It is my conviction that had I chosen any of these responses I would 

have missed the spiritual gifts available in such a time of emptiness. For, "it is 

precisely as broken, poor, and powerless that one opens oneself to the dark 

mystery of God in loving, peaceful w a i ~ g . " " ~  I have come to believe that 

those of us who enter the land of multiple bereavements walk with many 

forms of death: death of our sense of self, our understanding of the world 

and how it works, and even, or perhaps most especially, our understanding of 

God- 

V. MINISTRY WITH TEE BEREAVED 

The role of the minister in most bereavement situations is complex, yet 

simple: complex because there are many tasks to be done; simple because the 

most important ministry is that of presence. Above and beyond all the busy- 

ness of funeral and burial preparations, the minister's main task is to enable 

the bereaved to begin their grief work Those in mourning need someone who 

can be fully present to their grief while not feeling a need to diminish that grief 

or relieve them of it, 

If it is the case that the minister is present during the dying process, 

she  may assist both the one dying and their loved ones in the tasks of 

anticipatory grief. When a patient's condition is deemed to be terminal, the 

one dying "and those closest to them will utilize the period between definitive 

l6 Constance Fitzgerald, 0-CD., "Impasse and Dark Night," 297. 



diagnosis and death to prepare for the separation."'17 The minister's task is to 

help identify all that is being lost, and to a€Eixm the grief that has already 

begun. Even if those who will be left behind are in denial about the 

impending death of their loved one, they are probably able to identify some 

losses; loss of control, loss of physical intimacy, loss of privacy as doctors 

invade their fives. 

The one who is dying is also grieving. Dying is the one thing each 

person is condemned to do entireIy alone. The one who is dying is losing all 

of his or  her loved ones, and must also "grieve his [or her] ideas, 

achievements, activities, symbols, future aims, everything. ""8 The minister 

who is able to allow the dying to speak of their grief, fears, and concerns for 

their loved ones will provide codort in the midst of the pain- 

Many people in North America today have managed to grow to 

aduIthood without dealing directly with death, Such people tend to harbour, 

consciously or subconsciously, the myth that death is what happens to other 

people. "Dying persons, however, have a way of eroding the thin protective 

banier [of denial] and make us come to terms with our personal mortality."l Ig 

This is true for the minister as well as for those who are losing, or have lost, a 

loved one. Even those of us who regularly perform funerals and minister to 

the bereaved may not have done this important piece of psycho lo^ work. 

l7  alter I. Smith. ADS: Living and Dying Wilh Hope. 165. 

Edgar Draper, "The Psychological Function of Religion to the Dying Patient," 
in Death and Minr'stry: Pastoral Care of the Dying and the Bereaved, eds. Donald J- Bane, 
Austin H. Kutscher, Robert E. NeaIe, Robert B. Reeves, Jr. (New York: Seabury Press, 
1975), 72- 

l9 Smith, 25. 



Effective ministry involves facing one's own mortality honestly, and 

providing a safe space for others to do the same. 

Once the death has occurred, the minister must help the family120 plan 

the funeral. The funeral is one of the initial catalysts for the beginning of grief 

work* The bereaved win most likely experience some degree of numbing or 

shock, which is natural and provides the energy and focus necessary to cope 

with the immediate tasks of h e r d  planning. It may be that during the funeral 

this shock will begin to wear off7 and the realization stage of grief may begin. 

Those of us in minishy must understand this important role of the 

funeral, and its significance for the future healing of the bereaved. The 

b e d  is always for the living, and while the family may express a desire to 

fulfill the wishes of the deceased, it is important to encourage them to do 

whatever is best for them and for the wider circle of friends and relatives. In 

some instances, giving the permission for the family to over-rule the wishes of 

the deceased helps them to move into the realization that their loved one is 

really dead. 

It is important that the funeral be a celebration of the Life of the 

deceased, warts and all. The North American maxim about 'never speaking ill 

of the dead' does a d i s s e ~ c e  to the bereaved. They need to know that 

unresolved anger at the deceased, or unfinished reconciliations are a normal 

part of the bereavement situation. By acknowledging the deceased's character 

flaws gently and without exaggeration, the minister can give permission for 

people to be honest about the complexity of emotions that accompany grief. 

no By family, here, I understand the immediate loved ones, which may or may not 
include biological family ties. 



In order for an honest celebration of the deceased's Life to occur during 

the funeral, the eulogy section of the service must be given a sipnif?cant 

amount of time. If no one is willing or able to deliver a formal eulogy, the 

minister should gather as many stories as possible in order to be able to speak 

about the deceased with as much realistic detail as possible. If the minister did 

not know the deceased this can be acknowledged straightforwardly, fonowed 

by the words, "but this is what I have heard about.." If the f&y is open to 

the idea, it may be helpful to allow some "open mike" time during the eulogy 

section in order to allow others to fill out the picture of the deceased's life- 

Whether or not there is to be time allotted for others to speak, the minister 

should allow a time of silence for people to gather up their individual 

memories, and at the end of the time, encourage the grievers to share their 

memories with each other and with the family. 

The funeral is the natural pIace for the preaching of the good news we 

have in Jesus Christ; that death is not the end of Me, but a new beginning. By 

aMrming belief in the resurrection of Jesus, the minister can express 

confidence in life beyond death, however he or she understands it. Whenever 

possible, the h e r d  of believing Christians should be held in a sanctuary 

rather than in a h e r d  home chapel. 

If the deceased was not a church-goer, but was a person of faith, the 

minister may acknowledge this while poindng out the examples of the 

deceased's faith and belief system. Even in situations in which the deceased 

was antagonistic to the church or a professed atheist, the minister may be able 

to fmd aspects of the person's life that show him or her to have been open to 

the realms beyond this present life. Regardless of the faith journey of the 



deceased, the minister must present the gospel firmly, in terms of what s h e  

believes to be true- 

In the traditional order of senrice, the reading of scripture passages and 

the preaching of the word precedes the eulogy section of the h e r d .  For the 

last few years I have begun to reverse this order, placing the eulogy section 

before the Word section of the service- I have found that this gives a more 

powedul sense of who it is we are there to grieve, and allows the grief to 

begin to be expressed. I can then preach directly to that grief, and to any 

concerns or issues that have been raised during the eulogy. I can present the 

deceased's and my own faith within the context of that person's life. My 

experience is that being able to release some of the grief has enabled people to 

be very open and receptive to the sermon, and that therefore a fertile ground 

for faith has been created which is not always the case in the traditional order 

of service. 

Following the h e r d ,  the minister may be able to facilitate some of the 

grief work with the bereaved. If there is a pastoral relationship on which to 

draw, the minister should do follow-up work, including pastoral visits where 

possible. The bereaved need to be given fxtuai information about grief so 

that they have some sense of what to expect, They need to hear this 

information many times, for the weight of grief often means that things are 

heard but not comprehended- Many people will benefit from attending a 

bereavement group, but such a group is best not begun until at least five or six 

months after the death, It most often takes that initial amount of time for the 

realization stage of grief work to truly begin. 

The minister who is attending to a family in grief must be sensitive to 

changes in the family dynamics that may occur following bereavement Grief 



tends to exacerbate problems in communication and intimacy that may have 

existed prior to the bereavement. It also places high, often unspoken, 

expectations on the others involved in the support system of the family. It is 

not unusual to find relationships deeply strained by the onset of grief, and as 

the grief work extends over time, these strains may become cracks in the 

foundation of the relationships- 

Because of the bereaved's need for strength in the other, it is not 
surprising to find that where several people have been affected 
by the same loss, they may be of little comfort to each other in 
grief. 

Unfortunately, where this inability to comfort each other is not recogpized and 

ministered to, it can lead to the disintegration of the family system. 

Another area for follow-up on the part of the minister may arise if 

bereaved persons who formerly attended worship regularly begin to absent 

themselves from the congregation. This may happen for a variety of reasons. 

The bereaved may connect the sanctuary with the funeral and have difficulty 

reentering without flashing back to paioful memories. They may £ind their 

new role of widow/er or single person difficult to bear in a community in 

which they have always been partnered. Or they may be wrestling with 

spiritual questions and anger at God for "allowing" the death of their loved 

one. 

Another common reason that people stay away from the congregation 

is that they may find worship leaves them emotionally open, and therefore 

more vulnerable to their feelings of grief. 

Countless bereaved men and women have told of 
staying away from religious services because of their 

Simos, 175. 



fear that "I might not be able to control myself- I might 
break down." They were not only ashamed of this 
themselves but were trying to be considerate of the 
congregation saying, "I saw how awkward it made 
people feel. They didn't know what to do."L2t 

Ln this case, the minister needs to reassure the bereaved and find ways of 

educating the congregation about grief. By doing both of these things the 

minister can offer opportunities for the healing of all concerned. 

Bereavement ministry, then, offers uniqye opportunities to both the 

minister and the bereaved. Each must face their own mortality and examine 

their faith in light of the realities of suffering and death. Each must learn 

about the work required to resolve grief, and learn to recognize what is 

normal. The minister must also learn to recognize complicated grief, and be 

ready to refer the bereaved for professional intervention when necessary. 

Sfhe must be prepared to teach the congregation about grief and grieving, and 

to answer honestly questions about life beyond death. Bereavement offers a 

time of mutual growth and ministry to the minister who is not afraid to face 

the pain of death and dying. 

VI. THE ASSUMPTIONS BEEUND MY RESEARCH 

Part of the theory on which this thesis rests came from the 

assumptions 1 made prior to the research project These assumptions were the 

catalysts in the process of determining what I wanted to research and the kinds 

of questions I wanted to ask my subjects. They were outlined in my thesis 

proposal, and are as follows: 

l Z 2  Edward Dobihal, Jr., "Problems which Confront the Minister," in Death and 
Ministry: Pastoral Care of rhe Dying and the Bereaved (New York: Seabury Press, 2975), 
140. 



-that there is a difference in the grief work demanded by multiple 

bereavemenfs and the work required as the result of a single bereavement; 

-that multiple bereavements produce in those experiencing them a state 

of chronic grief; 

-that the state of chronic grief which is the result of multiple 

bereavements brings with it an identifiable and predictable set of spiritual 

dilemmas which are significantly different &om those posed by a singe 

bereavement; 

-that there are characteristics shared by those who have experienced 

multiple bereavements which result in a unique set of spiritual responses; 

-that these spiritual responses herald a time of growth and 

advancement, although they may manifest as lethargy and lack of interest and 

feel like death; 

-that a congregation may collectively suHer from chronic grief; 

-that there is such a thing as a culture of grief which is experienced 

within our congregation even by those who have not suffered multiple 

bereavements; 

-that the HIV-positive status of many of our members contributes to 

this cultme of grief in significant ways that are different for those who are 

positive and those who are not; 

-that I have been in chronic grief myself for the past four years, and 

that this is beginning to shift for me; 

-that the death of Sylvia Dunstan precipitated much of the chronic grief 

experienced by the congregation; 



-that a congregation/ pastor/ individual who is able to understand this 

dynamic may be able to act as resource or model for others, thereby bringing 

the gospel to life; 

-that our faith, scriptures and traditions have images, themes, and 

words of hope that are helpful during these times. 

-that each individual has a faith journey, comprising his or her 

relationship with the divine presence over a We-time. 

It was my desire to use these assumptions to frame the questions that I 

would pose to my interviewees. The questionnaire was designed to elicit 

responses that would show whether or not the bereavement after a single 

death was significantly different from that following multiple bereavements 

and, if so, how those differences affected the individual's faith and worship 

life - 

In order to address the ethical issues involved in researcher bias I 

attempted to be rigorous in examining my assumptions and theology of 

ministry, including these as part of the contextuabzation of the final thesis. 

Following the research project I discovered that some of my assumptions 

were validated wIde others were not_ The moments of learning and 

excitement came, then, from three sources: the times when my assumptions 

were validated; the times when the data contradicted my assumptions; and the 

times when themes emerged which I had been unable to foresee, and therefore 

unable to include among m y  assumptions. 



METHODOLOGY 

Qualitative research must account for and embrace the complexities of 

c o n d u c ~ g  research on events. I used three of the many qualitative methods 

available: the semi-structured intenriew,l23 a group process for validation, and 

an extensive literature search. I then hianplated the data gathered to create 

new learnings and conclusions. 

The process began three years ago when I began my course of study 

in the Doctor of Minisny Program. As outlined above, it was in working 

with my classmates and in studying the material in various courses that I was 

able to arrive at my thesis question. 

In order to address some of the ethical issues involved in researcher 
* -  - 

bias I tried to ensure that my personal influence was munmmd or accounted 

for when working with the people I invited to participate in the study. In all 

cases I refused to talk to potential participants about the nature of my thesis 

prior to the interviews. I was care11 not to preach about themes directly 

related to my topic until after the group validation process was complete. 

Further to addressing the issue of researcher bias it was my intent to 

have myself interviewed f i s t  by someone in the congregation not part of the 

research group. However, due to internal and external pressures, that did not 

happen and I was, in fact, interviewed last My answers to the questions were 

significantly diElerent from those given by the in te~ewees ,  and I feel they 

L23 See Appendix C for a copy of the questionnaire. 



reflected my assumptions and biases accurately despite the timing of the 

interview. 

The Ministry Base Group 

During the first year I chose a Ministry Base Group; a cross-section of 

people from my congregation whom I felt would be able to encourage me 

while also protecting the interests of the congregation. I chose four men and 

four women, seven of whom served on the committee for two years or more. 

Five of the original eight members have condnued with me to the defense of 

this thesis. Throughout the process I expected and received their input into 

the choice of interviewees and help in designing the questionnaire. Their 

recommendations of books and their emotional and spiritual support have 

contributed to the completion of this thesis. 

The Thesis Committee 

Towards the end of my second year of study a Thesis Committee was 

formed, consisting of a Thesis Director from the faculty of the Toronto 

School of Theology, a member of my Ministry Base Group, and a member of 

my collaborative learning group. I feel it is significant that part of the 

dynamic of doing this thesis on grief and loss has been the loss of that first 

thesis committee. Both my thesis Director and my Ministry Base group 

member moved to the United States, and my classmate took a leave of 

absence from the program. I believe these losses were more di€ficult for me 

to work through because of the nature of the thesis and the amount of grief 

that was already being triggered in me by the writing of i t  



In March of 1998 a new thesis committee was formed and we have 

met together to oversee the final form of this thesis. It has been through 

conversations with them that I have been able to clarify and verify some of my 

findings. The committee helped me to prepare for the group validation process 

and has guided the formulation of the "Themes" section of this thesis. 

The Interviews 

My minktry base group helped me select eight people from those in 

the congregation whom I knew to have experienced three or more 

bereavements within the last five years, and who had been with Christos 

MCC for five years or more. I asked each of those selected to sign a 

contract outlining the length of commitment, confidentiality issues, and 

guaranteeing them that their contributions would be used.124 I made it clear 

in the contract that there would be some limited risk of identification within 

the congregation and that I couId not guarantee absolute confidentiality- 

Due to the fact that the grief present in our congregation is mainly a 

response to the presence of AIDS in our community it was necessary to ask 

ques dons related to the impact of AIDS on the participants. This did result in 

one individual revealing his Hnr-positive status, which proved to be  the 

source of some variables in the dataL2* 

The questionnaire used was designed to test for multiple loss and the 

effects of such loss on the individual's faith and congregational We- It also 

lZ4 Please see Appendix B for a copy of the contracr 

This individual reported a much higher number of deaths, and issues around 
loss of identity. 



tested for information as  to how layers of grief may have accumulated over 

time and how the participants understood this grief to have affected their 

spiritual lives. For the purposes of the study, Losses included such things as 

loss of jobs, loss of relationships, loss of income, loss of heaith- 

In order to allow the participants to engage the topic on a deep level 

and to reflect on their lives over the past five years, I asked them to prepare for 

the i n t e ~ e w  by figuring out how many deaths they had experienced within 

that time period. Each interview was tape recorded, and transcripts of the 

tapes formed the core of the data from which my conclusions are drawn 

The interviews took place either in my office at the church or in the 

interviewee's home. My office is dominated by a 9-foot by Cfoot painting 

done by Bruce Forsyth, our resident artist, entitzed "Christ has died, Christ is 

risen, Christ will come again." It was painted as a sign of his personal 

resurrection from a severe depression which resulted from his diagnosis with 

AIDS. The painting graphically depicts scenes from Holy Week and has been 

deemed by our worship committee to b e  too disturbing to hang in the 

sanctuary. The disciples portrayed at the Last Supper were painted by Bruce 

in memory of twelve friends who had died from AIDS- I have often 

wondered if the congregation's reluctance to be confronted by this painting is 

indicative of their level of denial with regard to AIDS generally.126 

I had been warned by the person who helped me formulate the 

questionnaire to expect the i n t e ~ e w s  to be emotionally intense and to require 

One of the surprising findings for me was the feeling on the part of several of 
those interviewed that the congregation had not been sufficiently impacted by AIDS; that it 
had not really faced the issue well or fully. For firrtber discussion of this see, "Themes 
Emerging fkom the Data" 



a significant length of time. Contrary to those expectations, each interview 

lasted about an hour and a quarter, and no one displayed any intense 

emotions. Only once did someone's eyes fill up with tears, but those tears 

remained unshed. To my surprise I did not find the interviews emotionally 

draining, either. 

Transcribing the tapes and working with the data was another matter, 

however. It was then that I began to be overwhelmed by emotion. Seeing 

the volume of grief that was being carried by myself and members of the 

congregation recorded in black and white was profoundly moving and deeply 

saddening. My own grief issues were also strongly triggered when I wrote 

the introductory chapters of this thesis. Recalling the mood and experiences 

of the late nineteen-eighties and early nineteen-nineties was very stressful. I 

found myself forced to leave the writing several times to do my own grief 

work. I recorded all of this in a journal which I kept throughout the project 

I was interviewed Iast by someone from the congregation who was 

otherwise unconnected to the thesis. By answering the same questions I had 

asked the interviewees, I clarified for myself where my assumptions lay and 

what answers I had consciously or subconsciously expected from my 

interviewees. I found this process aided me in writing the conclusions of this 

thesis. 

Collating the Data 

Once all of the data had been collected and the transcripts prepared I 

began analyzing the information for themes and trends. My assumptions, 

outlined in my thesis proposal, were the lenses through which I began to look 

at the data. I used these assumptions, in conjunction with the interview 



questions, to suggest categories or themes that I expected to fhd in the data, I 

specifically looked for those themes and recorded them in the categories I had 

created. If an answer was given more than once by an individual or by others, 

I recorded the interview numbers and page numbers beside the original 

answer- This allowed me to see clearly where the correIations occurred and to 

note the frequency with which similar answers were given. The categories 

are reflected in the section titles under, "Themes Emerging From the 

Dam1' 127 

As I recorded information in the categories, I also highlighted the exact 

answers on the transcripts, to enable quick retrieval of quotes for inclusion in 

the "themes" section of this thesis. T used different colours for different 

themes: blue for grief issues; yellow for the theme of connection: and green 

For changes or new insights. In the end I found myself with the data broken 

out into thirty-five categories, 

The exciting moments of discovery during this process came as I 

found myself having to create new categories to contain high-frequency 

answers that I had not anticipated- It is these unexpected themes which 

inform my new insights in the section of this thesis entitled "V. Grief 

Responses Afrer Multiple Bereavements", "8 and which have contributed to 

the formation of my model of grief work for multiple bereavernent~.'~g 

n7 Pages 106-147 of this thesis. 

L28 page 139 and following of this thesis. 

Page 155 and following of this thesis. 



The Group Validation Process 

After I had worked with the data in this way I called seven of the eight 

interviewees together to have a group discussion to validate the findings. The 

eighth member was on a lengthy trip through the Far East and was unavailable 

for the group session. The meeting was held in my home, and the two-hour 

session was tape recorded. 

I began by reading the questionnaire to the participants a s  a way of 

helping them remember the process we had gone through, and asked them if 

they had anything to add to the answers they had previously given. Next I 

told them of the similarities I had discovered in their demographics, 

particularly in the area of other losses they had experienced. I then shared 

with them the preliminary conclusions I had reached. They objected 

somewhat to my conclusions regarding the ways in which their prayer lives 

had changed, and they were able to elaborate on the grief issues present in the 

congregation. They also validated my sense that they had reached an 

acceptance of all the dying, a new peacefuiness about mortality in general. 

Following the group validation process and the transcribing of that 

tape, I began to write the remaining sections of the thesis. I also had an 

informal conversation about my findings with the interviewee who was absent 

from the group validation process. I have continued to work with my thesis 

committee to ensure that my concIusions were accurately drawn from my data, 



THEMES EMERGING FROM TBE DATA 

I. PORTRAITS OF EIGHT GRIEVERS 

Finding people in my congregation who had experienced several 

deaths in the past five years was not nifficult, I chose to i n t e ~ e w  four men 

and four women who ranged in age from thirty-two to fifty-six and had been 

at Christos MCC an average of eight years. Simply by being part of the 

congregation prior to 1993 until the present meant that they had experienced 

the deaths of ten members of the congregation. Three of those deaths had a 

major impact on those in te~ewed:  the Rev. Sylvia Dunstan, our associate 

pastor; Lyle Linton our choir director; and Bruce Forsyth our resident attist, 

whose artwork provided the cover of our hymnal, our outdoor sign, and many 

other seasonal pieces for the sanctuary. Every person ioterviewed had also 

experienced the deaths of close friends or reIatives outside of the congregation 

during the same time period. 

If normal bereavement is considered to be the grief expe6enced 

following a single death, then the bereavement being experienced by those 

interviewed is far from normal. The number of deaths experienced by them in 

the past five years ranged from a low of six to a high of forty. The person 

reporting forty deaths is HIV-positive and heavily involved in the H t V f A I D S  

community. The total number of deaths for all eight of those i n t e ~ e w e d  was 

one hundred and twenty-six; the average number for those not heavily 

involved in the HIV/AIDS community was twelve. For most of them the 

most recent death was a year ago, although several were deeply impacted by 



Princess Diana's death, which occurred in the September prior to the 

interviews. 

Each of those in the study also carried grief related to other Iosses. AIL 

of them had moved at least once within the last five years, and all but two had 

lost relationships within that time. Six of the seven had also lost or changed 

jobs. Tbree of them remain unemployed, with the attendant loss of self- 

esteem and haacid security. Five of the eight had experienced serious 

problems with their health, which resulted in loss of time at work andor 

unemployment, One of the interviewees had been hired by a congregation to 

lead their choir, only to be subsequently told that he could not occupy the 

position because of his "lifestyle," a euphemism for homosexual orientation. 

Two people interviewed had experienced the recent deaths of their cats. 

In the profiles of each person interviewed that follow, pseudonyms 

will be used and some demographic material may be omitted to protect the 

privacy of the individuals. It was my intention, in my thesis proposal, to 

draw spiritual profiles of each person. However, the data collected focused 

on the spiritual lives of the interviewees only in so far as they were af5ected by 

grief. W e  there is insufficient data to draw complex spiritual profiles of 

each griever, their individual beliefs about God, death, life after death, 

worship and prayer may be glimpsed in the Themes section of this thesis. 

Interview 1: John 

John was forty-five years old and had been worshipping at Christos 

MCC for ten years at the time of the i n t e ~ e w .  He currently teaches at the 

university level, but is considering a change of careers. He has been a 

volunteer musician in the congregation for a l l  of the years he has attended. He 



has also served on the Board of Directors and participated in worship as a 

scripture reader and Communion Consecrator. 

John counted "about a dozen" people in his Life who had died during 

the last five years.130 Two of these people had been close fdends and two 

had been relatives, One of his close friends was Sylvia Dunstan. Of the other 

deaths, most were congregational members or relatives of whom he said, "If I 

wasn't close to them I was close to people who were close to them."13L 

When asked if the number of deaths surprised him John replied, "Well, yes 

and no. In a way it emotionally surprises me. Intellectually I know there have 

been a lot of acquaintances dying, so I just would have said yes, the number is 

big compared to what we were brought up to expect it would be at this 

age."13' The most recent death prior to the interview had been the week 

before, and during that week there had been two deaths. 

John had experienced a job termination the year before the interview 

and spoke of having gone through the loss of identity that came with his lay- 

off notice. W e  he successfdly lobbied to retain a modified position at his 

college, he nevertheless experienced that period in his life as one of profound 

loss. He had also gone through the death of his cat which he spoke of as 

"high on the list of emotional losses in life."l33 Other relationships in his life 

had come and gone, but he had not had any particular expectations of those 

30 1.1 AU foomo tes referring to interviews will b e  categorized by two numbers- 
The first number indicates the interview, and the second indicates the page of the transcript. 

131 1.1 

132 1-1 



relationships lasting and, therefore, did not experience much grief with their 

1 0 s s . l ~ ~  For the past year he has shared his apartment with a fiiend who is 

W-positive. 

Interviewee 2: Elizabeth 

Elizabeth was fifty-three years old and had been worshipping with 

Christos MCC for eleven years at the time of the interview. She was 

unemployed at the time, and has since begun working part-time for a social 

service agency. She has been involved in virtuaUy every aspect of church life 

and ministry, including preaching, and has held prominent positions at the 

denominational level- She was a close personal f ~ e n d  of Sylvia Dunstan, 

Elizbeth counted nineteen deaths within the last five years. When 

asked if this number surprised her she responded, "Yes it does, actually, 

because I haven't been working in the AIDS field for almost two years now, 

and if you had asked me this two years ago and I went back five years, I'd 

have had more Her most recent death had been just over a year 

prior to the interview. 

Elizabeth's other losses included two major job losses. One job 

involved contact with a large number of churches in our denomination and the 

loss of that position felt to her like being "cut off from my larger spiritual 

f a~Sly . " l3~  The second job loss was also experienced as a traumatic. Dudng 

the five year time-frame Elizabeth had also lost a significant relationship that 



she described as having "impacted on me very, very deeply."L37 She had 

moved seven times in the previous five years. 

Louise was thirty-four and had been worshipping a 

Interviewee 3: Louise 

~t Christos MCC for 

eight years at the time of the interview. She mailed experiencing nine deaths 

in the last five years, of whom four were of major signiscance in her life.L38 

As to whether or not she was surprised by this number Louise repIied, "Yes. 

I'm surprised I'm still standing, slll f u n ~ d o n i n g . " ~ ~ ~  Other than the death of 

Princess Diana which she mentioned as having had an impact on her, the most 

recent death had been two years prior to the i n t e ~ e w .  

Louise's other losses included three relationships, two moves, and 

two job changes. She also returned to school during the five year time frame, 

and despite changes in her health status, managed to complete her degree. She 

was a close personal friend of Lyle Liotton, our former choir director- She 

was employed as a social worker at the time of the i n t e ~ e w .  Louise has 

been active in the congregation as a Scripture reader, choir member, member 

of the lay pastoral care team and the social committee. 

Interviewee 4: Sean 



Sean was thirty-three and had been worshipping at Christos MCC for 

five and a half years at the time of the interview. He recalled experiencing the 

deaths of about forty people in the last five years, twenty of whom he counted 

as close friends.140 He was surprised by that number of deaths, given his 

age, but was not surprised by it, given that he is deeply involved with the 

W / A I D S  community- For Sean the most recent death had been that of 

Princess Diana three months prior to the interview- With regard to that he 

said, "It was strange because of course I've never met her, but it was like it 

was a close fkiend."l41 

The most traumatic loss for him during the previous five years was the 

loss of his health; he tested HIV-positive five years prior to the interview. 

With regard to that, he spoke of the loss of dignity at work, Loss of job 

security, and ultimately the loss of his job and income when he went on long- 

term disability. He spoke poignantiy of his loss of identity: "Although I'm on 

long-term disability from HIV/AIDS I'm not quite ready to die, so what's my 

identity? ''142 

Sean has been active in the congregation as a choir member, soloist, 

and a member of the worship committee. He is widely known throughout the 

congregation as a person living with AIDS- He began attending another 

church about five months prior to the interview, saying that he needed a 

change and desired to return to his childhood denomination. 



Interviewee 5: Paul 

Paul was --six and had been worshipping at Christos for nine years 

at the time of the interview. He r d e d  experiencing six deaths in the last live 

years, two of which were of close friends. He expressed no sense of surprise 

at that number. The most =cent death had been two years prior to the 

interview, and this person had been the closest friend to die. 

During the previous five years Paul had lost a sipnificant relationship 

which he categorized as possibly his last relationship.lJ3 He also lost a house 

and a sirmificant friendship due to "being foolish enough to be mi~led."14~ 

In both the loss of relationship and the loss of the house and friendship he 

expressed loss of self-worth.14s Paul had moved twice and his job of 

eighteen years at the executive level was in danger of being down-sized at the 

time of the interview, 

Paul has been active in the congregation as a Board member, choir 

member, worship participant including consecrating Communion, and 

provides most of the hospitality following church services. He has attended 

many local and international denominational conferences. 

Interviewee 6: Dawn 

Dawn was forty-three and had been worshipping at Christos 

approximately eight years at the time of the interview. She recalled 

experiencing seven deaths in the last five years, three of which were of major 

143 5.1 

L44 5.1 

'45 5.1 "I still value myself in terms of those things." 



significance to her, The most recent death was just over a year prior to the 

interview. She expressed only mild surprise about the number of deaths in 

her life.146 

Dawn had also lost three or four cats, and had moved from a home of 

twelve years- She had lost her job and remains unemployed due to a change 

in her health status- 

Dawn has been extremely active in the congregation, involved in every 

major project and event She currently serves as our assistant worship 

coordinator and is heavily involved in the community meal our congregation 

provides once a month to the homeless. She was a primary care-giver to 

Bruce Forsyth, our resident artist, prior to his death. 

In te~ewee  7: Mark 

Madc was thirty-two and had been worshipping with Christos MCC 

for nearly eight years at the time of the interview. He recalled experiencing 

deaths in the last five years. Two of those people were of major 

significance. In response to the question whether or not he was surprised by 

the number, Mark replied, "I think that number is higher than I'd like it to be, 

but given that this is 1998, no that doesn't surprise me. If this were twenty 

years ago and I were thirty-mo, then maybe the number would surprise 

me." 14' His most recent major death was two years prior to the interview. 

Mark works professionally within the arts world- He ako directs, 

produces, and performs in semi-professional musical productions. He has 



been active in the congregation as our lay delegate, member of the Sabbatical 

cornminee, worship committee? worship participant including preaching and 

consecrating communion, and has been our choir director for the past five 

years. 

Madc had lost a significant relationship the week before the interview. 

He identihi a loss of complacency and a health scare in the last five years. 

He had moved just before the five-year mark, a d  had changed jobs three 

times. 

Interviewee 8: Rachel 

Rachel was --eight and had been worshipping with Christos on 

and off for twelve years at the time of the in te~ew.  She recalled experiencing 

sixteen deaths in the previous five years, and found it surprising to discover 

that the ratio of male to female was one female to fifteen males. Of the people 

who died, six were of major significance to her. The remainder were 

acquaintances from church and other groups. The most recent death was just 

over a year prior to the i n t e ~ e w ,  and that person was a close friend. Rachel 

served on the care team for that particular friend. 

Rachel had experienced losing a job she had been promised which 

never materialized, and an important friendship. She was also struggling with 

on-going health problems which often cost her time away from work and 

church. 

11. SINGLE BEREAVEMENT GRLEF IN THOSE 

INTERVIEWED 



During the interviews I asked each person to try to recall their fist 

adult experience of bereavement and their grief reactions to that experience- 

For two of those interviewed the Eirst death was their father, while for the 

others it was a grandparent Each of them recalled great sorrow, and feelings 

of loss and abandonment One person said that he  felt he should be feeling 

something, but was numbJ48 Two felt responsibIe for the deaths.149 

Another remembers being told "to shape up and present in a certain way," and 

felt he was not allowed to deal with his grief openly.lS0 

For those who were not numb the most common reaction was anger, 

"Why did this happen to her?"lSl "For the first ten years I was just angry and 

had a feeling of unresol~edness ."~~~ In response to the question, "How did 

you feel about God at the time of your initial adult bereavement?" four of the 

respondents said they had felt angry with and abandoned by God. "If God 

loved me, how could this l1appen?"1~~ One said that he felt no change, that 

God remained his comforterJs4 

One of the interviewees mentioned experiencing sleep disorders and 

profound depression requiring therapeutic intervention.155 In his case the 
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symptoms persisted for over a year. Another said that her initid bereavement 

set the stage for her "pulling away from death. I wasn't interested in knowing 

too much about death, and 1 was really quite detached from it."L56 She felt 

that during her initial bereavements she learned to put up a lot of barriers to 

death and to other people that were difEicult to overcome in later life.157 Only 

one person remembered having difficulty with grief around holiday times.158 

My research was not primarily concerned with tbe grief responses of 

my subjects after a single bereavement and, therefore, I did not cokct  a large 

amount of data related to the topic. What I did gather convinced me that the 

common responses to bereavement outlined above were present in all of those 

interviewed- It is important to note that all of the inte~ewees felt some 

degree of isolation and lack of support in their grief, as this is one of the 

things that was strikingly different in the reports of their experience during 

multiple bereavements.159 

III. THE COMPLICATING FACTORS 

The Culture of Death in the GayfLesbian Community 

While somewhat removed from the immediate experience of multiple 

bereavements, those i n t e ~ e w e d  spoke of having been deeply a£kcted by the 

IS9 For further discussion of this see, "GRIEF RESPONSES AFEEt MULTIPLE 
BEREAVEMENTS ." 



culture of death in which they had been living for the last five to fifteen 

years.160 Sean recalled that in January of the previous year he attended four 

funerals in four weeks until it got to the point where he said, "That's it, I can't 

do any more for the rest of the year."161 Mark commented. "Do I resent the 

time it takes to mourn them as it goes on and on and on? Oh, God, not 

another herd ,  when I've got too many other things to do this week. 

There's a certain resentment to it going on and on and on, doing death after 

death after death." 162 

Being surrounded by death posed various dilemmas for those 

interviewed; from Louise's surprise that she was still standing to John's 

comment, "I really have not wanted to become inured against death, despite a 

great many losses." Death became a force to be reckoned with on a daily 

basis. One person commented that everyone in the gay community had the 

role of caring for those who were dying whether they wanted that role or 

not?" There was also an awareness that everyone around them was dealing 

with his or her own grief, that grief in general was widespread. Everyone 

h e w  someone who had died and shared varying degrees of intimacy with 

others who were also in grief. 

The culture of death was reflected in vague wondering about the 

future: "I think it's been hard losing the people that we've lost and wondering 

l G O  The Iength of time over which peopIe had experienced muItipIe bereavements 
varied according to the Length of time they had been actively participating in the gay and 
lesbian community. 



where we're going to end up, how this is going to end, wondering what's 

going to be next and who's going to be left when this is all over."164 This 

concern about the future was also connected with the congregation: "I think 

when they both died [Sylvia and Lyle] the community kind of wondered 

whether we would C O ~ M U ~  to exist without these two entities, and what 

would our lives look like or be like."l65 "Well never know if the people 

who have died would have still been part of the congregation, but one 

suspects that a number of them would have been."166 Several felt that this 

sense of dis-ease w i t h  the congregation was heightened when I was 

perceived to be grieving at the same time.167 

The presence of death always acts as  a profound clarifier of one's 

values. Priorities get reordered and things that once seemed profoundly 

important recede into the background on the tapestry of grief- Seveial of 

those interviewed spoke of no longer putting up with trivia or, as one put it, 

of having "little patience for twaddle."l68 They became forcefully aware of 

their own mortality, and the men in particular identified with the deceased: 

"That could be me-"I69 Paul commented that he felt his encounters with so 

many deaths helped him become less materialistic. 170 
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Other than the sheer numbers of deaths, the hardest thing for people to 

deal with was the youthf'ulness of those dying As Dawn put it, "I think the 

older someone is, whether they're diseased or they're just dying in their 

sleep, you can accept it a Iittle easier than someone in their twenties who had 

great potential. It's harder to get around the anger- There's more pain."171 

Many said that their anger at God over the muItiple deaths was directly linked 

to the youth of the dying. They made a strong distinction between the deaths 

they were witnessing and those of more elderly people: 

Where I'm dealing with people, some of whom are under 
thirty, and I think, "My God, they haven't even started their 
We. They haven't even had their first love yet, or their first 
fight in a relationship or anything." So, when my mother 
calls me and says, "Oh so and so died," I'll fed like 
saying, "Well he deserved it_" I mean seventy-two good 
years as opposed to eighteen, there's no comparison.l72 

When asked if they reacted differently to an AIDS-related death and a 

non-AIDS-related death all of the interviewees agreed that they did react 

differently. For most of them that difference was due to the youth of those 

dying- For others it was due to the roller-coaster nature of the disease and the 

fact that the opportunistic diseases made the dying process so long and 

complicated. One said that her grief over AIDS-related deaths was 

complicated by the fact that "the world doesn't care as much."173 Only one 

person said that a non-AIDS death was more difficult because the AIDS- 

related deaths were expected.174 



Two people mentioned that dealing with the deaths of fdends who 

were non-Christian had exposed them to intedaith dialogue or stretched their 

understanding of spirituality, and that this had pushed them to re-examine 

their own faith.175 While this was not expressed as clearly by the others, 

through my contact with them as their pastor I know that this has been true for 

each of them to some degree. As a result of their contact with the dying each 

of them has become very open towards different ways of n a g  and 

ritualizing spiritual matters- 

Homophobia 

Homophobic reactions by families and friends was a definite 

complication of the grief work experienced by those interviewed. Sean, who 

is HIV-positive, felt the homophobia very personally; 

When I first found out I was positive and began dealing with 
all this stuff I always heard from friends, .., that this was 
God's punishment or  ... you deserve what you get, this was 
God's wrath on you- And that was really hard to take at 
first 176 

Paul, too, "fell into the trap that it was a punishment," but has since come to a 

place of peace in reconciling his spirituality and his sex~a1i ty . l~~ Elizabeth 

mentioned working with one man who was HIV-positive who considered 

himself "marked by his uncleanness" and unable to come to worship God as a 

result.17 



Several others mentioned the pain of experiencing homophobic 

reactions from those to whom they looked for support In speaking of her 

family's lack of support Louise said, "When I fust toId them that Lyle was 

sick Mom said, Well, I guess you're going to have to get used to that if 

you're going to hang around with those kind of people. You're going to have 

to get used to them getting sick and dying."'179 John said his mother was 

also unable to be supportive, despite knowing two of his dying friends, 

because of "being critical of those who choose to take actions that Lead to them 

becoming sick" lgO Despite the fact that the homophobia had been expressed 

by their families, none of the in t e~ewees  allowed it to be a barrier between 

them and their families. As will be seen below, they simply looked elsewhere 

for suppoa and community. 

Delayed Grief 

I expected to find evidence of delayed grief among people who had 

experienced several bereavements in a short space of time. However, none of 

the interviewees spoke of having to delay the grieving of one person while 

they completed the grief work for another. One did say that her grieving for 

her father had been interrupted by the death of a close friend,lgl but did not 

feel that it had been significantly delayed. What did emerge from the 

interviews was that a lot of grief was delayed temporarily, put off to a time 

and place deemed by the bereaved to be more appropriate. 



For many, the AIDS Memorial Service sponsored by the AIDS 

Committee of Toronto is such a time and place. Held in Toronto every year to 

commemorate those who have died in that particular year, the senrice Includes 

a reading of the names of al l  who have died since 1982. Feauring music and 

poetry by various artists and a candle lighting ceremony, this senice is a very 

powerful time of communal grieving- Sean commented that, "the AIDS 

Memorial is a time when I'm just one big crying fool. It's a safe place, and 

it's a time when I can g r i e ~ e . " ~ ~ 2  Elizabeth and Rachel mentioned Good 

Friday as a time when they could allow themselves to grieve the hosts of 

those who had passed away.Lg3 

Elizabeth also mentioned our congregational AIDS memorial Sunday, 

usually held during AIDS awareness week each October. We have developed 

a beautiful memorial ritual to which our congregation looks forward each 

year. We use the large wooden cross of Good Friday, lay it flat on several 

tables, cover it with tin-foil and invite people in the congregation to come 

forward, light a tea-candle and place it on the cross. The effect of the candles 

and foil creates a cross of light burning out of and in the midst of all the 

dying, and associates it with the death and resurrection of Jesus. Many have 

told me of the importance of this symbol to them. 

Displaced Grief 

Elizabeth spoke of displacing much of her grief onto the loss of a 

signirkant relationship. In her words, "I felt like this was really mine and so 



I could cry about i& whereas the deaths ... were the broader community's as 

well, so I didn't cry for them."184 Several remafked that they felt they had 

used the death of Princess Diana185 to give themselves permission to grieve 

many other deaths.Ig6 This was probably true for many in the world, but 

Diana held a special place in the minds and hearts of those in the AIDS- 

affected community due to her ground-breaking work in that field. She had 

visited Casey House in Toronto, and many shared Sean's reaction that her 

death was like losing a close personal fdendL 87 

Displaced grief may or may not be related to delayed grief. Certainly 

in cases where grief has been delayed it may be projected on to some other 

occasion or event, but sometimes dqlaced grief is simply the result of the 

accumulation of grief in a given person's We. In ordinary bereavement which 

is the result of a single death people have the experience of having their grief 

triggered by an outside stimulus: the sudden feeling of 'seeingf the deceased, 

the words or melody of a favourite song, a memory stirred by a particular 

time or place. With the experience of multiple bereavements comes a vast 

number of triggers, and sometimes grief over one death opecs the way to the 

release of the grief of several. While this is not entirely displaced grief, it is 

an aspect of the chronic grief of multiple bereavements. 

lH5 Diana, the Princess of Wales, was killed in a car crash on August 31, 1997, at 
the age of thirty-six. 
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Disenfranchised Grief 

Disenfranchised grief is, "the grief that persons experience when they 

incur a loss that is not or cannot be openly acknowledged, publicly mourned, 

or socially sanctioned-"I John expressed one facet of the 

disenfranchisement that comes with AIDS. "h an AIDS death I'm sometimes 

troubled by the tiny resentment at the comer of my mind that feels it cannot 

deal with this in the way that it deals with other deaths."18g John was 

referring to the shame that is still attached to the disease. He experienced 

other bereaved people needing to justify or explain how their loved one 

contracted AIDS, and felt that in having to listen to these repeated 

justifications he was being denied his freedom to grieve- 

Two of the interviewees felt they had been disenfkamchised by the 

congregation. I .  each case they had a particularly intimate connection with 

one of our members who died, but because the death was so widely shared 

they feIt unacknowledged in their more profound grieving- In speaking of 

Bruce's death Dawn voiced it this way: 

The congregation was very supportive, but ..,I think I felt 
more of a loss than most of the other people and it was sort 
of harder to express myself to the congregation with 
everyone feeling some sort of loss. I was just one of many, 
and only a few people understood that he was a little more 
important to me than to others.Lgo 

For Louise disenfranchisement was painful and hard to understand: 

M y  relationship with Lyle] was so different that I didn't 
feel other people understood our relationship even here [in 
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the congregation]. We weren't lovers, we weren't husband 
and wife- The only way the rest of the world would 
describe it was that we were friends, but it was so much 
more than that to me- But how do you explain that to the 
world? 19 1 

The fact that the disenfranchisement was done by the congregation in both of 

these cases was an interesting finding of this study. 

As a pastor I have witnessed too much disenfranchisement among the 

bereaved, In the case of the death of Bruce our resident artist, his life-partner 

Barry endured years of Bruce's debilitating dying process, visiting him in 

hospital and in Casey House, arranging home care and a care team, all 

without telling anyone at work what was going on until a few months prior to 

Bruce's death, 

Self-disenfranchisement'92 remains a serious complication of much of 

the grief in our community, This occurs when we judge ourselves to have felt 

too sad for too long; judgements that may initially come from outside sources 

but eventually come from within. Sean spoke of not giving himself 

permission to grieve at hmeralsL93 and Dawn admitted that, "I probably 

denied myself my grief."Ig4 Self-disenfranchisement is the result of not 

knowing or understanding what constitutes nonnd grief in the face of 

multiple bereavements - 

lg2 For further discussion. see Jeffrey Kaufhmn. "Intrapsychic Dimensions of 
Disenfranchised Grief," in Doka, 25-29. 



Going Home to Die 

The phenomenon of a person going "home" to die, that is, returning to 

earlier roots be they geographical, familid, or denominational, was mentioned 

in only one of the interviews.19 Several people remarked, however, on the 

difficdty they had in grieving for those who had left the congregation some 

time prior to their deaths, or who had been inaccessible during their dying 

process. Being cut off from the one who is dying adds to the pain of the 

eventual bereavement, 

Both Bruce and Lyle were removed from the congregation for about 

two years prior to their deaths. Bruce was unable to attend because of his 

declining health, and when he did attend his deterioration was often shocking 

to congregants. Lyle chose to take a position in the United States where he 

lived and worked for a year, subsequently returning briefly to Toronto and 

then moving to his parents' home in London, Ontario. His family is 

Pentecost. and were very disapproving of his homosexuality which meant 

that, as a congregation, we were effectively cut out of his dying process. 

Most of us  did not attend the h e r d  s e ~ c e  held for him in London, 

choosing, rather, to hold a memorial service at Christos. 

IV. GRIEVING AND FAITH 

As outlined above, each person inte~ewed was an active member of 

the congregation. All of them have attended Christian education programs 

over the years at Christos MCC, and faith is an important bedrock of survival 

for them. Each of them is committed to their own spiritual growth, as 



evidenced by ongoing study and discussions. During the interviews it 

became clear that it was their faith in God's goodness and their ability to 

maintain contact with God that sustained them in the valley of the shadow. 

Elizabeth voiced the sentiment that many conveyed less directly; "I don't 

know how well I would do in this were I not a person of faith.lt1g6 

Grieving and Prayer Life 

Those for whom prayer is a regular discipline experienced little or no 

change in their prayer Iives as a result of multipIe bereavements. Others 

found that they made more of an effort to engage in prayer because it offered 

comfort and a sense of f ~ e d o m .  As John put it, "Prayer can heIp me fee1 

what I have to feel. It can give me permission to feel what I have to feel." lg7 

Everyone interviewed said that they found prayer helpfid because it connected 

them with God; "Certainly in prayer itls easier for me to cope. I don't fed as 

lonely. "198 

Two of the interviewees mentioned that prayer had become more 

conversational, less formal for them, and that they were not initially 

comfortable with the change- They wondered if that constituted "real" 

prayzr.199 All of them mentioned being angry with God and having to come 



to a sense of peace about that, "There are real moments when I walk down 

the street yelling at God ... and I've had to accept the fact that I can do thisl"*O* 

While it was clear that each person's prayer life had changed 

somewhat over the course of experiencing multiple bereavements, the 

consensus of those interviewed was that such changes were not directly the 

result of the exposure to so many deaths. In response to my question, "In 

what ways has your prayer life changed over the course of multiple 

bereavements?" Mark responded: 

I think [my prayer life] has changed over the course of 
W t i p I e  bereavementsl, and I think it has become more 
meanin@, -.- it is far easier to form a connection, to feel 
the oneness, But I don't think that's necessarily a result of 
[mdtipIe bereavements], I do think it's --. over the course 
of my learning, my healing in other areas, of being more 
challenged by God.'O 

During the group validation process I asked for further clarification on 

whether they felt their prayer lives had changed over the course of, or because 

of, the multiple bereavements. Most people agreed that they hoped their 

prayer lives would have changed over the course of five years regardless of 

the circumstances-202 They thought it would be interesting to ask a control 

group whether or not their prayer life had changed over the course of five 

years. 

Grieving and Worship Life 
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In response to the question, "Are there some aspects of worship that 

are now or have been in the recent past, difEicult for you as a grieving 

person?" several things were mentioned. One person said that he had 

dBicuIty on occasion receiving communion because he felt his anger at God 

as a barrier to true communion?03 Mark said that he resented feeling 

pressured to serve communion at times when he most wanted to receive 

without having to give something to others.204 Dawn mentioned that when 

she is in grief her mind is more prone to wandering during the prayers of the 

people?Os Sean mentioned that it was especially difficult to worship on the 

anniversary dates of specific deaths, of which there were many.206 

Four of the eight inte~ewees mentioned music and hymns as being a 

source of both pain and c o d o ~ ~ ~ ~  Certain hymns become deeply associated 

with certain people, especially if those people were involved with the music 

program of the church. Sylvia was a hymn writer and her hymns are often 

part of our worship Me, which brings a mixture of joy and sadness to those 

who knew her. Hymns also become associated with particular funerals. 

Mark said, "For years I could not sing 'I Walked Today Where Jesus 

'04 7.6. This situation arises due to the small number of people who are trained 
for this ministry at the moment. Often on Sunday nights we are in need of someone to 
serve, and those who are qydifiecl feel pressure to fill the need We have tried to address this 
issue, encouraging people to feel ftee not to serve if they would rather not. 



Walked: couldn't sing i t  I sang it [as a solo] at my grandmother's 

h e r d .  

There were times when our regular worship W e  needed to be set aside 

in order to acknowledge specific deaths. Sylvia, for instance, died on a 

Sunday afternoon, and because our senrice is held in the evening, the person 

presiding spoke of her death as the focus of the sermon time. Sylvia's h e r d  

was heId on a weekday, but it was essential that her life and ministry be lifted 

up again during the Sunday worship service immediately following her death. 

Likewise, on the Sunday following Princess Diana's death we dressed the 

altar as we would for a funeral service and used much of the funeral l i h l r ~  as 

a way of acknowledging the grief of so many in the congregation. 

We have developed quite a lengthy list of those who have gone into 

death before us, and we read the names on AIDS awareness Sunday and on 

Remembrance Day. When the congregation relocated to a new home, we 

asked people to inscribe in the Memorial Bible names of those whose deaths 

our members associated with the old building, and we read those name as part 

of our opening service in the new location. In these ways we try to gently 

carry our dead with us and to acknowledge our losses to each other. As a 

result of this study one of the services in the near future will be  a time of 

story-telling, when we can let those who are new in our midst "know" some 

of those who were instrumental in building the congregation. 

Grieving and Life After Death 



Seven of the eight people interviewed felt that their understanding of 

life after death had changed as a resdt of the muItip1e bereavements?Og For 

some the change was simply that they no longer feared death as much as they 

once had, and therefore felt more confident about proceeding to a life beyond 

this one. This lessening of the fear associated with their own deaths was 

primarily the result of seeing the peace that came upon many of those who 

were dying in their last days. Recalling one dying fiend Paul said, "I was 

just devastated and he kept comforting me. So that's made me a Iittle less 

fearfid, a little less apprehensive of my own death."tLO 

When asked to speak about their current understanding of Life after 

death most said they had a sense of what it might be, rather thm an 

understanding. Six spoke of life beyond death as a continuance, a going 

on.211 For alI  of them there was a sense of continued relationships with 

those who had been important in this life, whether in another life on this 

planet through reincarnation, or in a spiritual realm. There was a willingness 

to Live with a high degree of ignorance about the actual details of We after 

death- 

Many of the inte~ewees  spoke of life after death as being a place or 

state of peace, harmony, and healing. One spoke of the sods of the dead 

being gathered into one, a community of saints.21t No one expressed a belief 

in hell, although Sean spoke vehemently against such a notion; "I don't 



believe that this loving God is one who wouId send someone to hell- 

Whatever hell would be, I can't wrap my mind around that I think that God 

creates us in his image to be the best that we can be, and that if we don't get it 

right this time perhaps we get mother chance at it or ~ornething."21~ 

Both Sean and Elizabeth felt strongly that each person had a particular 

journey which they had chosen or been given by God, and that when that 

journey was f i s h e d  the person moved on to a different form of life.x4 

Rachel remarked that the biggest change for her as a result of multiple 

bereavements was not the belief in reincarnation but the freedom to talk about 

it, especially with her pastor.21s 

V, GRIEVING AND THE CONGREGATION 

Grief Styles 

One of the difficulties in worshipping with the congregation identified 

by several people was the congregation's basic ignorance about grief and 

grieving. This was most evident in peoples' lack of sensitivity to others' grief 

styles. Rachel put it this way: 

I've noticed that people have different ways of grieving and 
of showing that to others, allowing their barriers to be 
down. I think that perhaps we as a congregation don't 
acknowledge with each other that there are different ways ... 
Grieving for some has been shorter, I've noticed for some it 
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was longer depending on the relationship- Sometimes the 
patience in us as a congregation has not been all-rounded, I 
think we haven't been there collectively if the person seems 
to straggle in their pain and their grief-2x6 

Three of the others interviewed stressed the importance of learning about 

other people's grief styIesTX7 and two of those felt that there should be a 

course offered by the church on these issues. 

Four of the inte~ewees mentioned that they were very private people 

and that sometimes the caring of the congregation was overwhelming. Dawn 

said, "Sometimes I wanted them to go away, but they were there anyway."218 

Elizabeth stressed her need for nonintrusive reaching out on the part of the 

congregation towards her? Several said that they found it difficult to share 

their grief with the congregation because of their awareness of the fact that 

everyone was in some state of grief. 

AU of the respondents felt that they had received some level of support 

from the congregation. Despite this, however, there was a lingering sense that 

the congregation could have done better in this area if they had been better 

educated about grief. The perception that the congregation needed more 

knowledge about grief styles was directiy related to three issues; the need for 

privacy on the part of some, the disenfranchisement in their grief mentioned 

by Dawn and Louise, and the self-disenfranchisement mentioned by Dawn 

and Elizabeth. It was felt that by teaching our congregants what to expect in 



the midst of grief and sensitizing them to the complex issues involved in 

grieving, we could create an atmosphere of greater support within the 

congregation. 

How Grief AfEected the Congregation 

Of those interviewed, five mentioned that grief had drawn the 

congregation together when the deceased was known to a.IIJto As mentioned 

earlier, three of the congregational deaths in particular seemed to function m 

this way; the deaths of Bruce Forsyth, Sylvia Dunstan, and Lyle Linton. 

Each of those i n t e~ewed  mentioned these deaths as being the ones in which 

they felt supported by the congregation during their grief. 

For many it was Sylvia's death, coming so quickly after her 

installation as our associate pastor, that was the most significant in the Life of 

the congregation. As Paul put it, "the catastrophic event for us was Sylvia's 

death.""' He felt that the fortunes of the congregation reversed following 

her death Elizabeth echoed Paul's assessment that following Sylvia's death 

the congregation became a place where some people did not want to b e 3 2  "I 

think probably at that time there was a sense of gloom and that might have 

sent some people away who were looking for a little bit lighter 

atmosphere."~3 



During Mark's interview he pointed out that the congregation can be 

quite exclusionary in its grieving; dividing people rather than drawing them 

together- 

We as a congregation felt [Sylvia's] death] very strongly and 
continue to Eeel that very strongly. And I don't want to put a 
statute of limitations on that but Sylvia passed away, I want 
to say four years ago, and we've had a lot of people come 
through our doors in the last four years who don't have that 
connection2*4 

Mark's point was not that we should stop grieving our dead but that we 

should become better at sharing the stories of who they were so that all can 

understand in some way and feel part of the collective grieving. 

When asked whether they felt there were any changes in the effects of 

grief and grieving on the congregation most of those in t e~ewed  said that the 

congregation was recovering its energy and losing some of the gIoom. Three 

commented that the congregation had been forced to grow up through aU the 

grief and had learned to take more responsibility for itself.'25 Paul said his 

sense was that the congregation was experiencing a change from "sliding 

down to sliding ~ p . " 2 ~ ~  

AIDS and the Congregation 

In responding to the question, "How has AIDS affected you?" every 

person initially spoke of the number of deaths and the youthfulness of those 

who had died. Four people said they were now very conscientious about 



teaching safer sex to young people and practicing it themselves.~7 Sean, 

who is HIV-positive, spoke of AIDS as having taken away his identity?Z8 

Louise and Rachel noted that they found themselves backing away from 

people whom they knew to be HIV-p~sitive,~~g while Paul hoped that our 

exposure to "that kind of tonnent helped us become a more compassionate 

c~ng rega t i on . "~~~  John felt that AIDS had made it both harder and easier to 

be gay in o m  society? 

Several of those interviewed felt that the congregation did not deal 

particularly well with AIDS, As Dawn put it, "the congregation is naive about 

AIDS... they don't want to deal with the ugly parts of it."232 There was 

some resistance to hearing about or seeing any more people die of AIDS. 

Mark said, "I think that AIDS presented us with an enormous challenge, and 

enormous opportunities, and I think that in a lot of ways we have not 

responded to that challenge. ... They [the congregation] aren't willing to work 

on the AIDS crisis in the street when they haven't dealt with the AIDS crisis 

in themselves yetnx3 

As their pastor I found it significant that so many felt Christos had not 

dealt well with AIDS, and that there is continuing resistance to facing the 



realities of AIDS in our midst Given the srnaIl size of the congregation and 

the lack of male leadership it never seemed appropriate to have a support 

group for HIV-positive men. The more socially active projects proposed for 

the congregation were quashed, either by internal or external circumstances. 

The bereavement group offered was left unattended. I would have to agree 

that we have not dealt well with AIDS, but I remain puzzIed about how I 

would change this for the fbtu.re- 

When the Pastor is Grieving 

When asked the question, "How do you see grief and grieving to have 

affected the congregation over the last five years?" I expected the 

interviewees1 answers to include some observations about the impact of my 

grief and grieving on the ministry at Christos. When the fust interviewee 

failed to make any such comment, I added the supplementary question, "How 

do you see my grief and grieving to have impacted the congregation?" and 

asked that question in each subsequent interview, In only one interview did 

the person go directly to speaking of my grief from the question regarding the 

congregation's experience of g1ief.23~ 

John commented that he felt the amount of grief I had experienced 

gave me "an extraordinary maturity at dealing with grief that other pastors 

who have not been so bereaved might not have."'35 He agreed with three of 

the others who felt that my public sharing of my grief had helped the 



congregation deal more honestly with grief issues.236 Rachel commented; "I 

think for me probably the greatest overall impact was when you were grieving 

one loss after another after another,.., there was a deep sense of empathy and 

real pain for you, because you allowed us to know what you were going 

through in this process and that you were just human like the rest of us."?37 

Two people mentioned that there had been a sense of helplessness 

within the congregation, a sense of not knowing what to do for me.n8 Dawn 

said that she felt the congregation had been very patient with me during my 

grieving process.239 Rachel hoped that it "may have taught us to be more 

human with that whole process - not to turn it off."240 In general there was 

strong support for my having shared my personal bereavements with the 

congregation, 

This was not unanimous, however. Elizabeth and three others 

identified my grief as the major cause of the congregation's decline in enerm 

and focus. "You became almost non-functional and the church became almost 

non-functional. And the really sad thing is that many of the congregants 

identified the church with you, and I don't know how you change that."Z4L 

The emotional enmeshment between me and the congregation identified by 

these interviewees was, for me, the most troubling aspect of the period of 



multiple bereavements. I had worked very hard during the seven years prior 

to Sylvia's death to teach the congregants that aey are the church, that the 

church is not me. Yet, as Elizabeth went on to point out, "as a result of your 

grieving, a lot of the church died, and with your rebirth we're having to build 

a whole new church,"'42 

One person felt that I had not shared my grief very well with the 

congregation; that I had mentioned certain bereavements but not shared my 

grief. He was concerned that this had modeled a form of grieving that was 

not helpfu1343 Louise said that knowing how much I was in grief made it 

difficult for her to consider coming to me for pastoral care in connection with 

her own grief issues? Dawn recognized that with Sylvia's death 

"everybody lost something and you got lost in the shuffle of it."245 Rachel 

pointed out a recent loss that I had suffered and had not been able to share 

with the congregation, and said that she felt the impact of my silence in that 

situation was very nega t i~e .2~~  

V. GRIEF RESPONSES AFTER lMULTIPLE BEREAVEMENTS 

As I worked with the data, certain answers began to have a familiarity, 

and themes made themselves evident even though I had not expected them. It 



was these unexpected themes that proved to be exciting new discoveries for 

me and, I trust, for those who will make use of this thesis. 

Connectedness 

The experience of most people suffering a single bereavement includes 

a sense of being isolated from those around them, of not being understood, 

and of not being able to connect even with family or dose friends. The most 

surprising finding of my study is that it seems to be the case that when people 

are suffering through muldple bereavements at the same time, they find a 

sense of community, of connectedness emerging among themselves. It is not 

important that they share specific bereavements: it seems to be that the shared 

experience of multiple bereavements creates sufficient empathy to allow a 

sense of connectedness to emerge- 

I first heard this theme of comection during my seventh interview. 

Mark used the word connected eleven times during that interview, speaking of 

it in terms of his friends, the congregation, God, and the deceased. When I 

heard him using that term so frequently it t r i g p d  my realization that I had 

been hearing it before, in other interviews, without consciously recognizing it 

as a theme. Returning to the transcripts of the previous six interviews 

confirmed this insight: aU of the others had referred to the sense of support, 

community, and connectedness they felt in the midst of multiple 

bereavements. 

Connectedness with Others 

The sense of being connected with others during multiple 

bereavements took two forms, The first was concern for others, wanting to 



be there for them in their grief, something which was made more possible 

because of the common experience of multiple berea~ements.2~~ As John 

noted, 

Pretty well everybody can say they've lost someone close to 
them, It does give us a common bond, it can strengthen the 
unit. When I talk to somebody whose lover died of AIDS I 
may not have been close to the lover, but I have had people 
close to me die, .., so we can certainly relate to each other a 
little moce closely because of that248 

Just as I had found Joan's death tc offer me the gif t  of creating a bond with 

those suffering bereavement, others have found that multiple bereavements 

offered them a similar gi f t  We can recognize in each other one who has 

"been there." 

The second aspect of feeling connected to others came as the result of 

feeling themselves supported in their own grief. Whether the support came 

from the congregation or from groups of friends, the sense was that they 

could find support because of the losses everyone had experienced. Paul 

said, "We understand each other's grief and we don't have to explain it to 

each other. The comfort is there without explanation or even asking for 

it. " 3 ~  Louise captured the significance of this shared experience: 

It's like what you would experience in a bereavement group 
that's set up as a support group, with the added bonus that 
we've known each other for much longer than most people 
in a bereavement group, and we've al l  been through it a 
number of times-250 

- -- - 
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Sean said he felt that multipIe deaths had made us more compassionate to each 

other, not so judgemend and, therefore, able to ease each other's burden of 

grief a little.25 

In this response to multiple bereavements I found my experience 

different from that of most of those I interviewed, I did not feel a common 

bond with my fellow travellers in the valley of the shadow, mostly because I 

feIt incapable of sharing my grief with them- In the case of the congregation, 

I contributed to my own disenfranchisement. With my clergy colleagues it 

always felt too risky to start, as though letting a Little of the grief out would 

open a floodgate that would never close again- Knowing that the weight of 

grief I carried was less than what some of them were experiencing as 

palliative chaplains also led me to keep silent I felt very isolated in my grief. 

At the same time, I did not want to be around people who were not 

fellow travellers. With those outside of the AIDS experience I felt I had little 

or nothing in common. I did not have the energy to be with people to whom I 

would have to explain that I was living in the midst of death and dying. 

Therefore, whiIe not feeling as connected to my M o w  travellers as I wanted 

to feel, I nevertheless valued their presence in my life. I found in their 

presence in my Life the hope that I could one day be fdly known by, and 

connected to, others. 

Co~ectedness to God 

Aside from the connection with each other, most of the respondents 

also credited multiple bereavements with increasing their sense of 

251 Group Validation, 12 



connectedness to God. Sean said that his faith was stronger because of all 

the deaths and because of having to face his own rn0rtality.'~2 When 

referring to the ongoing deaths both he and Paul said, "God can pull us 

th ro~gh ."~~3  In each of the interviews I had the strong impression that the 

person being interviewed depended on God in very concrete ways in order to 

go on from day to day. 

Although Ebabeth did not feel that her connection with God had 

changed particularly as a result of the multiple bereavements, she did say that 

over the course of her life she has, 'tome to believe that when people are in 

pain, God feels that pain with This sense of God's presence in the 

midst of incomprehensible circumstances came across in all of the interviews* 

In Dawn's words, 

You certainly have questions, and when you meet God face 
to face there's going to be a big long list of questions, why? 
and when? and what for? But my relationship with God is 
pretty solid. The questions come up and you sort of tile 
them, I guess, and think, "One day!"2ss 

AU of those interviewed implied their willingness to live in the tension of not 

understanding the reason for the AIDS epidemic, while maintaining a sense of 

trust that God is still in control of We-256 

Two of them noted that having to wrestle with the issues surrounding 

AIDS had forced them to come to a new sense of peace regarding their 



spirituality and their sexuality. They no Longer believe that God hates 

homosexuals, or that homosexuality is This wrestling has 

strengthened their connection with God- 

Louise, Dawn, and Mark aIl spoke of prayer and the discipline of 

spiritual life being beneficial in maintaining the contact with God in the midst 

of multiple bereavements. Paul said, "I actually make an effort to find a quiet 

moment to make that contact now, which I didn't do before, and I think that's 

aIl due to getting closer to God with the deaths."258 The only person who 

felt abandoned by God at any time was Rachel in connection with Sylvia's 

dearh, but that sense of being separated from God was very fleeting and had 

more to do with anger at God for not healing Sylvia than with real 

separation.259 Overall, a deep sense of connection to God permeated the 

responses to my research questions- 

Connectedness to the Deceased Freud saw detachment from the 

deceased as an essential part of grief work, a view shared by most 

bereavement specialists. However, my personal experience has been that, 

while there is an adjustment to the fact that the deceased is no Longer 

physically present, there is nevertheless an ongoing sense of connection with 

those who have died. This feeling of being connected to the deceased was 

strongly echoed by those I intentiewed. Elizabeth stated it this way: "I don't 

believe that because somebody leaves their body and dies that that connection 



is broken. I believe that everybody who has died is still part of my Life and 

it's my profound hope that whatever happens after I die I'm going to be 

connected with those people again."260 Sean mentioned that both he and his 

partner often feel the presence of "other people being with us, other spirit 

beings, other forces at workW26L 

Mark was the most specific about this sense of connectedness. 

When I talk about having more connection now with people 
[who have died], maybe less of a sense that somebody's 
missing, I don't think that's just the ongoing process of 
mourning. 1 think it's the ongoing process of learning about 
connecting- And so maybe it's feeling Iess final, Iess like it 
is an end to everything I f e l  far more c o ~ e c t e d  with some 
sense of af3erlife.Z6' 

Mark has an especially strong sense of the presence of his closest friend who 

had died two years ago, and finds that presence comforting. 

Anticipatory Grief 

The grief that happens prior to death is referred to as anticipatory 

grief. "Anticipatory grief is the term applied to grief expressed in advance of 

a loss when the loss is perceived as inevitable."263 Several of the 

interviewees mentioned being much more intentional about doing grief work 

in advance of an impending death. Elizabeth put it this way: 

I missed Jon's goodbye, ... and now people that are close to 
me and important, even if they're not perceived to be going 
to die tomorrow or tonight, I make a point of saying, "Let's 

263 Simos, 29. 



keep talking about how you are and where you're at, and if 
you can handle it, let's taIk about where I'm at," and we 
have a re* good conversation about death and dying. So I 
feel that when they've gone I don't have any unfinished 
businesscx4 

Speaking of her experience of gxicf in the midst of multiple bereavements 

Rachel said, "I begin the process prior to their actual death and then I just 

move on. " 2 5 5  

Rachel's statement illustrates a theme which began to be evident in the 

interviews which was a surprise to me; having dedt with several 

bereavements the i n t e~ewees  seem to find a depth of peace in heart and mind 

as they dealt with subsequent deaths. I believe anticipatory grieving becomes 

part of the lives of those for whom multiple bereavements are predictable and 

expected, and is one element among many that allows people to reach a sense 

of acceptance of all the dying 

Currently there is no cure for HIV and to be infected means having a 

condition that will almost certainly Iead to premature death. "Denial tends to 

be less effective among AIDS patients because the lethal character of their 

diagnosis is reinforced by frequent media reports, discouraging medical 

developments, and the deaths of friends."266 While these words are 

somewhat less true now than they were when they were written ten years ago, 

there is little denial among those with HIV or their familes and friends. We 

recognize that time is limited. 

266 Earl E. Shelp, and Ronald H. Sunderland, AIDS and the Church (PhiIadelphia: 
The Westminster Press, 1987), 44, 



ANALYSIS 

I. SIGNS OF RESURRECTION IN THE VALLEY OF BONES 

During the group validation process aIl of the interviewees agreed that 

had the study been done two years earlier they would have had more names to 

rec0rd.2~~ The implication is that the death toll experienced by these people in 

the previous seven or eight years is significantly higher than that reflected m 

the time-frame considered in the interviews. It must be kept in mind that while 

this study was done in 1997 and 1998, the AlDS crisis began in Toronto in 

1983. This study examines only a small slice of the grief profile of anyone 

living in the gay and lesbian commdty  over the last fifteen years, which 

includes all of the interviewees, 

The fact that we are no longer living in the midst of multiple 

bereavements has allowed us the time and space to begin the process of 

making meaning out of our experiences, This has somewhat coloured the 

testimony of my eight witnesses, for they have traversed the valley of bones 

and come out the other side. Yet, one of the most striking findings of this 

research has been that even in the midst of the valley there began to emerge a 

sense of peace, and an inner conviction that they could go on, that the crisis of 

multiple bereavements would not defeat them. In the midst of death they 

found themselves to be in life, 

267 Group Validation, 2. This is because the rate of AIDS-related deaths has 
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Peace in the Midst of the Valley of Bones 

One of the most striking discoveries of my research project was that 

all of the respondents reported moving beyond their initial traumatization in 

the face of so many deaths, to a place of peace about them.268 Just as facing 

the deaths confronted them with their own mortality, so it moved them to a 

place of inner wisdom about the mortality of aIl people. Elizabeth, in 

speaking about the multiple bereavements said, "It doesn't break my heart the 

way it used to."'69 

This sense of the inevitability of death has given each of those 

interviewed the ability to face the next death with a new equilibrium. 

Comments ranged from "death is less mysterious now to "you live, you 

die, death is not the end.'Q7 John said, "Having seen so much death one 

naturally gets to a position of accepting it. There's no point in staying in a 

state of rage, grief and anger about all the 

There is peace in the midst of the valley of bones which does pass al l  

understanding. It is not numbing or lack of fmhg; each person spoke with 

great feeling about the sadness and loss attached to bereavement. Their 

feelings were very much engaged with the situations before them. However, 

there was what 1 can only describe as a sense of peace within them in facing 



the fact that the deaths would go on, and it was obvious that they had felt that 

peace during their most recent bereavements. 

LI. A DISCERNABLE PA'EKWAY E N  TEE VALLEY 

It appears to be the case that when multiple bereavements become 

continuous and somewhat predictabIe, as in the case of an epidemic, the 

response of the griever to such trauma follows the stages of death and dying 

suggested by Kubler-Ross: denial, anger, bargaining, depression, acceptance. 

When the AIDS crisis first began, no one believed that there was such a thing 

as the "gay plague." No one in the gay and lesbian communities of North 

America could begin to imagine the impact of such a disease on our lives. We 

stayed in this denial for several years until the nature of the epidemic forced 

our recognition of it- 

At that point, many of us moved into the anger phase; educating, 

lobbying, taking on the tasks of caring for the dying, establishing hospice and 

home care. Our anger fueled many wonderful projects and gave us the energy 

we needed to go on. Depression and burnout were not far behind. A huge 

number of AIDS agencies in Toronto disintegrated into infighting and 

horizontal violence towards their own members, with many people being fired 

or resigning due to stress-related Individuals spoke of not being 

able to cope with one more death, and began to experience generalized 

numbing 

273 I make this statement based on my personal knowledge of many of the people 
and organizations involved in AIDS work in Toronto- I do not know if any research has 
been done on these issues that would prove my point- Eric Rofes points to the same 
sociologicd trends in the United States in his book 



Yet, we moved beyond that state into something new that can only be 

called acceptance or peace. While we have not stopped working for human 

rights, or lobbying for research money, or hoping for a cure, we have found 

a new place from which to respond to our dying &ends. I suggest that this 

new place is founded on four pillars: a lack of denial; the ability to 

intentionally engage in anticipatory grieving; our changed attitudes towards 

death and mortality; and our changed sense of connectedness with the 

deceased. From atop these pillars we have found a new place fkom which to 

deal with death and dying. 

Four Pillars of Peace in the Valley 

1. Lack of Denial: 

As outlined above, AIDS leaves little room for denial. This has been 

h e l p l l  to us in forcing us to face the fact that death will come. Even now, 

when fewer are dying with such regularity, there is a willingness to recognize 

the inevitability of death for ourselves and others. There is also a lack of 

denial with regard to the pain of bereavement, and an ability to envision life 

on the other side of bereavement, even multiple bereavements. 

It's like anything else in life; you go through it and look back 
on it and realize that yes, it's a m ,  it's horrendous to go 
through, but you can get through it Just the fact that you've 
been through it at 1east once before or several times before 
means that you h o w  there is a beginning and there is an 
end, or a process that you go through and that it will get 
easier over time374 

We lcnow that the valley of bones will not defeat us, even if we have to cross 

it again. 

274 group validation, 14 



2. Anticipatory Grief and Lntentional Goodbyes: 

When someone we love is dying there are a thousand goodbyes to be 

said and an almost endless number of losses to be grieved. Initially there may 

only be the loss of one's sense of control or immortality- According to 

Kubler-Ross the natural reaction to this loss is denial, rejection of the idea of 

death. As the patient becomes more and more iIl the goodbyes mount; 

f d a r  activities are no longer possible, movement may be restricted, forms 

of intimacy are no longer available. As death approaches the ability of the 

patient to be present to others diminishes with his or her waning energy, and 

fewer and fewer people are welcome into his or her presence. Many who 

love them have already begun to grieve, 

One of the complications that often arises in bereavement is unfinished 

business between the deceased and the mourner- While many factors in the 

psychological, sociological, or physiological make-up of the individuals may 

contribute to this lack of closure prior to death, one of the most frequently 

contributing factors is denial- When those involved with h e  dying are in 

denial, they will not use the time available for closure- 

Those interviewed for this thesis, because they no longer have any 

denial about the fragility of Life, consciously chose to spend time grieving 

while the dying was going on, "I think it's a new way of dealing with the 

deaths. I don't deny the process. I think for me I'm going through it as 

they're ill."'75 Anticipatory grieving allowed them a sense of peace when the 



bereavement occurred. knowing that to a large degree they had taken care of 

saying goodbye. 

3. Changed Attitudes Towards Death and Dying: 

Probably the most significant factor in the sense of peace in the midst 

of multiple deaths was the recognition that death was no longer an enemy to 

be feared. "I'm far more ready to see the big picture now and to see that death 

is a part of We, and to celebrate the death and to say that in the total picture, 

that person has gone on to do whatever that person needed to d0."2'~ 

Coming to terms with the dying process has given the people I interviewed a 

freedom when facing death in new situations. The energy that was once tied 

up in fearing and fighting death is now available for anticipatory grief work 

and the physical going on from day to day. There is an inner knowledge that 

death is not the end of things and that life goes on, both for them and for the 

deceased, 

4. A Sense of Connectedness with the Deceased: 

I found that the ability to remain attached to the deceased while fully 

recognizing that they had died, allowed the bereaved a deep sense of peace. 

Knowing that they would retain some connection meant that they could 

release their loved ones to death more easily, and live with the pain of that 

loss differently. In commenting on how his grief responses have changed as 

a result of the multiple bereavements Madc said, "Maybe that feeling of 

somebody no longer being there has changed. They're there in a very 



different way, but they are there."g7 He clearly articulated this link between 

peace in the face of multiple deaths and the sense of connectedness with those 

who have died- 

From the data I conclude that the extended contact with death, dying, 

and bereavement, when combined with a belief in life beyond death, results in 

a more peaceful relationship with the departed than is usually the case in 

single-bereavement situations. When death is expected and accepted as a 

normal rite of passage to new life? the bereaved seem to be able to experience 

sadness and loss without losing the attachment to their loved ones. 

This corresponds to some of the more recent bereavement theory. 

Dane and Miner found in their research that "for many the grieving process 

continues for a lifetime, and that there can be adjustment to the loss without a 

complete ending to the process or withdrawal of attachrnent to the 

deceased."27g While they were not dealing explicitly with those who had 

survived multiple bereavements, their work was done in the context of AIDS, 

and many of their interviewees were suffering multiple bereavements. 

27 Dane and Miller, 2 1. 



A NEW PARADIGM FOR GRIEF WORK 

GRIEVING MULTIPLE BEREAVEMENTS 

WaIter l. Smith insists that "grief has a predictable and time-limited 

course,"279 a view which caused my interviewees to laugh. Such a limited 

understanding of grief is not helpful, and may even be destructive to a person 

trying to cope with multiple bereavements. While every grieving person 

wants at some level to know that what he or she is feeling and experiencing is 

"normal," each person must also be aware of the fact that every journey is 

unique and will take whatever time it takes. 

As has already been illustrated, grief work is much more complicated 

for members of the gay and lesbian AIDS-affected communities than it is for 

most people experiencing a single bereavement. 

The experience of loss overshadows every aspect of life. It 
actually comprises, to paraphrase Shakespeare's Hamlet, 
"battalions of losses." Unless this is recognized and 
addressed, other attempts at minictry may, at best, be merely 
ineffective, and, at worst, will trivialize the effort to speak 
pastorally?80 

My personal and pastoral experience has led me to believe that John 

Martin's three "Rs" of grief work, realizing, recognizing, and rebuilding, 

present a h e  model for grief work in cases of a single bereavement. The 

three "Rs", however, are an inadequate model for those suffering multiple 

bereavements, because they fail to deal with the "battalions of losses" endured 

279 Walter I. Smith, 164, 
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by the griever. In the case of multiple bereavements, at about the time when a 

bereaved person has realized that their loved one has died and may b e  ready to 

move on to recognizing the significance of his or her loss, a second, or third 

loss is added to the trauma, As my research makes clear, it is not uncommon 

for people to lose five or more sipnificant people within the two years 

normally required for the resolution of grief work in the case of a single 

bereavement One man living with AIDS put it this way: 

The hardest thing with death and loss is when you lose so  
many people in such a short period of time; when you go to 
a funeral for a friend, and while you sit at that funeral, you 
find out that someone else passed away that same 
morning.281 

In order to develop a new paradigm for the grief work associated with 

recovering from multiple bereavements, it is necessary to differentiate the 

course of grief following a single bereavement from the course of grief 

following multiple bereavements. 

The course of grief in a single bereavement may be  pictured as a coil 

or spiral path, on which the bereaved experiences feelings of going around in 

circles, of being lost, of not getting anywhere. The tasks involved in the grief 

work necessary for recovery are met and W e d  slowly, over approximately 

two years. The fi&illment of these tasks is not linear, however, and some 

tasks will be revisited many times before a full re-engagement with life takes 

place. Thus, the path of normal grief is like a spiral, sometimes going 

forward into new life and sometimes seeming to go backwards into deep 

'* Robert H. Iles, ed., The Gospel lmpermive In rite Midn Of AlDS (Wilton, 
Conn.: Morehouse, 1989), 173. 



grief. UItimately, though, it does end in "the return to normal activities with 

full capacity for pleasure in the present. "282 

In the case of multiple bereavements the sense of going around in 

circles and of getting nowhere, of making one step forward and three 

backward, are exacerbated by the numbers of deaths added on top of the 

spiral path of recovery- In such cases, the coil becomes compressed, 

weighted down by each additional death- People suffedng from muItipIe 

bereavements speak of being numb, of not being able to grieve on the one 

hand, and of over-reacting to smaIl, seemingly insignificant issues on the 

other. The path to full reengagement with life is obscured by the sheer 

amount of grief work to be done. 

Realization, recognition, and rebuilding remain the tasks of grief work 

for those with multiple bereavements, but those tasks become much more 

complex and require greater nuancing to accommodate the reality of the 

amount of death involved, My research and interviews indicate that multiple 

bereavements require new pictures of grief, a new paradigm which allows for 

a deeper understanding of how much grief work there is to do and how long it 

is likely to take. 

AS a result of my research I propose the use of the Christian images of 

death, entombment, and resurrection to draw a more detaiIed picture of the 

usual pro£ile of grief. The paradigm of death, entombment, and resurrection 

will hold within it the tasks of grief work identified by Martin and others. At 

the same time, it will allow for the identification of other aspects of grief work 

which are unique to multiple bereavement situations. While other models of 

Simos, 39. 



grief stress that grief work is not accomplished in a series of consecutive 

steps, the cyclical nature of grief work is even more pronounced in multipIe 

bereavement situations. A griever may find him- or herself t r avebg  through 

certain stages over and over again, or cycling around from resurrection back 

to death as the grief work goes on. 

Our psyches are complex and wonderful things, and often hide from 

us things that would be too painful to deal with at a particular time. Especially 

in the case of multiple bereavements, where the losses are legion, some griefs 

may go midentitied for a period of time and be presented to us for attention at 

unexpected moments. Such a presentation of new loss will require revisiting 

the cycle of grief work. Thus, it is more helpful to speak of a paradigm for 

grief work than of a model for grief work, 

Death 

Death in this paradigm, while encompassing the death of individuals, 

must be understood to refer to much more. In dealing with multiple 

bereavement situations, both griever and careprovider must do their best to 

discover al l  of the layers of death that have been endured by individual 

grievers; the deaths of people, and the deaths of hopes, dreams, ideals, family 

ties, and so on, Death refers to both the literal deaths of loved ones, friends, 

and acquaintances and also to the spiritual-psychological-social deaths which 

are the more subtle losses in people's lives. 

For people experiencing multiple bereavements, expanding the 

understanding of death in this way allows them to articulate the fact that death 

is much more invasive and prevalent in their lives than is the case in a single 

bereavement situation. Those of us coping with multiple bereavements 



sometimes need to be  reminded of how much grief we are carrying at any 

given moment 

This expanded concept of death also includes the anticipatory grieving 

that may be going on simultaneously with bereavement grief. It makes room 

for what is dying as well as for what has already died. It gathers up all of the 

deaths in our Eves and thereby reassures us that our grief is not 

disproportionate to our realities- 

The paradigm reminds those of us in ministry to acknowledge all of 

the deaths that seem relevant to the grieving person. It sets a foundation for 

pastoral concern that is appropriate and respectful of the bereaved in his or her 

total context Using as broad as possible a model of death allows both 

grievers and caregivers to honour more M y  the complex effkcts of multiple 

bereavements. 

The grief work involved in this stage of the paradigm consists of: 

1. An honest acknowledgement of all the deaths that have occmd:  friends, 

acquaintances, and loved ones. Most of us experiencing multiple 

bereavements have lost track of how many people have died. We must begin 

with an examination of the reality of the situation- AU of the people 

in te~ewed said they were surprised when they accurately totalled up how 

many people they had lost. 

2. An honest inventory of each of those deaths to discover what the loss of 

that person meant at the time and means in the present. What was lost? What 

feelings wedare associated with those losses? What spiritual ques tioas or 

crises arose as a result of those losses? 



3. An examination of each of those death situations to discover what else may 

have died. Did we lose our ability to trust, to care deeply? Did we lose 

family support, social status, the right to our grief? Did our relationship with 

the deceased end prematurely a s  the result of prolonged sickness or the "going 

home to die" scenario? What things have remained mourned?  

4. An appraisal of what is currently dying- Are there people who are tick at 

the moment? Have chosen family structures begun to fail? Have friendships 

been strained or broken? Are other emotional, spiritual, or societal supports 

eroding? 

By exploring all aspects of the dying inherent within the multiple 

bereavements, both grievers and caregivers will be more adequately prepared 

to understand and be at peace with the entombment phase of the grief cycle. 

Entombment 

Entombment, as an image of burial, captures the essence of the 

extended periods of mourning, which may include many of the symptoms of 

post-traumatic stress disorder, and which may seem to be going on much 

longer than the time required for grieving in less complicated bereavement 

situations. Exploring the concept of entombment allows both grievers and 

caregivers to be aware of the fact that the period of grieving in multiple 

bereavements is different from that experienced by someone grieving a single 

death. 

Entombment is the length of time between the onset of death and the 

resurrection of the bereaved to new life. In situations involving multiple 



bereavements the length of time required for the grief work to be done is 

much longer because it is constantly interrupted and compounded by new 

deaths. The image of being entombed captures the sense of being buried 

under a tremendous load of grief, anger, despair, and helplessness, and also 

says something about the sense people have of being numb, empty, dead 

inside, out of their minds fiom the weight of all the grief. Remembering that 

we are entombed also reminds those of us suffering kom multiple 

bereavements that we are, in reality, cut off fkom other people for a time and 

that we must honour this period of being with our dead. 

T i e  in the tomb is not, however, without hope and promise. The 

ironic thing about grief is that it can push us to deepen our faith, by forcing us 

to look for answers to life's tragedies that are more mature and complex than 

the answers that may have served us under happier circumstances. Grief also 

opens our eyes to recognize those few around us who do understand us, who 

have walked where we w a k  It is during the entombment phase that we 

begin to realize that we are not alone; there are others in the tomb with us, 

When a crisis such as AIDS, with its attendant multiple bereavements, 

is experienced by a community, many in the group will be entombed at the 

same time. Those who are in this place experience themselves as being both 

cut off from regular society, yet recognize in each other fellow travellers in the 

valley of the shadow. There is an increased sense of connectedness with 

some of those fellow travellers, a sense of being known, of having their grief 

understood. 

Those who are entombed also speak of feeling a sense of 

connectedness with their dead. The tomb is full of many who have "gone on 

before," yet are still accessible in some senses. Those who grieve may even 



feel that they are closer now, in some mysterious way, to their deceased loved 

ones. While this phenomenon is not limited to the grief experience of multiple 

bereavements,'83 the awareness of co~ectedness does seem to be 

heightened by the sheer number of deaths. 

Henri Nouwen, in his invitation to us to experience the depths oEHoly 

Saturday, the day on which Jesus lay entombed, gives insight into why time 

in the tomb may be a source of grace and healing. He describes Holy 

Saturday as a time of deep silence which may lead us to renewed trust and 

hope. 

woly Saturday] is the day on which the whole creation 
waits in deep inner rest, It is the day on which no words are 
spoken, no proclamations made. The Word of God through 
whom aU had been made lay buried in the darkness of the 
earth. This divine silence is the most fnritfd silence the 
world has ever known- From this silence, the Word will be 
spoken again and make aIl things new.284 

This is a powedul and hopeful image of entombment, for it captures the life- 

giving aspects of the deepest despair and grief. In Nouwen's image the tomb 

becomes a womb, the very locus of the life that is to come. Entombment in 

this sense reorganizes the magnitude of all that has died, and emphasizes the 

importance of entering deeply into our pain and resting there for a time in 

order to allow all of the personal transformation to occur. In the tomb we will 

be touched by the Divine and receive resurrection. 

Acknowledging that we are entombed also gives us permission to 

admit to the chronic grief that is a hallmark of multiple bereavements. 

283 Leonard M. Zunin and Hilary Stanton Zunin, me An of Condolence: Whor to 
Write, What to Say, What to Do at a Time of Loss (New York: Harperperennial, 199 1 .), 22 

284 Henri Nouwen. Wa& With Jesus: Stations of the Cross (New York: 
Maryholl, 1991), 88, 



Carrying with us a picture of our own entombment reminds us  of the extent to 

which our former lives have ended. It reminds us that grief will be attached to 

many different aspects of our lives, and triggered by a myriad of stimuli. 

Knowing ourselves to be in the tomb, we can admit that the amount of grief 

we experience is normal and appropriate. 

The fact that our time in the tomb is so prolonged is the most d i f fd t  

aspect of multiple bereavements. The temptation is to focus solely on the 

tasks of grief work and end up feeling that our grief is abnormal or lasting too 

Long. Such a focus eclipses the importance of this time of silence, of the 

necessity of doing nothing, and sends us into a premature grasping at life that 

is not a true r w e c t i o n .  The more we can give ourselves permission to 

remain consciously in the tomb, and to endure our chronic grief, the better 

we will be prepared to receive the fullness of new life, 

One friend of mine who was in the midst of multiple bereavements 

remarked that she wished we still had the custom of wearing black, or at least 

black armbands to signify that we are in mourning. I feel strongly that, 

especially when we are entombed and experiencing chronic grief, we must 

devise such symbols for ourselves. We need them, if only to remind 

ourselves of the burden of grief we are carrying, The world will not give us 

the time we need to rest in the tomb, We must take it for ourselves, and one 

of the first tasks on that journey is simply remembering the deaths we are 

mourning in order to give ourselves permission to grieve.285 

285 I have a particular necklace I wear whenever someone has died and for several 
weeks thereafter. It has been a great help to me in learning to give myseff permission to be 
in mourning. 



When entombment seems to last forever and we feel trapped in the 

grave, it is impor&ant to realize that it was precisely in the grave that the 

resurrection occurred- God raised Jesus to new life not £torn the cross but 

from the tomb, and so it is with us. While we may spend years in the tomb, 

those years are not without moments of resurrection- M e  does not stand 

still, and new experiences which bring us happiness, pique our curiosity, or 

stimulate our creativity come to us even in the midst of our time of 

entombment. While we are numb with grief on some levels of our being, we 

experience flashes of joy and a vague sustaining hope that things will be 

different in the hture. 

The work of the entombment phase of the grief cycle includes: 

1. Spending time with our dead. The tomb is crowded, and those grieving 

multiple losses must find the courage to walk gently among the memories and 

feelings attached to each dead person and each associated loss. Giving 

loving attention to our dead in this way may be the most difficult of the grief 

tasks to accomplish- It may also, paradoxically, be a source of new life, as 

we discover that we are still deeply c o ~ e c t e d  to those who have died. 

2- Entering into the t h e  of silence- It is essential that we allow ourselves to 

realize that the weight of grief we carry requires most of our time and energy; 

there wil l  be little left over for relations hips with others, or responsibilities we 

once gladly bore- Taking on new things is virtually irnpossible~ Making 

important decisions should be postponed if at all possible- Sleeping and 

exercising may both help to restore our bodies' equilibrium. Honouring our 

need for time in the tomb means learning to do nothing, gracefully. 



3. Devising a grief symbol or ritual for ourselves, In order to find the 

healing that comes with spending time with our dead, we must remember 

them. Jesus said, "When you do this, remember me-" For each of those who 

have died we may be able to discover something that they would wish us to 

do in memory of them, Being faithful to our memodes allows a sense of 

continuing connection with those who have died. Wearing or carrying a 

symbol of grief reminds us of the extent of our grief, and enables us to be 

gentle with ourselves when we are tempted to think we should be "over it". 

4. Slowly acknowledging that there may be other grievers who understand 

the entombment we are experiencing. Connecting with our fellow travellers, 

or even simply noting their presence with us on the journey, will enable us to 

be patient with ourselves and find hope for the process of grieving. 

By doing the work of the entombment phase of the grief cycle we will 

begin to realize that, though shrouded in death and grief, we are nevertheless 

alive. This will prepare us to receive those moments of resurrection which 

will come to us even in the tomb, 

Resurrection 

Resurrection as a concept in this paradigm allows for recognition of 

the major finding of this study: that people suffering multiple bereavements 

eventually come to a place of expanded awareness and peace about death 

itself. Just as Jesus was raised from the dead while still in the tomb, those 

who suffer multiple bereavements begin to fkd hope again even in the midst 

of continuing deaths. Knowing that resurrection is part of the bereavement 

process in multiple bereavement situations, allows both grievers and 



caregivers to maintain a sense of perspective and, possibly, even hope in the 

midst of the grief work- 

Resurrection as a word carries many connotations and needs some 

definition here. By resurrection I do not mean acceptance; at least not 

acceptance as Kubler-Ross uses it in her model of death and dying. In her 

work, acceptance seems to imply a peaceful, passive waiting for an end. 

Resurrection, on the other hand, presupposes new life and living, an on- 

going embracing of life in all its joys and sorrows. Further, resurrection 

within the context of our life-cycle, contains within it the notion of having to 

die again. Like Lazarus in the Biblical story,286 those of us who have been 

resurrected must be prepared to re-enter the throes of death and re-endure the 

grave if we allow ourselves to be raised from the dead, 

To dlow ourselves to be raised for resurrection means that our new 

life comes to us as a gift; ultimately it is God's work and God's power which 

raises us from the dead. Our resurrection is not passive, however, for we 

must cooperate in it: God will not violate us by raising us against our wills. 

We must choose to return to life. We who are resurrected wiIl carry with us 

the wounds of the c r u ~ o n  and the changes that have been wrought by 

death. We come forth from the tomb having been encountered by the Divine 

who raises us, having glimpsed and been changed by the mystery of that 

which lies beyond this We. As resurrected people we have new resources on 

which to draw for we know that Love and life cannot be killed by death. 

Resurrection comes a long while after the multiple bereavements have 

begun. The embracing of life with all of its complexities does come, though, 

286 Gospel of John, chapter 11. 



even if the deaths go on. Here is the mystery of divine grace to which 

Christianity attests; there is a touch of God which reaches into the tomb to 

assure us that even though life as we knew it is over, we are still alive and our 

Life is worth living. Nicholas Harvey captures some of this mystery in his 

book Death's Gijk 

It is not my purpose to elucidate, even if I could, how a 
bereaved person can move through enriching heights and 
purgative depths into a much deeper communication than 
ever before with all that is. It is rather a matter of drawing 
attention to the fact that such developments occur; and that 
testimonies to this effect suggest a shape or thrust in 
bereavement quite contrary to the 'normal' picture of picking 
up as best you may your Life's shattered pieces.287 

The work of the resurrection phase of the grief cycle includes: 

1. Consciously looking for, and paying attention to, those people, places, or 

events which are able to break through our sense of entombment By noticing 

that our attention is being drawn to something other than our grief, we can 

begin to rebuild a sense of being alive. 

2. Acknowledging that "there is a power greater than ourselves which can 

restore us to sanity"'s8 Christians idendfy this power as the hime God. 

We must realize that even if we are only raging at God, our rage proves that 

we still believe God exists. We must learn that our constant questioning, 

Z87 Nicholas Peter Hanrey, Death's G$.- Chupters on Resurrection and 
Bereavement (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B . Eerdmans Publishing Company, l987), 
18. 

288 This is step 2 of the twelve steps of Alcoholics Anonymous. 



"Why me?" or "Why hider?" reflects the fact that we desire an answer from 

God, that we desire a relationship with God. 

3. Looking for God's activity in our lives, asking ourselves what God is 

doing and how God is working with us to restore us to new life. Engaging 

a spiritual director who will raise questions and help us  to identify what God 

is doing can prove helpful during this period- 

4. Accepting, if only on assurance of others, that we need not feel guilty 

about being happy, feeling love, or building a new Me. We must begin to 

embrace the totality of Life, with its joys as well as its pains. 

5. Reflecting on what has happened to us, including what we now know 

about our ability to cope with death and bereavement. We must make 

meaning of what has happened, and discover what gifts and strengths we 

have acquired as a result. 

Resurrection comes not despite our multiple losses, but precisely 

because of them; if each death is allowed its fidl significance, and $ we enter 

the tomb consciously and take our time there. We can, by God's grace, learn 

to do more than survive on the spiral path of grief; we can actually learn to 

live in the valley of the shadow of death. 



IMPLICATIONS FOR MINISTRY 

LIVING IN TEIE VALLEY 

One of the most significant aspects of the Doctor of Ministry program 

is its stated intention of contributing to the effectiveness of ministry 

throughout the wider church. I know that I would have benefited greatly from 

the suggestions outlined below, had they been available to me when I was 

attempting to pastor in the midst of multiple bereavements. I offer them here 

in the hope that others may find them helpful. Each suggestion comes directly 

from my research fmdings. 

Capitalize on the Need for Community 

Despite all the deaths and dying we, as a community of faith, have not 

learned to handle death well. During my research I came across Henri 

Nouwen's book, Our Greatest Gifc A Meditation on Dying and Caringg28g In 

it he recounts his community's response to the death of one of its members. 

The days that followed were fbll of sorrow and joy. Moe 
was dead, but it seemed as if new life became immediately 
visible. Telephone calk were made to friends far and wide; 
letters were written. Most of all, people came together to 
pray, to eat, to tell stories, to look at pictures- to remember 
with smiles and tears. 

As I read that description I wept, because I felt so deeply my yearning for, 

and lack of, that kind of communl sharing around Sylvia's death, and I 

suddenly realized that the lack of this community of grief was probably at the 

H ~ M  Nouwen, Our Greatest G@: A Meditation on Dying and Caring, (San 
Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1994), xv. 



root of much of the criticism voiced by my in te~ewees  regarding how we 

deal with AIDS. I am not sure, despite all the deaths, that we as  a 

congregation have ever r d y  faced death together, 

The desire for community and tbe ease with which it could be formed 

both emerged as strong themes of the i n t e~ews .  In giving pastoral care to a 

congregation during a period of multiple bereavements a minister would do 

well to capitalize on these needs, to encourage people to attend small groups. 

Linking this need for community with the expressed desire on the part of 

many to lean  more about grief and grieving seems the natural route to 

providing significant pastoral care. While my experience was that people 

would not come to a bereavement group, I believe they would have come to a 

study group on grief. 

It would seem that in the midst of multiple bereavements there is, 

among the grievers, resistance to focusing on specific feelings of grief. The 

feelings are too overwhelming, and the fear is that if the floodgate holding 

them in check were to open, it would never close again. Yet there is desire on 

the part of such grievers to know that what they are feeling is normal, and that 

the ways in which they are doing their grief work is acceptable. I suspect that 

if a workshop on grief styles were offered, either in several parts or as a 

weekend retreat, a lot of grieving would happen withia the group- This 

would be a gentle way of introducing pastoral care, much less threatening to 

the grievers than the prospect of attending a bereavement group. 

Teach Grief Styles 

It is abundantly clear, both from the writers of bereavement theory and 

from those interviewed, that most people are ignorant about grief and 



grieving, They have no idea of the feelings involved, or of what constitutes 

normal reactions and behaviours of those in grief, They have no idea what 

grief work is, or of how long it will take to do the work They have no 

resources for understanding the grief responses of those around them, and 

ofien feel powerless to care for each other. 

The minister whose congregation is in the midst of rnultipIe 

bereavements would do well to offer an in-depth course on grief, with 

attention to the unique aspects of multip1e bereavement grief. Teaching the 

basics of grief work, and offering realistic timelines for its completion, would 

go a long way towards deviadng feelings of guilt or hopelessness in the 

grievers. Knowing that what they are experiencing is normal helps them to 

relax and do the work of grieving, instead of trying to put up a brave front 

and pretend that they are "over i t"  

Other aspects of grief which must be addressed are issues such as 

privacy. People who are in a congregation in which members are grieving 

need to be taught specific ways of approaching the grievers. They need to be 

made aware of how to offer noninvasive concern, and of how to listen 

actively if the grievers want to talk. They need to be made aware of the need 

of grievers to rehearse their stories, to tell them over and over again. The 

congregants should be taught that this is normal, not obsession with the 

deceased, 

The minister must also teach that people grieve Werently. Some 

people fmd it best to return to work almost immediately following a 

bereavement. Others need extended time away from work. Some wi l l  deal 

with their grief by jumping quickly into new relationships and activities. 

Other grievers may become virtual hermits, wanting little or no contact with 



the outside world. While these responses may seem strange and inappropriate 

to those not grieving, it must be taught that such responses are common and 

normal. The most important lesson to be learned is to respect the grief styles 

of others, 

For both congregations and individuals experiencing multiple 

bereavements, pastoral care must include in.6uit.e patience on the part of those 

who minister to them. There is a need for such people to take all the t h e  they 

need during the entombment phase of their grief work, and they should not be 

rushed into premature re-engagement with activities or ministries- Mark's 

words of caution must be heardr "Congregations need to free their grieving 

members to receive ministry rather than give it"'90 

Offer Workshops on Prayer 

Another effective tool for building community during times of multiple 

bereavements is a workshop on prayer. The most common spiritual concern 

voiced by my interviewees was their confusion about methods of prayer- 

Many of them needed to be reassured that conversation with God, even angry 

yelling at God, was, indeed, prayer. In some cases, because former methods 

of prayer no longer satisfied their spiritual needs, they felt they had ceased 

praying. Help in knowing that prayer is simply contact with God and that any 

contact will do, seemed to come as a relief to several of the interviewees. 

The workshop on prayer should also include teaching about 

meditation and specific meditation techniques. I believe that meditation can 

be a poweM tool for healing. During meditation the griever may anive at 



new understandings of events surrounding the bereavement, or fiid a new 

sense of connection with God. Guided meditation can be especially usem 

when ministering in bereavement situations. 

Get Out Before You Burn Out 

There is currently emerging a new aspect of grief work that focuses on 

those who offer bereavement counselling. Those writing in this area have 

noticed in such counsellors a declining ability to deal with bereaved people if 

they have been in that line of work for an extended time. Such a decline in 

ability is referred to variously as compassion fatigue, secondary post- 

traumatic stress syndrome, and For me the last term captures 

most graphically what I felt after the first eight years of multiple 

bereavements. 

There arc several things a minister must do in order to avoid the 

ravages of this condition. It is essential to have friends who will tell you 

honestly when you need to be taking time off. It is essential that you take the 

time off: always take your holidays, and do your absoIute best to take two full 

days off per week. Remember, a l l  the martyrs are dead, and someone already 

died for your congregation. It is also extremely helpful for the minister 

coping with a high level of grief to be in therapy a d o r  to f"md a bereavement 

'gl For further discussion of these terms and their symptoms see. John Briere, 
Psychological Assessment of Adult Posrtrarimatic States (Washing ton D.C., American 
Psychological Association, 1997), Charles R Figley, ed., Compassion Fatigue: Coping 
with Secondary Traunratic Stress Disorder in Those Who Trem the Traumatized (New York: 
BurnnerMazeI, 1999, and Leonard M, Zuain and Wilary Stanton Zunin. The Art of 
Condolence: What to Write,What to Say, What to Do at a Erne of Loss ( New York: 
HarperPerennial, 1991). 



group outside the congregation. There must be somewhere for you to express 

your feelings in an accepting and supportive environment 

And Iast, but certainly not least, know when to quit, It is not a crime 

to need to stop doing this kind of work Quitting may Look like a lengthy 

sabbaticd, or it may mean changing ministry positions. Here again, a trusted 

friend, colleague or therapist can be helpful in discerning when it is time for 

you to leave bereavement w o k  

Tell the Stories, Pass on the Wisdom 

One of the things that was most on the minds of those who gathered 

for the group validation process was knowing how to pass on what we have 

learned. They drew parallels between what we had experienced during the 

AIDS crisis and what others had experienced in times of other plagues. 

I always like to think of things in historical context. There's 
nothing new under the sun. The only difference is that now, 
because of the advances in medical science, we get really 
shocked when these plagues show up, but it's like things that 
have happened in the past, and God is not going to let us all 
go. We're going to survive?" 

A discussion ensued as to whether we could have learned something from 

those who had gone through the polio epidemic in the early 1950s, and 

whether or not those coming behind us could learn from our experiences. It 

was agreed that we needed to tell the stories, to pass on the wisdom we had 

gained somehow. 

One of the interviewees remarked that we were fairly good at sharing 

the names of those who had died, but not very good at sharing the stories of 



who they were, Since the conclusion of my i n t e ~ e w s  I have held a service 

at which we told the stories of some of our dead friends. The service was 

called, "Founded in Faith," and people were asked to speak about specific 

founders of the congregation. They were encouraged to bring pictures and 

other memorabilia I think the service was an important one in that it brought 

some of our newcomers into the picture of what we had gone through and 

how we understood our history. I, personally, found it quite healing and 

empowering as a way of validating who we were and who we have become. 



TBE PRESENT STATE OF TEE VALLEY 

I. LIVING WITH EtIVAIDS 

There are several factors which have combined to create a new era in 

the AIDS-affected communities. One major reason for the change in the 

bereavement prome of our community is the change in prognosis within the 

HIV-positive population. In the early days of the epidemic it was not 

uncommon for people to die within months of a diagnosis. Those who did 

not die quickly often became debilitated through opportunistic diseases or the 

drugs prescribed for those diseases, and were forced to go on long-term 

disability from their employment. Today it is becoming the norm, for people 

who are able to tolerate the new regimen of drugs used to combat the virus, to 

live relatively healthy lives for many years. 

The fact that so many of our loved ones are living longer and with 

fewer manifestations of the disease means that the crisis of multiple 

bereavements is lessening. There has been a downward curve in the rate of 

deaths and, therefore, in the number of multiple bereavements. Although I 

count ten men who are HIV-positive within my circle of care, I have not 

experienced an AIDS-related death either personally or professionally in over 

a year. 

The reduction in the number of people dying, which I believe is 

temporary, has shaped the context of this study. Only three people 



interviewed reported deaths within the year prior to the interview,293 and of 

those deaths only one was AIDS-related.294 It is my conclusion. which I wilI 

develop more M y  later, that this distance from the experience of mdtiple 

bereavements has given the participants of this study some time to make 

meaning of their experience which would not have been the case in the early 

days of the AIDS 

Oat of the Closet, Into the World 

Another factor which has contributed to the new milieu of gay and 

lesbian grief is that fifteen years into this health crisis much of the hysteria that 

surrounded the disease, based as it was on homophobia and fear of 

contagion, has been tempered by new understandings and compassion. Most 

gay and lesbian people no longer suffer the disenfranchisement with respect to 

bereavement issues to the same degree they did in the mid-nineteen 

eighties.z96 There have been major changes in public attitudes towards 

homosexuality, as evidenced in legal cases throughout Canada in the last ten 

years.'g7 Government agencies, the media, and the general public have been 

exposed to the sight and sound of homosexuals who are caring, articulate, 

" 5  See "LMNG IN THE VALLEY'' below. 

296 While I have no scholarly evidence to substantiate this claim, it has been my 
professional experience that this is the case within the metropolitan gay and Lesbian 
communities, In many of the smaller towns much discrimination and ignorance remains. 

297 Most recently, the Supreme Court of Canada ruled that the Human Rights 
Code of Alberta was in violation of the Canadian Constitution by excluding gays and 
lesbians fkom its list of protected minorities, 



well-educawl and politically astute. This has forced a reluctant "recognition 

that they constitate a legitimate community."'98 As John put it, 

I find it both easier and harder, I guess, to be gay. It was 
certainly harder during the late eighties, when people were 
still very ignorant of AIDS, to come out and deal with people 
whose knowledge of the gay community was very limited, 
now that there was a fatal disease associated with it, Later as 
the public became more educated, there was a certain 
sympathy vote, and it became easier, in fact, to be gay?gg 

There have also been significant theological shifts within some 

denominations as they have met their gay parishioners face to face. What 

AIDS did, for better and for worse, was force people within the church out of 

the closet_ As Susan Sontag put it, "the illness flushes out an identity that 

might have remained hidden from neighbors, jo b-mates, family, friends. "300 

For those denominations which had, to that point, been able to avoid the 

homosexual issue, the emergence of people infected and affected by AlDS 

became an unavoidable catapult into the debate surrounding sexual 

orientation. For some of those denominations the debate has resulted in new 

attitudes of acceptance for their homosexual members- 

With this new level of social and ecclesiastical acceptance many gay 

and lesbian Christians have found some of the former complications of grief 

removed or lessened. In the last five years most of the people who have left 

Christos MCC for other churches have returned to their denominations of 

298 Dennis Altrnan, ''Legitimation through Disaster: AIDS and the Gay 
Movement," in ADS: The Burdens of History, ed. Elizabeth Fee and Daniel M, Fox (Los 
Angeles: University of Caiifornia Press, 1988), 307, 

O0 Susan Sontag, AlDS and Its Metaphors (New York: Fanar, Straus, and 
Girow, 1 988), 25 



origin, rather than seeking out the other Metropolitan Community Church 

congregation in Toronto. The various AIDS organizations in the dty now 

have spiritual support groups as well as bereavement groups, recognizing that 

dying and grieving raise spiritual issues. Each of these changes has impacted 

the experience of grief for individuals and for the gay and lesbian commuoity 

as a whole, 



CONCLUSIONS 

I began this thesis out of concern for a congregation which, when 

measured by the common standards of church health, was apparently dying. 

From a place of hoping that the problem was connected to adult education and 

spiritual growth I came to recognize that the life of the conpgation had been 

plunged into the valley of the shadow of death, and that the valley had become 

filled with bones. Despite the fact that I had entered the Doctor of Ministry 

Program saying that I would not spend the following four years focusing on 

death and dying, I had to admit that grief, both personal and corporate, was 

the presenting problem of my ministry. 

Writing this thesis has meant riding an emotional roller-coaster. It has 

been devastatingly depressing and deeply joyous to live through the losses 

and triumphs of the human journeys revealed in the interviews. It was more 

painful than I could have imagined to recall my own griefs and the complex 

angst of the early years of the AIDS crisis. I was surprised by the amount of 

grief my congregants carried and inspired by the integration they had done 

theologically in reflecting on their own lives and the deaths of so many 

friends. 

Writing this thesis was also made difficult by the fact that the era of 

multiple bereavements due to AIDS has passed, at least temporarily, for most 

of us in the congregation. I had wanted to write from the more immediate 

perspective of those immersed in the pain of multiple loss. I strongly 

suspected that the experience of multiple bereavements with its feSul~g  

chronic grief would have associated with it an identifiable and predictable set 

of spiritual dilemmas. My assumption was that these dilemmas would be 



sipnificantly different from those posed by a single bereavement, and I set out 

Looking for validation of my assumptions. 

However, what I discovered during the course of my interviews was 

that no one in my study was immersed in multiple bereavements or suffering 

chronic grief at the time of the i n t e ~ e w s .  As most of those interviewed 

agreed,301 the answers to my research questions would have been 

siCp3icantly different had they been asked two or three years ago, when the 

number of deaths was still increasing e~ponentially.~~' I had to struggle to 

allow the inte~ewees to tell their story as it is now, rather than as I think it 

probably was in years past 

The dawning reaIization for me in that process was the obvious one: I 

and my interviewees have survived- The valley littered with bones did not 

defeat us. In fact, the bones are beginning to live, thanks to the continued 

blowing of the breath of the Spirit, What remains is a two-fold task: to 

continue to integrate into our hearts and minds the losses we have endured, 

which is the process of making meaning of our experiences; and, to find ways 

of passing on what we have learned to those coming behind us- 

1, MAKING MEANING DURING THE CRISIS 

The search for meaning has led many of us in the UFMCC to a 

renewed engagement with the life, death, and resm~ection of Jesus Christ, 1 

have found in myself and in members of my congregation a passionate 

30 Group Validation, 2. 

302 Martin et d. (1989) report that the annual incidence of AIDS-related 
bereavement went fkom 2% in 1981, to 18% in 1985, to 23 % in 1987, with one-third of the 
study participants having lost one or more close friends within the same year. Study quoted 
in Dane and Miller, 50. 



interest in the work of the Jesus Seminar,303 We have rediscovered in the life 

and teachings of Jesus a love that embraces all who live: the well, the sick, the 

rich, the poor, the sexual outcasts and the self-righteous. We have found that 

spending time with him calls us to Lives of compassion and makes us 

intolerant of injustice. We have taken up his work of bringing in the 

Ted Karpf speaks of AIDS as exposing what he calls the vital lie: the 

notion that we are all-powerful, and that Life is within our control. Once this 

vital lie has been exposed, he argues, we are better able to see God at work 

AIDS may well be the way for us to see the revelation of 
God, that is, the revealing of the truth about God and life in 
our time. For with the "me centered," upward-mobility- 
seeking consciousness of those who live and swear by the 
vital lie in these last years of the twentieth century, AIDS 
cuts through to reveal us as a f e d ,  wanting, and needy 
people.305 

I believe this is why the sacrament of Holy Communion has become 

so powerfui in congregations deeply affected by AIDS. We know our need 

of sustenance on this journey through the valley of death. While offering the 

elements to someone with AIDS I have often been struck by the fact that in the 

union of the believer and Christ, the body and blood of Christ have AIDS, In 

a strange way AIDS has given us a powerfbl new understanding of the 

303 The Jesus Seminar is a group of Biblical Scholars who meet regularly to study 
scripture in the search for the historical Jesus. 

304 Virginia Mollenkott suggests that we drop the "g" horn the word kingdom in 
order to come closer to what the gospek redly mean by the reign of God. I first heard her 
make this suggestion during a lecture given at Kirkridge Center for Spiritual Development 
in June of 1995, 

Ted Karpf, "The Vital Lie," in The Gospel Imperative in the Midst of ADS, 
ed. Robert H. Iles (Wiiton, Conn: Morehouse Publishing, 1989), 187, 



significance of the incarnation, of the fact that by becoming incarnate God 

declares our bodies, including our sexuality, good. Becoming more deeply 

aware of our mortality, our embodiment, we have also become more deeply 

aware of our Christic nature. 

In the face of so many deaths we have learned to heal and be healed in 

a myriad of ways. The sacrament of anointing is regularly offered in many 

of our churches for physical, spiritual, and emotional heahg. Some have 

recovered the liturg~ of anointing at the time of death. We have all had to 

learn to allow our broken hearts and spirits to be healed by the tides of grief. 

We have learned that Thomas Merton was right; "True love and prayer are 

learned in the moment when prayer has become impossible and the heart has 

turned to stone."306 

Our denomination has both offered and attended thousands of funerals 

where we have listened to the words, "I am the resurrection and the life," I 

believe that those of us who have chosen to remain in both the AIDS world 

and the Christian world have had to come to new understandings about the 

nature of resurrection- For us the power that raised Jesus Christ from the 

dead is the power on which we lean as we go on from day to day carrying a 

Load of grief that is never fully healed before the next death comes. We have 

learned to look for the resurrection moment by moment, and have learned that 

God does, indeed, triumph over death. We have learned that Bonhoeffer was 

right: "In the New Testament the cross also includes the blessing."307 

306 Thomas Merton as quoted in Healing hto L# And Death. Stephen Levine 
(New York: Doubleday, 1987), 45. 

307 Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Leffers Md Papers F m  Priron, ed. Ebemard Bethge, 
trans. Reginald H- Fuller (London: SCM Press, 1953), 173, 



To meet our spiritual needs our denomination has developed new 

liturgies and hymns. I have presided over some unusual funeral services 

prepared in advance by people w a n ~ g  to deal with their own death before it 

happened. Our pastors have often been caned upon to offer h e r d  services 

for people who had not been in church for decades and who had no particular 

spiritual heritage- Interdenominational and even interfth memorial s e ~ c e s  

are now regularly offered in Toronto to meet the needs of those who have 

been excluded by homophobic families from the funerals of loved ones and 

friends. Those who preside over funeral or memorial services within the gay 

and lesbian community have had to find creative ways of speaking the gospel 

to people whose most consistent church attendance is at funerals. Struggling 

with these situations has revealed many gifts for our churches, and some 

beautiful, exciting liturgies have emergedm3 

The problem is that this moment is not really a moment at all. The 

need to make meaning is constant over a lengthy period of time in which it 

may be understood that we are grieving. As Paul Johnson puts it, 

When local values are lost and the familiar props of 
complacency fall, then our little securities are broken 
and we know they are helpless to save us. Desperate 
need calls for greater resources than our customary 
defences and feeble futilities. When the half-gods 
go, we turn to the dtimate Thou, realizing as never 
before that no other will be relevant to our ultimate 
concern-309 

308 Elizabeth Stuart, Daring to Speak Love's Name: A Gay and Lesbian Prayer 
Book (London: Hamish Hamilton, 1992) is a fine example of the Lihugical response to these 
challenges. See also Appendix D, "AIDS, A Modern Crucifixion." as an example of the 
attempt to link the themes of AIDS and Easter. 

309 Paul lohson, "Conversion", in Conversion: Perspectives on Personal and 
Social Transformation, ed. Walter Corn (New York: Alba House, 1978), 275. 



The fact that the AIDS crisis has left many in the gay and lesbian communities 

searching for the ultimate Thou may be validated by the fact that spirituality is 

currently on the agendas of every AIDS conference being offered in Canada 

II, MY HEALING IN THE MIDST OF THE VALLEY 

Early in the epidemic I found peace in facing death head on. Having 

lived through Joan's death, and the agony she caused me by her denial of the 

fact that she was dying, I knew that honesty was a more loving route to take. 

Looking back I know that many of those dying found my ability to 

acknowledge their impending deaths liberating. I also know that sometimes 

my refusal to be  in denial was disconcerting for spouses or other loved ones. 

While I did not push my perception of the impending death upon those in 

denial, I refused to pretend that death would not come. 

Facing death head on gave me the freedom to take care of many of my 

own goodbyes. It gave me the freedom, as pastor, to pray with the dying for 

a peaceful death. I have also been able to help others give their loved ones 

permission to "go." I have even spoken plainly with the dying about the 

possibilities of assisted suicide which, for me, would not pose a theological 

or moral dilemma. 

I found as the years went on, that I did much of my grief work in 

advance of the actual death. In every person's death there are thousands of 

goodbyes; goodbye to physical abilities, to emotional strength, to the capacity 

to care for others. Each of these losses brings changes to their reiationships, 

and I, as the griever, am left to mourn the passing of those aspects of our 

relating. I discovered that by being honest about my grief over the loss of 



these many aspects of the individual and of their ability to be present to me, 

my grief at their dtimate passing was lessened. 

It is also true that having experienced so many deaths I knew, at a 

deep level, that ultimately my relationship with the dying would not end. It 

would change, obvio~ly,  but whatever was loving and had meaning in the 

relationship would survive death. It was easier to let go and say goodbye 

knowing that truth. 

Watching the suffering of so many friends changed my attitude 

towards death even more than did the knowledge that I would survive- In 

many cases I could not honestly wish for my friends to go on living with the 

pain they were experiencing in body, mind, and heart. I yearned for them to 

find a sense of peace, and to know the release from their mortal bodies. 

Watching so many of them come to that place of peace prior to their deaths 

made me realize that death was not to be feared, and that it was, in fact, a 

transition to a better state of being. 

I am often aware on Sunday nights as  I consecrate communion that I 

am, indeed, surrounded by the whole company of heaven. I find concepts 

Like the communion of saints, and the cloud of witnesses very powerful and 

meaningful in helping me deal with the deaths as they come. 

Many of my dead f~ends,  partners, and colleagues have stood around 

me as I was ~ r i ~ g  this thesis. I have felt their encouragement and their love. 

I have felt chailenged by them to speak the truth and to face my ongoing grief. 

Being with them during their dying days, experiencing all the complexity of 

anger, sorrow, helplessness, and rare moments of joy, gave me the gift of 

this fourfold foundation of peace in the midst of my valley of bones. 



III. HOPE FOR TOMORROW 

Those of us who have lived in the culture of death that has pervaded 

the gay and lesbian community in Toronto these last Eifteen years will spend 

many years yet making meaning out of what has happened in our lives as a 

result of all the dying we have encountered. Finding ways of passing on 

what we have learned wilI be a lived experience that is yet to unfold- 

Recovering our ability to trust in the future is an ongoing task Fmding the 

blessings in the cross of our individual and collective grief will require 

sensitivity and discernment. 

Many years ago I remember my father remarking that he knew he was 

getting old by the fact that he was more likely to find his friends' names in the 

death columns of the newspaper than in the birth columns. Most days I st i l l  

feel very old, Not only have too many of my friends and acquaintances died, 

but there have been no births to celebrate to redress the balance between life 

and death. One of the signs of our recovery as a community is the increasing 

number of lesbians who are choosing to birth or adopt babies? Lo 

When I began this research project I had a vague hope that al l  the grief 

my congregants and I had suffered had opened us to a new stage of faith 

development, one that heralded new We. I hoped that the lethargy I was 

feeling in the congregation was actually the prelude to resurrection. While it 

has been beyond the scope of this thesis to determine whether or  not my 

congregation experienced a collective dark night of the soul, I can, with 

conviction, conclude that we were collectively entombed. 

lo 1 note this trend in my personal and pastoral experience. M y  partner Katherine 
and L are hoping to be among those with a child in the near future. 



I can also say with assurance that the resurrection has come upon us. 

Once again our attendance is growing and our study groups are well attended. 

We have a complete Board of Directors, and have come up with a new 

purpose statement for the church: We are commited to loving, healing, and 

learning by the grace of God for the work of God. We are positive about our 

future. 

In his book Our Greatest G@: A Meditation on Dying and Caring, 

Henri Nouwen expresses his faith in the midst of the AIDS crisis: 

As I think of Rick and the many young people who are dying 
like him, everything in me rises in protest I know that it is a 
temptation to think of people with AIDS as fighting a losing 
battle- But with all the faith I can muster, I believe that their 
deaths wil l  be fiuiti5.d - that they are indeed called to be the 
parents of generations to come.' 

Who we will become and the "chiIdrenV we will produce are yet to be 

seen. There is great resistance within the lesbian and gay communities in 

Toronto to exploring the ways in which our bereavements have changed 

us.312 There seems to be a complacency amongst us that wants to believe that 

the crisis is over, 

I believe that the decades of 1980 and 1990 have seen the vast majority 

of gays and lesbians in North America plunged into the kind of death and 

entombment that I have outlined in this thesis- I also believe that resurrection 

has begun and will continue- I believe that my congregation and my 

Henri Nouwen, Our Greatest G@: A Meditmion on Dying and Cunng, (San 
Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1994), 46. 

l2 This statement is based on my own experience, as well as on conversations 
with others who minister to the gay and lesbian communities. 



community will thrive once again. The answer to God's question to the 

prophet Elijah, "Can these bones Iive?" is an overwhelming, "YES!" 
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A. The Background and Con- 

My ministry base setting is the congregation of Christos Metropolitan 

Community Church. The congregation is p& of the denomination known as 

the Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Community Churches. This 

denomination was begun in 1968 by the Rev, Troy Perry as a outreach 

ministry to the gay and lesbian community.3~3 There are two MCC 

congregations in Toronto at this time, and nine in Eastern Canada M y  

congregation is 95% gay men or lesbian women. Our congregation is 90% 

white, which is not reflective of the wider gay-lesbian community in Toronto. 

Christos MCC ceIebrated its thirteenth birthday in February 1997- I 

have been the pastor for ten of those years. We share the building of Saint 

Luke's United Church with four other congregations, and enjoy our 

relationship with Saint Luke's. We are by definition an ecumenical church, 

with members fiom every conceivable church background, which makes for 

rather eclectic Liturgies. Our denomination is eucharistic, with communion 

being offered at every Sunday service. We strongly affum the gifts of the 

Holy Spirit, including prophecy, tongues, and healing, and our congregation 

offers anointing with oil at every service. 

Christos has an average weekly attendance of 65, with a very high 

rate of lay participation. During a seven-month sabbatical which I took in 

1996 the congregation chose to handle the minisay themselves, including aIl 

of the preaching and consecrating, rather than hire an intelim pastor. The 

vast majority of our members hold university degrees, and many have 

3 13 For a history of this denomination see Troy Deny, Don't Be Afraid Anymore: 
The Story of Reverend Troy Perry and the Metropolitan Community Churches (New York: 
St, Martin's Press, 1990). 



graduate degrees, including several with theology degrees. The congregation 

has a passion for social justice which is embodied in a strong lay-Id ministry 

which feeds six-hundred to eight-hundred homeless people on the third 

Saturday of each month. 

My duties as pastor include all of the nonnal pastoral activities: 

preaching, teaching or leading bible studies, lay-leadership training seminars 

and membership classes, chairing the Board of Directors and the Pastoral Care 

Team, conducting holy unions, funerals, and baptisms, doing home and 

hospital visitation, and some denominational work. The biggest difference 

between my minisay and most mainline ministries is the amount of pastoral 

counselling involved, both for people inside and outside of the 

~ongregation31~ 

For the most part, people who come to an MCC congregation have 

been alienated, often painfully, from their original denomination. They 

identify themselves as having been abused by evangelical, charismatic, or 

conservative theologies, and carry with them an ambivalence toward the 

institutional church and scripture. On the other hand, their experience of God 

has been so profound that they are able to affirm their fgth and their sense of 

union with God despite what has been said of them and to them by other 

churches. Out of the spiritual struggle to reconcile their own experiences of 

God with the teachings of their churches has come a faith which is, for the 

most part, dependent upon the heart rather than the intellect 

31" Our church is seen as a resource for the wider gay and lesbian community, and 
I often receive requests for counseLling kom people who have been refetred to us fkom other 
therapists or agencies. I have had to limit my availability for such sessions because of the 
demand. 



Further to this, in order even to enter what they understand to be a 

"gay" church, each person, gay or straight, must have dealt with his or her 

own homophobia on some Ievel. It takes courage to come in, and we hear 

stories of people who have circled the block for several weeks before they 

decide to come through the door. 

My pastoral experience tells me that very few people come to Christos 

unless they are on a spiritual journey- They come because they are looking for 

meaning, for the healing of past spiritual wounds, and for the support of 

community. I perceive that this predisposes us to a more introverted, 

emotion-centred faith, and accounts for the popularity of group studies on 

prayer, spiritual growth, new interpretations of Scripture, and healing. 

One of the most challenging aspects of my context is the impact tbat 

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) has had on the gaynesbian 

community since its advent in 1980.315 Any ministry conducted within the 

communal life of a congregation deals with the harsh realities of living and 

dying. Yet, for Canadian gays and lesbians at the height of their new-found 

liberation movement in the lae 1970s - early 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  the AIDS pandemic 

struck with temble force. Some of those who had just begun to come out into 

their freedom went back into the closet and slammed the door. For others, 

AIDS itself became another closet? as they feared disclosing their diagnosis to 

family and  friend^.^'^ In my practice of ministry I began to meet men who 

Although the disease was fist recognized among gay and bisexual men in the 
United States in 1980, the impact of AIDS began to be felt in Toronto in the mid-eighties. 
wthin my congregation we have lost ten percent of our male members, and another ten 
percent are infected with HIV ,  the virus believed to cause AIDS. Significant deaths within 
the congregation have included our founding pastor, our choir director, our resident artist, 
one of our most active founding members, 

l6 When AIDS was tirst recognized in the United States in 1979-80 it was 



had decided that since they were already hated and despised they might just as 

well die, and who therefore continued to engage in unsafe sexual practices. 

The health crisis also precipitated a spiritual crisis for gays and 

lesbians- In 1983 the American evangelist Jerry Falwell assured North 

American television viewers that AIDS was God's gift to the gay community 

(Perry, 280)- By this he, and many who echoed his stand, meant that AIDS 

was a punishment sent by God to a population whom God had condemned for 

their sexual practices. As a pastor I have had to counteract such teaching on 

many occasions, both in sermons and in private counselling sessions- Often 

at funerals I have to include the message of God's love for gay people because 

parents or siblings fear that their loved one has been condemned by God. 

In our congregation, as in any community in which many young 

people die, new emphases began to emerge which demanded theological 

reflection in sermons and Chris tian education. The age-old questions arose 

again: "Where is God?", "Why me?", "Am I being punished for something?" 

Many gays and lesbians came to church seeking spiritual answers to these 

questions for the first time. I began to see certain people more often at 

funerals than anywhere else. 

These faith concerns were compounded by the needs of the grieving 

community. Our congregation began to lose its founding members to AIDS 

and to become aware of the fact that several others were infected with HIV, 

Men in their early twenties and thirties began to leave work on long-term 

diagnosed among gay men in California When other cases were discovered across that 
country the "victims" were inevitably &om one of three groups: Haitians, intravenous drug 
users, and gayhisexual men. These populations became referred to as "hi@-risk" groups, 
As Susan Sontag pointed out, "to get AIDS is precisely to be revealed, in the majority of 
cases so far, as a member of a certain 'risk group,' a community of pariahs," Susan Sontag, 
AILIS and Its Metaphors (New YorkSarrar, Straus, and Girowr, l988), 24, 



disability, leading to loss of income and self-esteem. These multiple losses 

resulted in layers and layers of grief, and for the last eight years it has felt to 

me and to others as if there has never been enough time to recover fully before 

the next death is upon us- 

Coping with the death of so many of our young men from AIDS was 

compounded in July of 1993 by the death of our Associate Pastor, the Rev. 

Sylvia Dunstan- Our congregation had reached a strong and healthy time in its 

life, marked by a vibrant leadership development program, lots of small group 

studies, attendance of over 100 per week at worship, and excellent financial 

giving. As an appropriate response to this growth we went through an 

extensive search process for a .  associate pastor which ended with Sylvia's 

appointment She had been a longtime spiritual companion of mine and an 

active member of Christos for s i x  years. She had been ordained in the United 

Church of Canada in 1980 and applying for the job at Christos necessitated a 

painful decision to transfer her credentials to the UFMCC. 

Less than two months after her installation as Associate Pas tor, Sylvia 

was diagnosed with colon cancer. Her diagnosis came too late for a cure; 

within three months she was dead. While we as a congregation had to some 

degree learned to cope with the deaths of the men among us, it seemed there 

were few resources left for dealing with the shock of a young woman dying 

so suddenly. Both the congregation and I were left in a deep state of grief. 

People who are grieving have little energy for anything else, yet we 

struggle to maintain our jobs, relationships and worship life. Those of us 

who suffer from chronic, unhealed grief often appear to the rest of the world 

to be disengaged, lethargic, disinterested. For the past three and a half years 

many members of my congregation have seemed to be this way. Programs 



that were once greeted with enthusiasm by twenty or thirty people now draw 

less than half a dozen. We have trouble getting people to serve on the Board 

of directors, and of six or seven committees that once ran the life of the 

congregation, only the worship committee remains. 

Thomas Moore suggests that "care of the soul requires acceptance of 

all this dying"317 As a pastor, I have found it difficult to embrace my own 

chronic grief while continuing to preach, teach and give pastoral care to a 

congregation which is itself in mourning. The crisis of chronic grief within 

my community has led to a deep experience of human limitation that "will not 

yield to hard work, studies, statistics, rational analysis or well-planned 

pr0grams."31~ 

Ministry in my context is exhausting and tricky. As a member of the 

clergy I must struggle with my own anger at God, however irrational that may 

be, my own load of grief, and my ego boundary issues that tend to associate 

the well-being of the congregation with my success as pastor. I am forced to 

dig more deeply into the symbolic importance of a crucified saviour, and to 

keep a vigilant lookout for the moments of resurrection. The ways in which 1 

personally attempt to make Christ incarnate, and the ways in which I 

encourage my congregation to do the same, are deeply influenced by this 

d e u  of death, 

One of the dangers for us as persons of faith is that we may attempt to 

avoid or circumvent this experience of the chronic grief resulting from multiple 

l7 Thomas Moore, Care of the Soul: A Guide fir Culrivating Depth And 
Sacredness In Everyday Lqe (New York: HarperCollins, L992), 142, 

Constance FitzGeraid, 0.C-D.. "Impasse and Dark Night," Women's 
Spirituality= Resourcesfor Christian Developtnent, ed, Joan. Wolski Conn (New York 
Paulist, 1986), 299. 



bereavements, or may misinterpret the feelings of despair and depression 

associated with it We may fear that we have lost our faith, or that the 

community we are part of has lost its faith, and flee from all things religious in 

the hope of alleviating the spiritual pain in which we find ourselves. Or we 

may feel that we still believe in God, but that God no longer believes in us, 

that we have been abandoned by God. By any of these responses we will 

miss the spiritual gifts available in such a time of emptiness. "It is preciseIy 

as broken, poor, and powerless that one opens oneself to the dark mystery of 

God in loving, peacew 

I have come to believe that to enter chronic grief is to walk with many 

fonns of death: death of our sense of self., our understanding of the world 

and how it works, and even, or perhaps most especially, our understanding of 

God. None of our familiar ways of being, praying, or worshiping bring joy 

or c o m f o r ~  We are no longer sure of who we are, or of what gives life 

meaning. 

This experience of the death of meaning includes within it the 

depression which Joann Wolski Corn describes as the letting go of the "me- 

that-is-no-longer-me.- Constance Fitzgerald identified such an experience 

as one of impasse which she associates with the dark night of the soul 

(Fitzgerald, 287-3 1 1)- Thomas Green, drawing on the imagery of St. Teresa, 

uses the term spiritual dryness to capture the essence of a time when faith 

seems to be lifele~s.~'1 

320 Joann Wokki Conn, "Psychological Depression and Spiritual Darkness," in 
Spin'tuality and Personal Muturiq (New York: Paulist Ress,1989), 142. 



In my pastoral and research experience I have come to realize that 

while much has been written about bereavement and grief, little has been done 

to examine the spiritual problems raised by multiple bereavements. I strongly 

suspect chat the resulting state of chronic grief brings with it a .  ~dentifiable and 

predictable set of spiritual dilemmas which are significantly different horn 

those posed by a single bereavement Due to the Iimited research on this 

topic, however, there is a lack of adeqyate language with which to define the 

state of chronic grief or to speak about its unique spiritual dilemmas. 

The work of Wolski Conn, Eiugerald, Green, and others offers 

language which resonates with my sense of life in the state of chronic grief. 

Many of the characteristics displayed in our congregational life seem to mimic 

those associated with a dark night of the soul or spiritual dryness. Fitzgerald 

even suggests that there may be such a thing as a collective dark night of the 

soul, and it is tempting to me to adopt such language for lack of any other. 

While tempting, this is not my intent I wish to cladfy from the outset 

that I will not be using the term dark night of the soul in a technical sense as 

found in mystical theology. I have discovered, however, that the resources 

which seem most relevant as pastoral aids for my personal and congregational 

journey use this language. I am, therefore, drawn to use the symbol of the 

dark night a s  a way of beginning to capture the spiritual aspects of chronic 

grief. Part of my thesis will focus on developing a clear set of characteristics 

related to chronic grkf and finding language h which tn n ~ c t ~ h  - rr .urr*u~ a +h6- UIuLIl +L-- U~~ 

will differentiate them from those of other spiritual states- 

321 Thomas Green, S J., When The Well Runs Dry: Prayer Beyond the Beginnings 
(New York: Ave Maria Press, 1979). 



B. Statement of rlie Research Problem 

I yearn to know how the grief my congregation and I have experienced 

impacts our individual and corporate Lived faith experience. I suspect that 

multiple bereavements and the chronic grief they produce d t s  in grief work 

and faith issues that are different from those experienced in the presence of a 

single bereavement I huther suspect that these differences demand unique 

pastoral responses, both towards individuals and towards the whole 

congregation in which chronic grief is present, 

In the course of my research I hope to answer the question, "What are 

the effects of multiple bereavements on the faith journey and congregational 

life of individuals who have been at Christos MCC five years or more?"3" 

Through the design and implementation of my research I will develop 

spiritual profiles of eight people who have suffered multiple bereavements. 

By working with the data contained in the profiles I hope to be able to 

discover common themes, response patterns, or expressed spiritual needs that 

will help me define chronic grief and indicate appropriate pastoral 

responses-C. Theoretical Framework and Assumptions 

I .  Theoretical Framework 

The theoretical framework of this thesis has at least three basic pillars: 

pastoral psychology, the theology of spiritual development, and some 

sociological analysis, 

One of the primary theoretical pieces of the thesis wi l l  be that which 

outlines what is currently known about grief aad its effects on faith. Among 

322 By congregational life I include the person's worship activity, participation in 
educational and social events, and willingness to consult the pastor or others fix spiritual 
guidance when the need is felt. 



the people who have written in this area, Stephanie Ericsson and J o b  Martin 

are two whom I have found to be particularly helpfU1.323 Martin outlines three 

stages of recovery from grief which serve to illuminate what may be expected 

in the context of a single bereavernen~~2~ This framework or some other will 

be held in tension with what I discover to be necessary in the grief work 

associated with multiple bereavements. 

As a pastor my primary concern is to enable people to pursue a 

relationship with God and deepen that relationship through all of the 

experiences life offers. I suspect that chronic grief may result in many 

spiritual nifFiculties, including the loss of meaning in prayer, lihlrgy, 

scripture, the gathered community, and the deep sense of being separated from 

God. I wiU explore John of the Cross, James Fowler, Robert Kegan, William 

James, Scott Peck, Gerald May, Constance Fitzgeraid, Carolyn Gratton, and 

others who have written in this area325  It is my hope to be able to Eind some 

useful correlations between what they have written about spiritual 

development andfor the dark night of the soul, and the attributes of chronic 

grief- 

In order to develop the context of my ministry and my research 

concern my thesis will contain a section on the impact of AIDS on the 

homosexual community, with particular attention to the spiritual questions it 

323 Stephanie Ericsson, Companion lXrough The Darkness: Inner Dialogues On 
Grief (New York: Harper Peremid, 1993), and John D, Martin, I Can't Stop Crying: It's 
So Hard When Someone You Love Dies (Toronto: Key Porter Books, 1992)- 

324 He states that grief work consists of the three "Rs"; recognizing, realizing, and 
rebuilding. John D. Martin, I Can't Stop Crying: It's So Hard When Someone You Love 
Dies, 19, 

32s For works by these authors please see the selected bibliography. 



has raised. In his book New Ministries: me Global Context, Wilhm 

Burrows captures what it is that I and my congregation have been forced to 

do: 

Theology must learn to engage in what Shoki Coe has 
termed a "double-wrestle:" (1) wrestling with the t e n  - the 
message received from tradition; and (2) wrestling with the 
context - the message of the contemporary situation. Only in 
this way will one be in touch with the concreteness of life 
that gives flesh to the church's universal mission as God's 
servant, What it means to be "of service" to the world or to 
be the "body of Christ" in the world is revealed only in this 
double-wrestle-3z6 

The AIDS crisis has forced us to do this double-wrestle and to find new 

meaning in Scripture, in theological concepts such as life beyond death, and 

even to develop new hymns and rituals for dealing with our grief. In 

responding to AIDS from within the context of faith we have deepened our 

understanding of the sacredness and limitations of life, and have discovered 

new depths of Gods presence with us. Elizabeth Stuart and Dennis Altmatlll 

have both documented some of these Liturgical and sociological changes.327 

2. Assump f ions: 

-that there is a diffierence in the grief work demanded by multiple 

bereavements and the work required as the result of a single bereavement; 

-that multiple bereavements result in a state of chronic grief; 

326 Wfiam R. Burrows, New Ministries: Tire Global Context ( New York: Orbis 
Books, 1980), 6, 

327 Dennis Altman. "Legitimation through Disaster: AIDS and the Gay 
Movement," in ADS: The Burdens of History, ed. Elizabeth Fee and Daniel M. Fox (Los 
AngeIes: University of California Press, 1988), and Elizabeth Stuart, Daring To Speak 
Lme's Name: A Gay and Lesbian Prayer Book (London: Hamish Hamiiton, 1992)- 



-that the state of chronic grief which is the result of multiple 

bereavements brings with it an identifiable and predictable set of spiritual 

dilemmas which are significantly different from those posed by a single 

bereavement; 

-that there are characte&cs shared by those who have experienced 

multipIe bereavements which result in a unique set of spiritual responses; 

-that these spiritual responses herald a time of growth and 

advancement, although they may manifest as lethargy and lack of interest and 

feel like death; 

-that a congregation may collectively suffer from chronic grief; 

-that there is such a thing as a culture of grief which is experienced 

within our congregation even by those who have not suffered multiple 

bereavements; 

-that the HIV positive status of many of our members contributes to 

this culture of grief in significant ways that are different for those who are 

positive and those who are not; 

-that I have been in chronic grief myself for the past four years, and 

that this is beginning to shift for me; 

-that the death of Sylvia Dunstan precipitated much of the chronic grief 

experienced by the congregation; 

-that a congregation( pastor/ individual who is able to understand this 

dynamic may be able to act as  resource or model for others, thereby bringing 

the gospel to life; 

-that our faith, scriptures and traditions have images, themes, and 

words of hope that are helpful during these times. 



In my research question I speak of an individual's faith journey. I am 

defining this very loosely as referdng to whatever the person understands as 

comprising his or her relationship with the divine presence. The theological 

section of my thesis will develop this in more detail, but my own theological 

position is that people come to God and connect with God in a wide variety of 

ways. I believe it is important to listen respecfdly to people's own insights 

into this process. 

For my project I will develop working definitions of chronic grief and 

multipIe bereavements. By using such detinitions to explore the profiles I 

draw of each individual I hope to h d  themes which will shed light on what 

happens to individuals as they cope with multiple bereavements. Such themes 

would provide guidelines for appropriate pastoral responses to be made on 

both interpersonal and congregational levels. 

D. The Action In Minisn-g 

My action in ministry will be to select eight people from the 

congregation whom I know to have experienced three or more bereavements 

within the last five years, and who have been with Christos MCC for five 

years or more. I will then conduct a semi-structured interview with them 

which would guide them to reflect on the losses in their lives and ask them to 

articulate how those losses have impacted their faith and their W e  within the 

congregation. In order to allow them to engage these questions on a deep 

Ievel and to reflect on their lives over the past five years I will give them an 

outline of the interview questions several days in advance. Each interview 

will be tape recorded, and transcripts of the tapes will form the bulk of my 

research data. When all  of the data has been collected and preliminary 



conclusions drawn there will be a group discussion to validate the findings, 

also to be recorded and transcribed, 

In order to partially account for and guard against researcher bias, I 

will be interviewed first by someone in the congregation who will not be part 

of the research group. I wiIl use my answers to further reveal my 

assumptions and biases prior to working with the data gained by the other 

interviews, 

E. The Research Methodology 

Qualitative research is a methodology which seeks to account for and 

embrace the complexities of conducting research on events. Of the qualitative 

methods available I will be using three: the semi-structured interview, a group 

process for validation, and an extensive literature search. 

I. Interviews 

My project will begin with interviews based on a series of questions 

designed to test for multiple loss and the effects of such loss on faith and 

congregational life. I will be looking for information on how layers of grief 

have accumulated over time aad how the participants understand this grief to 

have affected their spiritual lives. For the purposes of this study, losses will 

include such things as loss of jobs, loss of relationships, loss of income, loss 

of health. During the i n t e ~ e w  it will be important for me to h o w  how 

recently specific deaths have occured and how intimate their relationship with 

the person was, in addition to how many losses there have been over the last 

five years. 

2. Group Validation Process 



There is a rigor and discipline required of any research and any final 

conclusions must be shown to have validity- I will share my findings and 

preliminary interpretations of the data with the participants and use the group 

validation method as one of my research tools prior to the v n i ~ g  of my final 

conclusions- 

F. Data Management 

In order to handle the data gathered through library research I use 

cards of dBerent colours for different aspects of the project (AIDS, grief, 

healing, dark night, sociology, etc,), and separate cards to record 

bibliographic information, Already the cards have begun to move within 

categories and have forced the development of new categories. I expect this 

will continue throughout the project, 

By using the transcripts from the interviews I will piece together a 

profile of the faith journey of each participant over the last five years. Once I 

have arrived at as comprehensive a profile as possible for each individual I 

will begin to look for themes or patterns which will help me understand the 

characteristics common to people in chronic grief. In order to identifv themes 

I will do the transcribing of tapes and analyzing of the i n t e ~ e w s  myself, 

working with the data on conscious and unconscious levels over time. In 

qualitative research the relationship between the research question and the data 

gathered is fluid and cyclical, and 1 am sure that as I work with them they will 

constantly refine and refocus one another, 

G. Ethical Issues in  This Study 

In qualitative research the researcher is an important part of the 

process. AU data is gathered and analyzed through the theoretical, 



theological, and emotional lenses of the researcher. It will be essential for me 

to take this seriously, and remember to include my own responses, 

reflections, and intuitions among the data gathered. I plan to keep a detailed 

and dated journal throughout the process of conducting the study. 

In order to address further the ethical issues involved in researcher 
. *  * 

bias I have tried to ensure that my personal Suence  is irummud or 

accounted for when working with the people I may choose to invite to 

participate. In some cases I have refused to talk to potential participants about 

the nature of my thesis. I have tried not to preach about themes directly 

related to my topic. 

Involving human beings as the subjects of a study requires that I take 

great care not to endanger them in any way physically, spiritually, 

psychologically, or emotionallyY "In order to minimize the possibility of harm 

to research subjects, elaborate precautions have been devised to ensure that 

research subjects clearly understand what they are getting into."328 I will 

extend to each participant a contract that will outline the length of 

commitment, raise confidentiality issues, guarantee subjects that their 

contributions will be used, and address issues such as reasonable expectations 

of benefit or loss that may be experienced by participating in the study. 

In my particular study there will be some Zimited risk of identification 

and I cannot guarantee absolute confidentiality. Due to the fact that the culture 

of grief present in our congregation is due mainly to the presence of AIDS in 

our community, it will be necessary to ask questions related to the impact of 

328 ~illiarn B. Sanders, and 'Ibomas K Pinhey, Die Conduct of Social Research 
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1983), 396. 



AIDS on the participants. This may result in Individuals revealing their HIV 

status, which would be a significant variable in the data, and therefore be 

reported as part of the person's prohle in the h a 1  thesis. While pseudonyms 

will be used in the hnal publication, some classifying information will remain 

anached to each participant profile. While the participants' anonymity will be 

secure with regard to most of those reading the thesis, within the cont'mes of 

our small congregation the classifying information may make the participant 

identifiable. The contract will clearly outline this risk329 

H. Risks and Limitations of This Study 

The main risk lies in discovering that there is no correspondence 

between multiple bereavement and the spiritual lethargy that has been plaguing 

my congregation. This would necessitate a re-evaluation of my minktry as  I 

am presently conducting it, with special attention to the ways in which I may 

be responsible for the decline in energy and focus. Furthermore, this is a very 

small study of a few individuals and must focus mainly on the practice of 

ministry rather than theological reflection. Therefore, this project will not 

enable me to arrive at definitive definitions of the spiritual state of chronic 

grief. I will, at best, be able to point towards the existence of such a state and 

begin to suggest appropriate pastoral responses. 

Contributions of the Study 

It the artistic nature of qualitative research that makes it such a valuable 

tool for ministry. In making the creative links, in discovering new classes, 

329 PIease see appendix A. 



patterns and processes we are able to discover new meanings, and these new 

meanings in turn become the sources of new practices in ministry. 

To many, qualitative analysis looks more like an art than a 
science. However, when we break it down into its component 
parts, we can see a Iogical procedure similar to quantitative 
analysis, the only difference being that the latter reIies heavily 
on statistical tests. The 'art' in qualitative analysis is the 
creativity of the researcher in making linkages and discovering 
new classes, patterns, and processes-330 

Qualitative research invites us to become co-creators with God and complete 

the circle from event to meaning to event In the beginning something 

happened- In the end, we understand it a Little better. 

The exciting aspect of this particular study is the contributions I fed it 

can make to the practice of ministry for those dealing with congregations or 

individuals affected by multiple bereavements. Within my own denomination 

most congregations are in this position and I believe that my research will 

shed some light on the ministry possibilities inherent in this situation. I 

would hope to be able to draw some conclusions as to ways in which my 

denomination, living as we have through the AIDS pandemic, may be a model 

for communities facing multiple bereavements. 

Secondly, a resource that could be developed from this work is a 

pastoral survival tool for those suffering through multiple bereavements. By 

understanding how chronic grief affects spiritual life, I believe I will have 

valuable insights to offer those Iiving through such experiences. These 

resources may become a book to be read by individuals, or tools to be used by 

professional grief counsellors. As far as I have presently been able to ten 

330 Sanders and Pinhey, 371. 



through my literature search very IittIe currently exists that addresses the needs 

in this area of pastoral care, 



Appendix B: Consent Form 

My name is Susan Uabey and I am conducting a research project as partial 

llfillment of the requirements for the Doctor of Ministry degree at the Toronto 

School of Theology. My project will be an attempt to discover the effects of 

multiple bereavements on the spiritual journey of individuals. I am interested 

in knowing how best to offer pastoral care to individuals and to congregations 

experiencing muldple bereavement.. 

During the research portion of this project you will be asked to reflect on a 

series of questions in a semi-structured interview which I wil l  conduct- These 

interviews will be tape-recorded and I will make written transcripts of our 

interaction. You will be given the questions several days in advance of the 

interview so that you will have time to reflect on your answers before we 

meet. Each interview will last a maximum of one and one-half hours. You 

may Eeel free to terminate the interview at any time or to decline to answer any 

question. Approximately six months after the initial i n t e ~ e w  you will be 

asked to meet with me and the other participants in the study at an agreed time 

in order for me to present you with my findings. At that time you will be able 

to have input into the conclusions I have reached. You will be shown any 

portions of the final thesis you wish to see prior to its being published. 

Confidentiality 
AU interview tapes and transcripts will be for my exclusive use. No one else 

will have access to them at any time. They will be kept until the successful 

defense of my thesis, at which time they will be destroyed or returned by 

request- 

During the interview a question will be asked related to AIDS, If you choose 

to reveal your own HIV status as part of your response to that question you 
need to know that there will be some limited risk of identification- Names will 

be changed in the final thesis, but some identifying data will be kept, such as 
age, gender, and so on as seems relevant to the project, To an outside reader 



your confidentiality will be complete. However, within our congregation, 

where the population is small and most people know one another, your 

complete anonymity cannot be guaranteed. If you feel this will keep you from 

being free to answer any portion of the interview questions for any reason, I 
would ask you to decline this invitation to participate. By signing this form 

you will be accepting the limited risk of identification outlined here. 

Participation 

All participation is voluntary and you may withdraw from the study at any 

point In order for su£6cient data to be obtained from each person it is 

essential that you participate in both the inteniew and the group validation 

process. If insufficient data has been obtained from any individual due to 

circumstances that arise as the study proceeds, their answers will be excluded 

from the study, and all data collected will be destroyed at the completion of the 

thesis defense. 

If you need more information you may call me at the church: 925-7924. 

By signing this consent form I agree to participate in this study 
under the conditions outlined above: 

Participant Name 

Signature 

Date 

Researcher: Susan L- Mabey 

Signature 



Appendix C: Interview Questions 

Thesis Questions for Susan Mabey 

How many deaths do you recall experiencing in the last five years? 

To what extent does this number surprise you? 

How many of the people who died were of major significance in your life? 
How many were acquaintances? 

When was the most recent death? 

How close was this person to you? 

What other signiscant losses have you experienced within the last five years 
(home, relationship, job, education, etc-) ? 

The Exnerience of Grief; 

Try to recall the fim death you experienced as an adult and your grief reaction 
to it  What were the most vivid aspects of that grief? How did they manifest 
in your life? 

Think about the subsequent deaths- In what ways have your grief responses 
changed following multiple bereavements? 

Did you feel you had personal support for your grief? Where did that support 
come from? Where do you wish it had come fiom? 

In your experience, how long does it take you to recover from a significant 
grief experience? 

To what extent has this recovery time changed as  more deaths have ocurred? 

In what ways have the deaths you have experienced changed the way you look 
at your own death? 

How grief affectdaffected other a s w t s  of life: 

In what ways has the grief you carry affected your ability to cope with other 
losses in your life? 

Did your initial adult bereavement change the way you felt about the future? 
How have these feelings shifted over the course of several deaths? 

As a person of faith, how did you feel about God at the time of your first adult 
death experience? Following that death? after the second, third, etc. 



Describe how prayer helped or hindered your grieving? In what ways did 
your prayer Me change over the course of multiple bereavements? 

During the course of these multiple bereavements in what ways did you find 
worshiping with the congregation a positive, negative, or mixed experience? 

Are there some aspects of worship that are now, or have been in the recent 
past, especially diEficuit for you as a grieving person? 

What is your current understanding of life after death? 

Has this changed in the last five years? If so, how? 

Grief and the c o n w t i o n :  

Describe the ways in which you see grief and grieving to have affected the 
congregation over the past five years. 

Is this changing and, if so, how? 

What are the any ways in which the congregation could have been more 
helpcul to you during your grieving? 

How do you feel AIDS has a£kcted you personally? 

How do you feel AIDS has affected the congregation? 

Do you notice a diffierence in the way you arc affected by an AIDS death and a 
non-AIDS death? 

Demomaah ics; 
Name: 
Age: 
Sex: 
Years at Christos MCC: 
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